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ABSTRACT 

From approximately 1920-1940. Evelyn Scott was hailed as one of the 

leaders of the American modernist movement for her work in poetr>'. drama, 

and fiction. Scott's work-consisting of eleven novels (two unpublished), two 

volumes of poetr>', a volume of novellas, a biography, several plays. children'> 

books, and numerous poems, short stories, and critical essays--remains some 

of the most innovative of the American modernists. Because the modernist 

period broached new subjects, many of these subjects were best written about 

by women whose creative works arose from the experiences which occurred in 

the private sphere-an area of intense investigation for subsequent feminist 

theorists. The objective of contemporary feminists has been to recover 

women's modernist experiences through works which represent this private 

sphere, and this study shows that Evelyn Scott's work is among the foremost 

of those which should be studied. 

Evelyn Scott is best remembered as an experimental novelist whose 

work from the ver>' beginning challenged conventional form. This study fully 

explores the modernist and cultural aspects of the three novels which 

compose Scott's trilogy {The Narrow House (1921), Narcissus (1922), and The 

Golden Door (1925 ). It is an examination of Scott's literary interpretation of 

the modern American woman. Further, this study examines how Scott's 

work expands upon the work of earlier novelists such as Wharton, Chopin, 
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and Gather, and how her work contributes in terms of "newness" in theme, 

structure, and form to the American modernist period. 



CH.\PTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

By the time Evelyn Scott died in 1963, in New York's Benjamin Hotel, 

her major writings had already drifted into obscurity. Her last publication. 

"Survival" (a poem), appeared in TTie Saturday Review of Literature in 1953; 

her last novel, The Shadow of the Hawk, had been published over a decade 

earher in 1941. From approximately 1920-1940, Scott had been hailed as one 

of the leaders of the modernist movement for her work in poetry, drama, and 

fiction. Writing in Playboy in 1921, Lola Ridge noted her belief that "Scott 

[would] take high place in her generation" (24). Yet even with such high 

praise, Scotts work is lost to the contemporary reader. Beginning in 1920 

with the pubHcation of her first work, Scott began a short, but highly 

acclaimed career as a writer, Hterary reviewer, and social critic. As late as 

1953, ten years prior to her death, Scott was reviewing literature, publishing 

poetry, and up until her death, working on her last, unfinished, novel. 

Scott's work received positive review from the major critics of her day. 

Peggy Bach notes that at the height of her career, Scott's work had been 

praised by Sinclair Lewis, Joseph Wood Krutch, Ludwig 
Lewisohn, Harlan Hatcher, Carl Van Doren, Mark Van Doren, 
and compared with those of Woolf, Gorki, Hardy, Dostoyevsky, 
Tolstoy, Lawrence, Thackeray, Flaubert, and Joyce. ("Evelyn 
Scott's The Narrow House" 437) 



Robert Welker. in The Love-Death Vision of Evelyn Scott, An Overview." 

suggests that "as a practitioner of the psychological novel and of symbolical 

expressionism, she was given a place with Virginia Woolf (9). Her first 

pubHcation, Precipitations, a book of poetr\', was reviewed b\^ Herbert 

Gorman in The New York Times Book Review and Magazine, March 27, 1921. 

Gorman noted that the book rightly belonged in the midst of the "New 

Movement," and that it should be "dubbed a success (13). Scott's next work. 

Love, a play produced by the Provincetown Players, was favorably reviewed 

by Ludwig Lewisohn in the March 16, 1921 issue of The Nation. Lewisohn 

noted that Scott had "subtlety, skill, and promise" (412). Likewise, Scott's 

first novel, The Narrow House (1921) received critical acclaim. After writing 

a glowing review of the book, Sinclair Lewis noted that "it would be an insult 

to speak with smug judiciousness of her 'promise.' She has done it!" {The 

New York Times Book Review, 18). This glowing praise would seemingly 

support the belief that Scott's work had a "hardness of surface that [seemed] 

to protect these books from decay," as Lewisohn had stated in 1932 

{Expression in America 408). Ironically. Scott was listed in 1937, along with 

WilHam Faulkner and Thomas Wolfe, as being among "new writers promoted 

to genius" {After the Genteel Tradition 216). Although there has been some 

excellent scholarly work done on Scott's artistry by Bach, Callard, Davidson, 

Ryan, Welker and others, Scott's work has remained relatively neglected by 

modernist scholars since well before her death. Yet even in obscurity, Scott's 



work—consisting of eleven novels (two unpubUshed). two volumes of poetry, a 

volume of novellas, a biography, several plays, children's books, and 

numerous poems, short stories, and critical essays—remains some of the 

most innovative of the American modernists. 

It is with the novel, however, that Scott makes her most important 

contribution to the period of American modernism. Although Scott's work 

deserves full evaluation for both her contribution to American modernism as 

well as her contributions as reviewer and social critic, the entirety of Scott's 

canon simply cannot be adequately covered in a single study. Therefore, it is 

my intention to explore fuUy the modernist and cultural aspects of the three 

novels which compose Scott's first major trilogy. I will examine how the work 

in those novels contributes in terms of "newness" in theme, structure, and 

form to the American modernist period. These novels, each of which focuses 

on an aspect of the American woman, build on the work of earlier novelists 

such as \Miarton, Chopin, and Gather, yet add a fresh voice to the works of 

other modernist writers such as Stein, Faulkner, and Fitzgerald. Although 

her later works such as Migrations, The Wave, and the two-volume Calender 

of Sin, add more to the artistry of the modernist movement in terms of 

experimentalism, the first trilogv, upon which I am focusing in this study, 

both lays the groundwork for the later novels, and best supports and 

advances the work done by other better-known modernists. For the purposes 

of this study, I have labeled the first trilogy as that of the modern woman; 
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this trilogy includes The Narrow House (1921), Narcissus (1922), and The 

Golden Door (1925. 

I will begin my discussion of Scott's modern woman by looking at her 

development in literature, beginning with the appearance of the "American 

Girl" at the time of the Civil War, through her growth into the "new woman" 

of the turn-of-the-century, and culminating with her presentation as a 

modern woman circa the nineteen twenties, thirties, and forties. I will then 

focus on each of the three novels contained in the trilogy, comparing each of 

the works to the novels of other writers with whom Scott would have 

considered her contemporaries. My intention is to show how Scott's work 

incorporates the ideas of previous writers on women's issues, yet enlarges 

their scope into her own new sense of artistry within the novel. Finally, I will 

discuss Scott's place among her contemporaries in American modernism and 

argue that her work, in bringing light to the position of women in society 

during the modernist period, fully encompasses this experimental literary 

movement. 

Precise definitions of modernism are difficult to pin down either in 

terms of encompassing years or encompassing aspects. However, for the 

purposes of my discussion, I will consider modernism to be an attempt by 

writers to expand their artistry in terms of subject matter, form, and 

structure, which I will later detail. Historically, although Scott's novels 

(under discussion in this work) fall within the years 1921-1931, I have 



expanded the historical definition of modernism from circa 1890 to 1945 to 

include female writers such as James, Wharton, Chopin, and Gather who not 

only contributed to the modernism movement in terms of dealing with the 

"new woman" and her expanded sphere of influence, but also formed much of 

the groundwork for the experimentalism of writers like Evelyn Scott. 

This period of American history saw the growth of the suffrage 

movement and the increasingly feminization of the public sphere. Although 

Pound had called for artists to "make new"—what both he, Eliot, and other 

male artists of the period only covertly admitted, the "new" was feminine. 

Gilbert and Gubar note that "it was not surprising, therefore, on his first 

reading of The Wasteland Joyce noted that T. S. Eliot's masterpiece 'ends 

[the] idea of poetry for ladies'" {War of Words 156). Industrialization not only 

brought changes to the marketplace, but also to the world of art, a world in 

which women artists were rising in popularity and artistry. Gilbert and 

Gubar further note that this unstated fear of the rise of women's words and 

the loss of the female muse for male poets seems explicit in Pound's "Sage 

Homme," in which "Milton's material muse becomes a transexual Sire, 

suggesting that the modernist poet may be in a double bind" {War of Words 

161). The modernist male artist had to contend both with the loss of the 

female muse and with the new world of women's words, as women not only 

took a visible place in society, but in literature and art as well. 



Thus, historically, this period from 1890 to 1945 was one of sexual 

tension and social growth. In A Room of One's Own, Virginia Woolf wrote 

that 

No age can ever have been as stridently sex-conscious as our 
own. . . . The Suffrage campaign was no doubt to blame. It must 
have aroused in men an extraordinary desire for self-assertion; 
it must have made them lay an emphasis upon their own sex 
and its characteristics which they would not have troubled to 
think about had they not been challenged. (103) 

This "emphasis" may in fact have led to the omission of women from the 

modernist literary canon. Universities, primarily staffed by male professors, 

may have more closely identified with the work of male writers such as 

Hemingway or Fitzgerald, who wrote of the male experience, and thus their 

works were promoted in colleges throughout the United States. This is not to 

say that women writers were deliberately omitted, but to suggest that 

perhaps their omission was a response to a rapidly shifting social structure in 

which male professors sought experiences with which both they and their 

students (primarily male) might better identify. It is therefore not difficult to 

understand how many popular female writers, such as Evelyn Scott, have 

fallen into obscurity. This dissertation attempts to bring to light the impact 

of Scott's work on American modernism. 

Scott expanded the form of the novel by introducing the artist's voice 

as a presence in the creative process as well as by trying out various 

experiments in point of view and stream-of-consciousness. In terms of the 



prevailing definitions of modernism as a break in tradition from the 

nineteenth-century mode and as a newness in form, structure, and theme. 

Scott's work exceeds the challenge of both definitions, thus furthering the 

experimental nature of modernism. However, for the purposes of this study, 

a more precise definition of modernism as succinctly stated by Eugene Lunn 

in Marxism and Modernism will be used. Lunn describes the characteristics 

of modernism as a set of "multiple revolts against traditional realism and 

romanticism." Janet Wolff, in Feminine Sentences, summarizes the 

characteristics of Lunn's revolts as 

(i) aesthetic self-consciousness or self reflectiveness, (ii) 
simultaneity, juxtaposition, or montage, (iii) paradox, ambiguity, 
and uncertainty, and (iv) dehumanization and the demise of the 
integrated individual subject or personality. (34-37) 

These characteristics, along with an examination of Scotts use of the private 

sphere, will be the terms of modernism which I will apply to the work of 

Evelyn Scott. I will conclude with a chapter on the relationship of Scott to 

the earlier writers, upon whose work Scott expands, and to the most often 

acknowledged modernists of the period. 

Evelyn Scott was born and raised in Tennessee, and as she writes in 

her semi-autobiographical work. Background in Tennessee: 

from 1893, when I was born, until 1909, when I was sixteen, I 
was never absent from Tennessee for more than a few months 
together, the impressions of the locality I carried with me into a 
voluntary exile which lasted twenty years. (1) 



However, at twenty, Scott would leave Tennessee under unusual 

circumstances. Born Elsie Dunn in Clarksville, Tennessee, Scott's unusual 

Hfe's journey began at twenty when she ran away from her home with 

Frederick Creighton Wellman, who was married and the Dean of the School 

of Tropical Medicine at Tulane University in New Orleans. Wellman and 

Scott fled to Brazil where they both took on pseudonyms; Wellman became 

known as Cyril Kay Scott and Elsie Dunn became Evelyn Scott. Wellman 

had been married twice before he "eloped" with Scott, and was in fact twice 

her age, with children from his first marriage. Upon their arrival in Brazil 

and under cover of their new names, the Scotts spent the next few years 

avoiding the scorn of Wellman's wife who was intent upon prosecuting 

Wellman under the Mann Act. There is some discrepancy about the number 

of years the Scott's spent in Brazil; Carrigg claims they were there for a 

period of five years; the entry on Scott in Contemporary Authors states she 

was self-exiled for three years, and Peggy Bach claims it was six years. 

Regardless of the amount of time spent in Brazil, it was a miserable 

experience for Scott—one which she fictionally recounts in Escapade. Not 

under discussion in this study. Escapade outlines some of the raw material 

from which Scott forms her major novels. Scott's experience in Brazil was 

physically, emotionally, and mentally demanding. A year after her arrival, 

Scott gave birth to her only child, a son, Creighton. Scott was attended by a 

local doctor under whose care she suffered complications which remained 
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uncorrected; the effect of these complications would cause Scott health 

problems the rest of her life. Her physical problems were exacerbated by the 

Scotts' poverty in Brazil and by the emotional t rauma of living like fugitives. 

Until the birth of her son, Scott spent endless days sitting in successively 

run-down hotel and boarding rooms, Hving on the meager salary that Cyril 

Scott could make as an accountant for a sewing machine company. Even 

under such depressing conditions, however, Scott wrote and submitted poetry 

to major journals in the United States. 

Scott had been writing and pubhshing short stories since she was 

fourteen; she was also the youngest student admitted to the H. Sophie 

Newcomb Memorial College at Tulane to study art, and even though she was 

eventually dismissed from the college, according to Peggy Bach, "because her 

non-conformist attitudes prevented her from participating in a structured 

academic setting" (Bulletin of BibUography 77), Scott continued a self-

education, even after fleeing with Wellman to Brazil, taking the poetry of 

Keats and Shelley, as well as a three-volume set of War and Peace, with her 

into exile. And so, even from her isolation in Brazil, Scott continued to write 

and publish. Bach notes that Scott was known in Greenwich Village as "the 

mystery woman from Brazil" (77) through her publications in The Dial, The 

Egoist, The Liberator, Others, Playboy, Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, and The 

Poetry Journal Upon her return to the United States, where she and Cyril 



settled in Greenwich Village, Scott began writing and publishing in earnest, 

particularly the novel. 

Just as her episode in Brazil became the fictionalized essence of 

Escapade, Scott's life after her divorce from Wellman, a few short years after 

settling in Greenwich Village, could easily have become the substance of 

later novels. The Scotts had moved to Bermuda where Scott, in the midst of 

marital difficulties with Cyril K. Scott, had fallen in love with Owen Merton 

who was there with his son, Thomas. She and Merton had a brief affair 

which ended, as Scott would later write, due to the tantrums of Morton's son, 

Thomas, later the Trappist monk and poet. It was during this period 

between her two marriages that Scott had brief affairs with many of the 

artists and poets in whose society she worked. Among these were Sinclair 

Lewis, Williams Carlos Williams, and Waldo Frank. In 1926 she began living 

with an English writer, John Metcalf, whom she married in 1930. Although 

she had spent most of the thirties moving among other well-known writers 

and poets such as Lola Ridge, Gertrude Stein, Sinclair Lewis, William Carlos 

Williams, and Hart Crane, Scott's life of wandering began with time spent 

among the expatriates and later with John Metcalf looking for a comfortable 

place in which to work. It was a life spent drifting about the globe, in ill-

health, despair, and financial instability. Much of Scott's and Metcalf s 

distress as artists appears in Scott's three books on the artist, Eva Gay 

(1933), Breathe Upon These Slain (1934), and Bread and a Sword (1937). 
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The crest of Scott's instabifity apparently came about during the 

forties when several calamities struck Scott all at once. Her husband John 

had been called into active service with the RAF; her mother was in ailing 

health and left in her care; her father broke off all connections with her and 

refused any assistance either emotionally or financially, and she suffered a 

mild stroke which left her hearing unrecognized and incoherent voices the 

rest of her life. Robert Welker notes that it was at this time her hterary 

career began to falter and "her fear of abstractionism, coupled with severe 

financial problems and poor health, contributed to the development of a 

limited but dramatic paranoia" ("Love-Death Vision of Evelyn Scott," Welker 

20). It was also at this time that her son, known as Jig (real name Creighton 

Scott), and the fictional child of Escapade, began to reject any contact with 

her, returning her letters unopened. The final insult was perhaps her 

abandonment by Cyril K. Scott, who had been her long-time friend and 

former husband who at this time also, according to Welker, "refused 

correspondence and then belittled her with half-truths in his published 

autobiography" (20). However, Scott was not totally the victim of her own 

life; in reahty, she did much herself to cause her own isolation. 

Scott's essays on Communism and her sharp criticism of the treatment 

of artists caused a break with friends and associates who had previously 

believed themselves and Scott to share a common vision. Additionally, 

although Scott had done much to encourage young writers, having befriended 
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many, among them, Lola Ridge, Jean Stafford, and Jean Rhys, her paranoia 

seemed to cause her to take insult at the slightest provocation. 

Following a number of dinners Scott hosted in an attempt to showcase 

the work of Jean Rhys, there came a break in the friendship between the two. 

Rhys' final letters to Scott concerning her feelings at being ill-treated by 

Scott's party goers was the beginning of the end. Rhys wrote: 

I think that the anglo-saxon idea that you can be rude 
with impunity to any female who has written a book is utterly 
damnable. You come and have a look out of curiosity and then 
allow the freak to see what you think of her. It's only done of 
course to the more or less unsuccessful and only by anglo 
saxons. 

Well my dear if it were my last breath I'd say HELL TO 
IT and—to the people who do it— {The Letters of Jean Rhys 32) 

Scott's letter in response, although no copy apparently exists, contained the 

continuance of an argument against which Rhys responded, in what the 

editors of Rhys' collected letters regard as Rhys' final communication to Scott: 

I agree that an argument by letter is unsatisfactory. 
One's always two and a half points out. 

So I'm not going on with it when I beg you please please 
please to get well into your head . . . please please please get it 
into your head that I don't think your friends were rude to me 
and didn't say so. (32) 

Rhys' editors further note that it "seems likely that their friendship never 

recovered as no letters from Evelyn or Jean survive later than this one" (34). 

Scott would, at this period of time, according to Richard Drinnon, confide to 

Emma Goldman that her life had become overbearing, that she had even quit 

communicating with her dearest friends. 
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In fact, following the war, she and John were so destitute in England 

that a fund was set up by their friends to assist them in returning to the 

United States, which they did in 1952. Callard notes that by this time, Scott 

was toothless and malnourished, caused by an inadequate diet and the 

inabihty to pay for dental care, and that 

the remainder of her Iffe makes depressing reading. . . . 
Eventually they made their way to New York and took up 
residence in a cheap hotel which was to be their final home 
together. {London Magazine 60) 

Scott spent the rest of her life in the Benjamin Hotel in the one room with 

communal Idtchen privileges that she and John shared. On the day she 

returned home from the hospital following cancer treatment, she died in her 

sleep with Metcalf at her side. Scott had come a long way from her birth into 

Southern aristocracy, the descent of poverty upon her own family following 

the Civil War, and her rise to literary fame among America's most well-

known poets and artists. Robert Welker, at the end of his article about 

Scotts love-death vision, argues that 

if Scott was ultimately a failure, as some have suggested, she 
was a failure because she attempted the impossible. But 
perhaps she is no failure at all if her hfe and writing add a bit to 
the evolutional amehoration she held as the hope of mankind. 
This amelioraton promises a progression toward the final 
reality—liebstod, love-death. (22) 

In a footnote to Welker's article, Welker includes a letter he received from 

Scott dated June 9, 1957 in which Scott writes: 
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Your summing up of the philosophy impHcit in my books and 
your use of "Uebstod" as a philosophical designation is the most 
just thing ever said about me, and one of the best proofs of 
critical insight that has ever been produced in this country or 
anywhere. (22) 

This present study intends to bring to hght the importance of Scott's 

contribution to the modernist movement by further critical and cultural 

examination of her work. 

Although at her death, Scott was relatively unknown, she was in fact a 

popular author and major contributor to the literary movements of the 

nineteen twenties, thirties, and forties. Sinclair Lewis, reviewing Scott's first 

novel. The Narrow House, for the New York Times Book Review, states that 

she has "the most uncommon and most valuable sort of observation: the 

power of realizing impersonally and accurately the things so close at hand 

that most of us never reaUze them at all" (18). Lewis further notes, in this 

same review, that Scott "belongs, she understands, she is definitely an artist" 

(18). Although Scott would receive her share of unfavorable criticism, for the 

most part, much of the criticism leveled at Scott's work was actually being 

leveled at the modernist movement itself. This can be seen in similar reviews 

of the work of Wilham Faulkner, Hart Crane, and others. For the most part, 

however, Scott's work was accepted as an innovative and important 

contribution to the artistry of the time. 

In the novels of her trilogy, Scott examines the position of women in 

society, even as she explores other aspects of the periods about which she 
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writes. The trilogy {The Narrow House, Narcissus, The Golden Door) looks at 

the position of women in modern society. It is a study of three generations of 

the Farley family, set historically circa 1920 to 1940. Although Scott was 

also known as an experimental poet, playwright, and children's writer, it is 

through her novels that Scott reaches the height of her artistry and positions 

herself as one of America's leading modernist writers. 

In 1921, with the publication of The Narrow House, the first in the 

trilogy of the modern woman, Scott begins an exploration of the growing 

separation of the public and private spheres. This separation relegated 

women to the home while men worked in factories or businesses. Women 

who had previously been involved in businesses within the home, medicine, 

and art were at this time removed from those areas simply by the separation 

of the spheres. Each of the women of The Narrow House have been hardened 

by their life experiences. Each is solely concerned with her own survival, 

hardened to the suffering of the others. 

In Narcissus (1922), Scott continues her examination of the Farley 

women, in the character of Julia Farley. Julia, an intelligent, articulate, 

politically active woman is what Wharton termed a "sexual parasite." She 

cannot communicate her true needs with another human being. She has 

attempted, through education and through volunteer work, to develop an 

individual self. As Wharton wrote in the twenties of Ellen Olenska, there is 

simply no place for her (Ellen or Julia) to go, now that she is fully awakened 
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to the possibihties. Scott critically examines this modern woman who 

regardless of her intelligence or abilities, cannot seem to escape being 

regarded as a sexual object. Finally, in the last novel of the trilogy-, The 

Golden Door (1925), Scott seems to address her own reservations about 

holding an allegiance to a philosophy in which ideals are elevated above 

people. 

In The Golden Door, Scott places the new woman of the home in direct 

confrontation with the new woman of experience. In this third novel of the 

trilogy. May, who appeared as a neglected child in the first novel and a 

confused teenager in the second, makes her appearance as a grown woman, 

now married to Paul Mercer, her boyfriend/rapist in Narcissus. Through 

Paul, an idealist, Scott highfights the changes brought about by increased 

industrialization and capitahzation. Throughout the entire trilogy, Scott's 

modern woman evolves and her separate experiences are explored. Just as 

the experiences of the modernist male writers were distinct and different, so 

were the experiences of modernist women writers, and it is those experiences 

which Scott so brutally exposes. Scott's poem, "Women," pubHshed in 1919 in 

Others: A Magazine of the New Verse goes far in explaining Scott's vision of 

the modern woman: 

Like crystal columns, 
When they bend, they crack; 
Brittle souls. 
Conforming, yet not conforming— 
Mirrors. 
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Masculine souls 
Pass across the mirrors: 
Rich colors, shadows, musk. 
Shapes, 
Silver and grey subtleties. 
Showers of pink pearls. 
Swish and flutter of satin draperies. 
Deep orange, pale yeUow, rose color, white. 
Petals of hundreds of flowers, 
Roses, roses 
Rich red shadows. 
Wreathing like clouds, 
Smoke, dusted over with snow. 
Grey violets, 
WhirHng, gUding ecstasies— 
Retreating, retreating, 
Dimly, dimly; 
Like dreams fading across the mirror. 
Then the mirror. 
Stark and brilliant in the sunshine. 
Blank as the desert. 
Blank as the sphinx. 
Winking golden eyes in the twinkles of Hght, 
Silent, immutable, vacuous infinity, 
IlHmitable capacity for absorption, 
Absorbing nothing. 

Have the shapes and the shadows 
Been swallowed up in your recesses without depth. 
You drinkers of life, 
Twinkhng mahciously 
Your golden yellow eyes. 
Mirrors winking in the sunshine? (14-15) 

Evelyn Scott is best remembered as an experimental novelist whose 

work fi*om the very beginning challenged conventional form. This 

dissertation will attempt to stress Scott's contribution to American 

modernism and to promote further study of her work. The modernist period 
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broached new subjects; many of these were best written about by women, 

whose material arose from the experiences which occurred in the private 

sphere—an area of intense investigation for subsequent feminist theorists. 

The objective of contemporary feminists has been to recover women's 

modernist experiences through works which represent this private sphere, 

and this study will show that Evelyn Scott's work is among the foremost of 

those which should be studied. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE MODERN WOMAN 

The Civil War, as no single event had ever done before, truly 

determined the character of the coming century. With the end of the war in 

1865, the newly-United States would be forever changed in terms of race 

relations, equaHty for women, increased industrialization, and economic 

adjustment in the former Confederate states caused by the immediate loss of 

a cost-free work force. With the death of so many thousands of males, the 

country was left in the hands of old men, women, and young boys. Thus, by 

the 1870's, an American Girl born out of the social and moral chaos of the 

Civil War would emerge. The American Girl was such a significant figure 

that particular characteristics define and describe her. Generally she is an 

orphan, resulting from the great loss of fathers, brothers, and male kin 

during the Civil War. Because of her position as the only surviving heir, she 

frequently possesses greater wealth than previous American women. She has 

been decently educated as the legitimate family heir, and because of her 

increased independence often appears overly willful and proud. However 

positive this new fi-eedom may have been for the American Girl, it also 

brought about a period of adjustment. Without the comfort and care of a 

home, governed by a father and brothers sworn to uphold the sanctity of the 

family and the protection of the young women of the family, the American 
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Girl was left to fend for herself. She therefore was socially naive and 

somewhat inept. Receiving wealth and education was a boon, yet for the 

American Girl, this first taste of freedom did not come without a knowledge 

of the ways of the world. Her newly-found independence, combined with a 

lack of social and moral awareness, often times ended in her making 

disastrous mistakes for which she alone would have to bear the consequences. 

The American Girl's character and subsequent social problems are 

probably most closely related to the characteristic of her family position. 

Often orphaned before being properly married or under the guidance of an 

unsophisticated parent, the American Girl must find her way through a 

complicated social order, secure a husband, and find a place in society, armed 

with few skills and Httle knowledge. These girls appear frequently in the 

novels of Alcott, Glasgow, James, and even in Mitchell's Gone With The Wind, 

where the character of Scarlett O'Hara embodies all the basic elements of the 

American Girl. 

With Wyoming's entrance into the union in 1890 as the first state in 

which women could vote, and the increasing popularity of the suffrage 

movement, many changes were taking place in American society, the 

reflection of which appeared in literature. With the movement away from 

romanticism and toward reahsm in literature. American writers began 

exploring the more reahstic, sometimes darker side of humanity. Writers like 

James, Wharton, Chopin, and Gather contributed to this movement. The 
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American Girl had begun to lose much of her naivete, and with the increased 

prosperity of American society, the American Girl became what Veblen 

referred to as a "trophy" (23). 

For the majority of American women, particularly those of the 

American Girl novels, their conformity to style was not an encumbrance, but 

a way of life. Equating women with property was certainly nothing new to 

American society. Few women had rights as independent beings even during 

this period of social upheavad. Veblen writes that the ownership of women 

begins in the lower barbarian stages of culture, apparently with the seizure 

of female captives. The original reason for the seizure and appropriation of 

women seems to have been their usefulness as trophies. (23) Yet at no time 

were women so dramatically equated with property as they were from 

approximately 1880 through the beginnings of the twentieth century. A well-

defined, well-dressed woman was the perfect accouterment to a well 

appointed, well-decorated home. The architectural exterior of the home, the 

decorated interior, and the finely costumed woman were all defined by the 

splendor of the period. Contini argues that although 'progressive women at 

this time fought a hard battle for female emancipation, a battle which was to 

be won in the twentieth century" (260), they nevertheless did not win the 

battle for freedom in fashion. Clothing ultimately reflected their subordinate 

position in society and their value to their husbands and families as a fine 

addition to the home. Appearance was everything, and without the 
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appearance of good morals and judgment, marriages were lost, lives 

destroyed, and women left with few choices outside of despair and utter social 

ruin. Therefore, it is not surprising that in the most well-read novels about 

the period, the female characters are valued not so much for who they are. 

but for how they appear. They are spoken of in terms of how they look 

situated in their environments and how important it is to attain and 

maintain that image. 

However, there was within the writings produced by Wharton, Chopin, 

Gather, and other female writers, a distinct difference from the writings 

being produced by male writers such as Henry James. For example, James' 

portrayal of the American Girl in the characters of Isabel in Portrait of a 

Lady and of Daisy in Daisy Miller, explores the independent nature of this 

literary female, but with httle sympathy or understanding. James does little 

to critique the culture which bore these women, instead focusing on their 

independent, naive natures as the cause of their ultimate doom. 

Again, in both James's Portrait of a Lady and Daisy Miller, the 

American Girl must find her way through a complicated social order, secure a 

husband and a place in society, armed with few skills and little knowledge. 

Isabel Archer is presented at the beginning of the novel as having been 

"taken up" by her Aunt, whose acquaintance she had recently made, following 

the death of her father. Isabel has had no one and nothing to rely on but her 

own wits. She has a modest income, but at the invitation of her Aunt to visit 
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Europe, she does so immediately. Even though she could rely on her Aunt 

and Uncle's guidance, she unwisely refuses any suggestion that she should: 

"Adopt me?" The girl stared, and her blush came back to her, 
together with a momentary look of pain which gave her 
interlocutor some alarm. He had underestimated the effect of 
his words. (29-30) 

From the very beginning of the novel, Isabel declares herself to be free and 

independent. Responding to Lord Warburton's inquiry about her relationship 

to her Aunt, Isabel replies that, "'she has been very kind to me; but,' she 

added with a certain visible eagerness of desire to be explicit, 'I am very fond 

of my liberty'" (30). And though momentarily thwarted by husband Gilbert's 

oppressiveness, she does seem, by the end of the novel, to be still of an 

independent mind. Her visit to Ralph, perhaps precipitated by Countess 

Gemini's negative revelation about Gilbert, is nevertheless undertaken by 

Isabel against her husband's wishes. Even though Isabel is incapable of 

making her way socially, ending in an unfortunate marriage, she is 

independent, and thus, according to James, the source of her own demise. 

Isabel's character and personality are carefully designed to afford the 

reader sufficient evidence from which to define her actions. She possesses an 

independent mind and spirit; she is made of high moral fiber, and she is 

inherently a sensitive and loving woman who is resigned to live the hfe she 

has carved out for herself by her own hand. Isabel, unlike Daisy Miller, is 

acutely aware of image. At the end of the novel, Isabel will return to her 
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husband as her moral and social obhgation requires, will assist her step

daughter, Pansey, as her own sensitive and loving nature would demand, and 

will continue to make "good use" (193) of her fortune as her strong, moral 

nature has predetermined that she will. Isabel's character has been so 

elaborately built, and with such careful detail, that her actions can be 

predicted based on the scope and depth of her characterization. Regardless of 

the fact that by the end of the novel, Isabel is well aware of her husband's 

deceit and deficiencies, she will maintain her marriage and the appearance of 

propriety for her own sake and for the sake of her family. In this portrait, the 

central character of Isabel Archer is acutely aware of the confines and 

limitations of image—a theme that runs throughout the novels of the 

American Girl. 

Likewise, Daisy Miller is for all practical purposes on her own as well. 

Traveling in Europe with only her mother, Daisy is without a male family 

member old enough or sophisticated enough to ensure her safety and protect 

her honor. Although Mrs. Miller accompanies Daisy through Europe, she has 

neither the sophistication necessary to ensure her daughter's acceptance into 

European society, nor the awareness to keep her daughter from making 

social mistakes which will ultimately cause Daisy's ostracism. Daisy and her 

mother are in Europe without male companionship due to her mother's 

insistence that Daisy be seen on the continent, even though Mr. Miller's 

business obhgations necessitate his remaining at home. Neither Daisy nor 
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her mother have the experience necessary for a successful European season. 

James makes it clear that it is this "new independence" in the American 

woman which most contributes to her downfall. Although Isabel tended to 

verbalize her independence, Daisy's independence is better seen through her 

actions: her decision to visit the castle alone with Winterbourne, her arrival 

late to the party, her walk alone with two male companions, etc. 

This independent characteristic, however, does set both Isabel and 

Daisy apart from European women of the same period. Mary Schriber 

suggests that James may have wished to "preserve but polish and develop 

this native and hardy specimen of the New World" (247) and thus used 

European society to temper American independence and idealism. According 

to Schriber, "the ideal American Girl is the distillation of the wisdom and 

experience of the Old World and the New, an incipient heiress of aU ages" 

(248). Although James' American Girls may have come through their 

experiences tempered by European society, they nevertheless entered it 

alone, naive, idealistic, and with a proud, haughty independent nature which 

James seemingly condemns. Nowhere in either tale does James criticize 

society for its harsh, nearly diabolical treatment of these American girls. 

However, within the texts of women writers of this same historical 

period, there appeared around the turn-of-the century a woman who bore 

little resemblance to her fictional contemporaries being produced by male 

writers. The "new woman" was one of independence and autonomy. She was 
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outspoken, adventurous, and iconoclastic. Cecelia Tichi notes in the 

Columbia Literary History of the United States that this shift from American 

Girl to "new woman" demanded the nation's attention, and when she was 

spoofed by America's leading political-social satirist, Finley Peter Dunne, her 

importance was affirmed. Dunne's sketch, "On the New Woman" (1898), 

begins with Dunne's Mr. Dooley declaring that 

Molly Donahue have up an' become a new woman!. . .wearin' 
clothes that no lady shud wear. . .she'll be no man's slave. . . 
wear what clothes she wants [and] earn her own living, 
(qtd. in Tichi 589) 

Dunne recognized the importance of this new woman whom Tichi notes was a 

"powerful social-literary figure by the late nineteenth century" (589). In 

addition to her striving for autonomy and demanding independence, this new 

woman was a social and sexual creature whose literary reflection empowered 

the work of Wharton, Chopin, and Gather. Tichi writes that "[the new 

woman] embodied new values and posed a critical challenge to the existing 

order. And she affected the national literature" (589). Subsequently, the new 

woman's representation in literature gives insight to the inner lives of women 

during this historical period of social evolution. 

For example, in Wharton's novels, it is clear from the start that the 

villain is society itself and its claims upon women. One of the most 

representative of the evolution of the American girl to the "new woman" in 

American society is that of May Archer in Wharton's The Age of Innocence. 
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Perhaps because May best understands her society and its limitations and 

propensity for image, she is the most successful of these new women. 

Content to accept the society into which she is born. May makes the best of 

her position and in doing so makes of her husband a better man than perhaps 

he would have been without her. For May is the realist to Newland Archer's 

romantic idealism. May has a clear-cut understanding of herself and her 

place in society as well as an understanding of Newland and his place. 

Believing himself to be the Bohemian, Newland Archer acts and reacts 

accordingly. The Age of Innocence is a superbly crafted novel of old New York 

and one in which even its author relished every word. Writing to her editor 

Mr. Jewett in 1920 concerning the novel, Wharton noted: 

I am sending you by hand by tomorrow's steamer another 25,000 
words of "The Age of Innocence," and also the final revision of 
Book 1. Two or three details important for the holding together 
of the story have been inserted in this revision and I have 
written my sister-in-law that you will be kind enough to send it 
to her at once so that she can make the necessary changes in the 
proofs. They are all slight but nevertheless important. {The 
Letters of Edith Wharton 428) 

Wharton knew that it is the details which comprise the whole image; an 

image that she was determined be presented accurately. The central 

character. May, is a victim while at the same time an accomplice of her 

society. As in the other novels of the American Girl, May is first seen and 

described through the eyes of another, this time her future husband: 

Newland Archer, leaning against the wall at the back of the club 
box, turned his eyes from the stage and scanned the opposite 
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side of the house. Directly facing him was the box of old Mrs. 
Manson Mingott, whose monstrous obesity had long since made 
it impossible for her to attend the Opera, but who was always 
represented on fashionable nights by some of the younger 
members of the family. . . . slightly withdrawn behind these 
brocaded matrons sat a young girl in white with eyes ecstatically 
fixed on the stage lovers. (5) 

Interestingly, May is described as sitting behind her older relatives who are 

described in terms more akin to the description of furniture than women, a 

portrait supportive of Veblen's theory of the leisure class in America. 

Newland recognizes in May his own desires and thus as he watches her 

"white-gloved finger-tips touch the flowers softly," he draws a breath of 

"satisfied vanity." At this point, the narrator comments that "no expense had 

been spared on the setting, which was acknowledged to be very beautiful 

even by people who shared his acquaintance with the Opera houses of Paris 

and Vienna" (6). Once again, image and appearance are of utmost 

importance, and in this initial meeting between May and Newland, her 

appearance in the proper and appropriate setting adds to his interest and 

enjoyment in her as well as foreshadows their later relationship when it will 

be May who will take responsibility for the social image of the family. May, 

as depicted by Wharton, is representative of her real-life counterpart—a 

substantive, proprietary element of the home. In this society, women were 

the hub upon which the virtue, the morality, and the conscience of an entire 

society revolved. Wharton makes it clear in her portrayal of May Archer, 

that May is ultimately at the mercy of her society—her thoughts, words, and 
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actions are formed and managed by her position, and like James' Isabel, to 

offend society was to set in motion her own downfall. Unhke James' 

portrayal, however, Wharton clearly places society at fault, even though she 

does not go as far in her condemnation as later writers, including Evelyn 

Scott, would in their novels of these new women in American society. 

There is little doubt that WWI altered American society as no other 

single event had previously done. The war was the impetus for significant 

gender role changes which would follow. Prior to WWI, men in wartime 

would experience the opportunity to reaffirm their masculine prowess, 

courage, and sense of righteous superiority. Women were granted increased 

autonomy and independence—^put in charge of running homes, business, 

assuming the roles of their male counterparts. These changes, which only 

heightened the male postwar experience, did not continue for women at war's 

end. Anne Goodwyn Jones contends that "though men sustain traditional 

manhood in peacetime, changes in women's traditional roles have not 

typically persisted" (135). Traditionally, women's changed roles have not 

held firm and their "new found" equality has proven a fragile shift which did 

not sustain them after war's end and the return of the male population. 

However, Jones suggests that WWI challenged this historical shift in that the 

soldiers of WWI underwent what she suggests was a traditionally female 

experience which included "enforced passivity, entrapment within enclosed 

space, marginahzation, and a rejection of hierarchy" (136). The death of 
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chivalry through the use of trench warfare and long-distance weapons, along 

with an increased belief that fathers had sent their sons to be killed only 

deepened these experiences. War had set sons against fathers and had 

broken down the natural order of succession. 

Along with an increase of women moving into the labor market and the 

rise of the suffrage movement, WWI did the most in terms of exposing the 

dramatic feelings of anxiety which were reactions to the breakdown of 

traditional structures and the growing separation of society into two spheres 

of social and literary influence—the public and the private sphere. The 

public sphere was that of business and industry and is most accurately 

reflected in the work of male writers of the period. The private sphere was 

the social sphere of home and family, and it will be argued in this study, is 

most often fully represented by the female writers of the modernist period 

who fully occupied both the public and the private sphere. 

These anxieties at the flux in society are reflected in the modernist 

literature of the time, but not in homogenous ways. Men and women 

underwent dramatically different experiences during this time of societal 

upheaval. The shift in the pattern of succession with the estrangement 

and/or death of fathers and sons altered succession in favor of daughters. 

While men were experiencing anxiety at the breakdown of traditional 

structures, women were exuberant at their demise. Gilbert and Gubar note 

that 
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while Hemingway's war-haunted novel The Sun Also Rises uses 
the characters of Jake and Brett to brood on "the horror, the 
horror" of male impotence and female sexual autonomy, Woolf s 
novel of post-war England, Mrs. Dalloway, emphasizes the ways 
in which the suicidal fall of Septimus empowers the visionary 
rise of Clarissa. For tragic as it is, Septimus's death "made her 
feel the beauty, made her feel the fun. {Female Imagination 3) 

Thus, the female experience was significantly different from the male 

experience, resulting in nearly diametrically opposed emotional, social, and 

cultural responses. These responses are reflected in the works of modernist 

female writers whose writings embody the female experience. 

In writing about Gertrude Stein's Tender Buttons, Jewski suggests 

that Stein, as were her female contemporaries, was struggling with the idea 

of the "integrated self caught in the language and philosophy of a dualistic 

culture" (34). In other words, the difficulty for modernist women was both in 

finding a room of one's own and in avoiding confinement, a struggle between 

finding an identity yet avoiding names or labels. This exploration of self led 

to increased experimentation of sex and self for women writers. Just as men 

had always been considered autonomous individuals, women were now 

beginning to resist names and boundaries. Carolyn Forrey, writing about 

"The New Woman Revisited," suggests that the literature of this period which 

was produced by women provides a hitherto unreachable insight into the 

historical condition of women. Forrey argues that: 

literature gives access to those most elusive yet important 
realities of human existence: feeling and fantasy. The fictional 
works of women's imaginations—the kinds of heroines they 
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created, the emotional conflicts they portrayed women facing, 
the dreams and fantasies, hopes and ideals, fears and 
resentments, disappointment, and frustrations which take place 
in their projected worlds—may reveal something of the way in 
which women responded at the deepest and most personal level 
to their experience in the culture. (37) 

This is not to argue, however, that women writers portrayed their female 

characters as victims. However, they did attempt to portray them in a more 

enlightened, sympathetic Hght. Wharton, in The House of Mirth and The Age 

of Innocence, and Gather, in My Antonia and The Lost Lady, portrayed the 

fallen woman, one who sinned against both God and self, as having to stand 

the rejection of her society while attempting to become autonomous. Neither 

Wharton nor Gather rejected the yet-Victorian morals of society and allowed 

their female characters total social and sexual freedom. 

In Wharton's The House of Mirth, Lily Bart attempts to achieve 

financial independence and autonomy, yet ignores the boundaries of sexual 

propriety. Even though Wharton clearly identifies society as the "villain" in 

this novel, Lily's character is not allowed to succeed and ultimately dies a 

lonely, albeit accidental, death by her own hand. Image is equally important 

to Lily Bart. The initial meeting of Lily is through the eyes and expectations 

of another: "Selden paused in surprise. In the afternoon rush of the Grand 

Central Station his eyes had been refreshed by the sight of Miss Lily Bart" 

(2). Lily is perhaps more a product of her environment than either Daisy or 
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Isabel. She is totally dependent on her appearance and image, for she lacks 

money and the necessary social ties to make a good marriage: 

She paused before the mantelpiece, studying herself in the 
mirror while she adjusted her veil. The attitude revealed the 
long slope of her slender sides, which gave a kind of wild-wood 
grace to her outline—as though she were a captured dryad 
subdued to the conventions of the drawing-room; and Selden 
reflected that it was the same streak of sylvan freedom in her 
nature that lent such savour to her artificiahty. (11) 

Lily must be constantly on her guard and careful not to offend any possible 

marriage prospect. Thus, she constantly monitors her appearance, her aging 

face, her smoking, and her money. Even though she is the one who must be 

most cautious in her deahngs with others, she is also the one most vulnerable 

to the quick solution to her money problems offered by Rosedale. In her 

desperation to become part of society, Lily becomes little more than a lovely 

object to be displayed in the homes of wealthier acquaintances for their 

pleasure and convenience. She is never truly a part of society, and so, much 

as a decorative piece of porcelain is set aside after the initial attraction is 

over, Lily is set aside by a society into which she is unable to gain entrance. 

In Theory of the Leisure Class, Veblen notes that 

the fact that the usages, actions, and views of the well-to-do 
leisure class acquire the character of a prescriptive canon of 
conduct for the rest of society, gives added weight and reach to 
the conservative influence of that class. It makes it incumbent 
upon all reputable people to follow their lead. (200) 

And so, Lily, as a reputable woman, must either attain the image of propriety 

which governs her society or must die in the attempt. Lily Bart is seen as a 
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"new woman," yet she is a social failure. Wharton's portrayal is sympathetic 

in that she clearly delineates society as the victim, yet Wharton is unable to 

allow Lily to fully experience the freedom of the new woman without 

condemnation, a move which ensured the novel's public acceptance. 

Writers like Wharton and Gather tended to distance themselves from 

the characterization of a "new woman" who survived uncondemned. This 

"new woman" insisted on choosing her own sexual partners (in and out of 

marriage), resolved to earn her own living, insisted on personal fulfillment 

without marital obligation, and took part especially in making her own 

choices from sexual preference to dress. Wharton and Gather may have 

escaped the critical backlash by including the new woman in their works as a 

sort of social failure, much as many male writers of the same period had. 

Henry James, as well as others, frequently included the new woman in 

his novels. James' portrayals of the new woman either take the form of a 

crude, ill-mannered female such as Henrietta Stackpole in Portrait of a Lady, 

or of the innocent, condemned to misfortune or death for breaking the 

boundaries of social propriety as with Daisy Miller. Although women writers 

would experiment with presentations of this independent new woman in a 

more sympathetic light, the portrayals were nevertheless often pessimistic 

and the outcomes disastrous. 

In Gather's My Antonia, the heroine is shown to be a victim of 

innocence and ignorance at the hand of a more worldly lover, yet it is Antonia 
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who ultimately pays for her ignorance at the end of the novel when she is 

embedded in the land, old, toothless, and unable to recall the names of some 

of her many children. Granted there is much more to the novel in terms of 

Gather's naturalism, there is still the overwhelming evidence of Antonia's 

independent nature and unfulfilled sexual desire. Antonia is described early 

on as having "opinions about everything," and once having learned English 

was "able to make them known" (22). And it is not simply in her opinions 

that Antonia shows her independence. When offered an easier job working 

for a family in town, she counters with "Oh, better I like to work out-of-doors 

than in a house! . . . I not care that your grandmother say it makes me like a 

man. I like to be like a man" (89). Antonia well knows that men can make 

their own choices, and even if she is not to be allowed that privilege, she can 

at least choose where she will work. 

Eventually, however, Antonia becomes a "hired girl" working for the 

Harlings, and it is away fi-om her natural environment and in the 

environment of town that Antonia loses her independence through her 

unfortunate liaison with Larry Donovan. Even then Antonia's independent 

nature makes her unembarrassed about her illegitimate child: "Another girl 

would have kept her baby out of sight, but Tony, of course, must have its 

picture on exhibition at the town photographer's in a great gilt frame. How 

like her!" (195). Yet despite Antonia's ability to continue "quiet and steady," 

she is condemned for her independence and sexuality. In telling Jim Burden 
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of Antonia's plight, Mrs. Steavens notes that the "bad one"—Lena Lingard— 

turned out well while Antonia turned out poorly. Even when the time came 

to give birth, Antonia is described in terms more akin to a field animal giving 

birth than to a woman: "without calHng to anybody, without a groan, she lay 

down on the bed and bore her child" (203). Described by Cather as a 

"natural-born mother," Antonia eventually marries a man whom Tiny 

Soderball describes as "not a man of much force" and lives a "hard hfe" (211). 

Although upon at last seeing Antonia after twenty years, Jim describes 

Antonia as still possessing an "inner glow"; his description is tempered by his 

description of Antonia as having "skin, so brown and hardened" and no teeth. 

Perhaps most telling is Antonia's description of herself at the end of the 

novel. This is a description which most point to as showing Antonia's 

contentment with her hfe, but equally points out her apathy: 

No, I never got down-hearted. Anton's a good man, and I loved 
my children and always believed they would turn out well. I 
belong on a farm. I'm never lonesome here like I used to be in 
town. You remember what sad spells I used to have, when I 
didn't know what was the matter with me? I've never had them 
out here. And I don't mind work a bit, if I don't have to put up 
with sadness. (221) 

Antonia at the end of the novel is not the independent, out-spoken, sexual 

being of the opening chapters; she is tamed and corralled—much like a well 

behaved farm animal. 

The other portrayal of female autonomy in My Antonia is in the 

character of Lena Lingard. Portrayed as uniquely artistic, Lena becomes a 
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successful seamstress and businesswoman in Omaha. However, it is clear 

that what she has gained in independence, she has lost in love. Lena has no 

lover, either in the form of boyfriend or husband, and thus no hfe outside of 

her business. Lena, like Antonia, is equally condemned to an unfulfilling life, 

seemingly for her independence. Jim notes that Lena has become successful 

and "certainly had no one but herself to thank for it" (170), yet he also notes 

that Lena is alone. Lena is a sensuous woman who dresses in silks, arranges 

her apartment with fi-esh flowers, and enjoys the pleasure of the theater and 

fine restaurants. She is acutely aware of the admiration of the men around 

her, but declares that she prefers to live alone. Even though Lena argues 

that she prefers to be alone, she takes so much pleasure in entertaining Jim 

that her claim seems false. Cather offers no alternatives to the apparent toil 

of motherhood in this novel. Lena remembers too well the drudgery to which 

Antonia has been sentenced: 

She told me she couldn't remember a time when she was so httle 
that she wasn't lugging a heavy baby about, helping to wash for 
babies, trying to keep their httle chapped hands and faces clean. 
She remembered home as a place where there were always too 
many children, a cross man and work piling up around a sick 
woman. (186) 

Lena has only two choices—the drudgery of a home and husband or the 

emptiness of a single Hfe. For this new woman, the choice is loneliness. 

Ultimately each of Gather's women has somehow "paid" for her sensuousness 

and autonomy. 
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Yet what Cather does in terms of naturahsm is to cast her women as 

part and parcel of the great western territories. Cecelia Tichi argues that 

Cather is reacting aggdnst the "male novel of industrial, urban America" and 

that Cather ultimately "turns instead to the natural landscape as the 

material from which to fashion an alternative women's aesthetic" (605). 

Thus, it can be argued that fictional characters such as Antonia Shimerda of 

My Antonia and Alexandra Bergson of O Pioneers! gain their power from the 

land and that they embody the characteristics of the land itself with its cyclic 

nature, shifting moods, and expansive growth. Even so, as Edith Wharton 

often observed, "sexual drives could not so easily be put aside . . . they were 

the primary motives of self and society" (Tichi 604). 

However, literary audiences were not, as Kristina Brooks argues, 

ready to accept "hterary representations of sexual women who did not 

necessarily suffer retribution" (92). This can be seen in the nearly disastrous 

critical acceptance of such novels as Dreiser's Sister Carrie, and Chopin's The 

Awakening. In the opening scene of The Awakening, Edna is scolded by her 

husband for allowing herself to be exposed to the sun after an outing at the 

shore: '"You are burnt beyond recognition,' he added, looking at his wife as 

one looks at a valuable piece of personal property which has suffered some 

damage" (3). Edna is not as acutely aware of her position and appearance as 

are her husband and the other residents of Grand Isle. Edna is, in fact, 

attempting to discover herself both emotionally and physically, and in doing 
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so seeks comparisons with other women—^who are also seen in specific images 

and roles: 

In short, Mrs. Pontellier was not a mother-woman. The mother-
woman seemed to prevail that summer at Grand Isle. . . . Many 
of them were delicious in the role; one of them was the 
embodiment of every womanly grace and charm. . . . Her name 
was Adele RatignoUe. There are no words to describe her save 
the old ones that have served so often to picture the bygone 
heroine of roman and the fair lady of our dreams. (10) 

Throughout the novel, Chopin shows Edna as she attempts to awaken her 

true self by seemingly "trying on" various affectations. Harbour Winn argues 

that Edna "strives for self-assertion through artistic independence" (205). 

However, she is not, as is Adele, the mother-woman, yet neither is she the 

artist, as is Mademoiselle Reisz, another well-defined female "type." 

Throughout all of her attempts at self-realization, Mr. Pontellier remains 

fond of Edna, yet he is nevertheless unable to see her as anything more than 

a fine possession which he values: 

Mr. Pontellier was very fond of walking about his house 
examining its various appointments and details, to see that 
nothing was amiss. He greatly valued his possessions, chiefly 
because they were his, and derived genuine pleasure from 
contemplating a painting, a statuette, a rare lace curtain—no 
matter what—after he had bought it and placed it among his 
household goods. (65) 

In a sense, Edna too has been purchased; she is taken away from her 

Kentucky home and becomes, like the other possessions of Pontellier's home, 

a beautiful object. What Edna fails to reahze, however, is that her position in 

her society is dependent upon the image she maintains or loses and therein 
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lies the difficulty which she must eventually overcome. It can effectively be 

argued that Chopin opts for Edna's suicide at the end of the novel because 

Edna has no choices left, or that she opts for suicide as the first and only self-

servicing choice that the character makes. Either way, the image of a woman 

confined and defined by her society is ultimately the image which is left 

imprinted on the mind of the reader. 

It can be argued that Chopin faced much criticism of her novel because 

she fails to adequately "punish" Edna at the end of the novel, as Wharton and 

Cather chose to do to their overly independent female characters. Edna 

Pontillier searches for self, but is unable to find solace either in marriage, 

motherhood, or in adultery, ultimately finding acceptance in the openness of 

the ocean and its suicidal embrace: 

She thought of Leonce and the children. They were a part 
of her life. But they need not have thought that they could 
possess her, body and soul. How Mademoiselle Reisz would 
have laughed, perhaps sneered, if she knew! "and you call 
yourself an artist! What pretensions, Madame! The artist must 
possess the courageous soul that dares and defies." (124) 

In the end, Edna is ultimately defiant, yet her defiance does not gain her hfe, 

but death. 

By the 1920's, the literary representation of the American girl had 

fully evolved into a modern woman who was independent, sexual, and 

convinced that she could achieve "personal fulfillment outside the marital or 

famihal relationship, which she viewed as a form of slavery" (Tichi 591). 
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Modern women appeared in various incarnations in the work of the major 

novehsts—Fitgerald's Daisy Buchanan, Hemingway's Lady Brett Ashley, 

Stein's Melanctha, Faulkner's Caddy Compson, Hurston's Janie Crawford, 

and of course Scott's Alice and Julia Farley. 

In Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby, Daisy Buchanan is one of the new 

women; she's a modern woman, who is sensual, seductive, and self-absorbed. 

Patricia Raub notes that Fitzgerald was "the most influential interpreter of 

the flapper, a creature whom he described as 'lovely, expensive—and about 

nineteen"' (126). The first glance of Daisy is of her seated with Jordan Baker. 

The two women and the couch are described as the "only completely 

stationary object" in the room: 

two young women were buoyed up as though upon an anchored 
balloon. They were both in white, and their dresses were 
rippling and fluttering as if they had just been blown back in 
after a short flight around the house. (8) 

Like their literary predecessors, Daisy and Jordan are described as 

accouterments to the decor of the room. Nick is most impressed, however, 

with Daisy's voice, which he describes as the "kind of voice that the ear 

follows up and down, as if each speech is an arrangement of notes that will 

never be played again" (9). Daisy, Nick suspects, speaks softly so that those 

to whom she is speaking must lean toward her in order to hear what she is 

saying. Daisy seduces with every aspect of her being, even her voice—calling 

others to her, rather than approaching others. Daisy wants to be in control; 
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she gains control by setting the stage so that others are drawn to her. 

Fitzgerald comes close to offering an explanation for Daisy's behavior in 

describing Daisy's reaction at the birth of her daughter. Daisy remarks that 

she is glad it's a girl, and adds, "I hope she'll be a fool—that's the best thing a 

girl can be in this world, a beautiful fool" (17). Daisy is seen through the eyes 

of others rather than from an inner exploration of her character. Daisy is 

only "real" in that she is a part of Gatsby's illusion. Nick attempts to explain 

Gatsby's "unreal" vision of Daisy: 

There must have been moments even that afternoon when Daisy 
tumbled short of his dreams—not through her own fault, but 
because of the colossal vitality of his illusion. It had gone 
beyond her, beyond everything. He had thrown himself into it 
with a creative passion, adding to it all the time, decking it out 
with every bright feather that drifted his way. No amount of 
fire or freshness can challenge what a man will store up in his 
ghostly heart. (97) 

Daisy is not the romantic ideal that Gatsby envisions; she is instead, a 

modern woman situated in the cold reality of a moneyed society—a situation 

in which she chooses to remain more than once throughout the novel. Nick 

cautions Gatsby not to "ask too much of her," noting that "you can't repeat 

the past," which Gatsby of course rejects. Gatsby sees Daisy as part of his 

past and therefore part of himself: 

He talked a lot about the past, and I gathered that he wanted to 
recover something, some idea of himself perhaps, that had gone 
into loving Daisy. His life had been confused and disordered 
since then, but if he could once return to a certain starting place 
and go over it all slowly, he could find out what that thing was. 
( I l l 112) 
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Daisy is thus part of the overall illusion. Although the reader can identify 

the modern woman type in Daisy, her character is never fully understood or 

explored. Daisy's is a surface exploration, which of course leads to the easy 

conclusions about her personality that Nick Carraway points out when he 

finally reahzes why Daisy's voice is so enchanting, "her voice is full of money" 

he declares really to himself, suddenly overwhelmed with the full picture of 

Daisy: 

That was it. I'd never understood before. It was full of money— 
that was the inexhaustible charm that rose and fell in it, the 
jingle of it, the cymbals' song of it. . . . High in a white palace the 
king's daughter, the golden girl. . . . " (120) 

Ultimately, Fitzgerald alerts the reader that the story of Gatsby isn't as 

much about Gatsby himself, and Tom, and Nick, and Daisy, as it is about the 

fatal dream of the romantic. Modernism, with its vast capitalistic ventures 

and sweeping currents of change, had ultimately taken over the "old island 

here that flowered once for Dutch sailors' eyes" and produced a society in 

which a Daisy is httle more than the moneyed, self-absorbed, one-

dimensional representation of what once was. Nick describes Tom and Daisy 

as being "careless people" who "smashed up things and creatures and then 

retreated back into their money or their vast carelessness, or whatever it was 

that kept them together" (180-181). Ultimately, the reader is left with only 

the image of the modern woman in Daisy Buchanan, but no real awareness of 

the substance of her being. Although some would argue that Daisy has 
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sufficient insight to avoid Gatsby's romantic dream and retain her social 

position and her wealth, Daisy never actually considers leaving Tom at aU. 

Gatsby is httle more than a temporary diversion for Daisy: it is Gatsby alone 

who is the romantic and the dreamer. 

A similar portrayal of the modern woman appears again, a year later, 

with the 1926 pubhcation of Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises. In 

Hemingway's novel of postwar disillusionment, the character of Brett Ashley 

is seen from an external perspective. It should be noted that Hemingway 

apphed this same technique to the male characters in this novel as well. 

Halford Luccock notes that Hemingway's style is "stripped of verbiage, 

almost bullet-hke in its short declarative sentences" and that Hemingway 

apphes the same technique in describing his characters who are "stripped of 

soul" so that "we are told the exterior facts about them; any inner strivings of 

spirit are beyond the restricted gaze of the author" (150-151). Thus the first 

appearance of Brett is described in short, nearly masculine terms: 

Brett was damned good-looking. She wore a shpover jersey 
sweater and a tweed skirt, and her hair was brushed back like a 
boy's. She started all that. She was built with curves hke the 
hull of a racing yacht, and you missed none of it with that wool 
jersey.(29-30) 

Delbert Wylder suggests that Brett is "obviously, the 'new woman' or the 

'twentieth century woman,' breaking from the strictures of Victorianism as 

much as most of the expatriated males in the novel" (29). Additionally, 

Wylder suggests that it is important to note that even though Brett is 
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dressed as a woman, "her hair is combed hke a boy's, and she enters with a 

group of homosexuals," thereby suggesting her independence and autonomy. 

Mark Spilka goes ever further when he suggests that Brett's "womanhood is 

forever lost" to her when she "refuses to let her hair grow long for Pedro." 

Spilka argues that Brett "can no longer reclaim her lost womanhood" (130), 

even though it seems clear that the type of "womanhood" of which Spilka 

speaks was lost to this new woman, as Wylder suggests because "she is 

tremendously attractive and sexually stimulating [and thus], she is also a 

threat, and no one, least of all the critics, has been able to forgive her for 

that" (32). 

Brett simply does not understand herself very well, in her role as the 

new woman, and seemingly neither do her readers. Wendy Martin writes 

that: 

In the gap of meaning that opened after World War I, the female 
role was undergoing a transformation in the popular 
consciousness from passive, private creature to avid 
individualist in pursuit of new experiences. . . . Because public 
space is defined as male, women were often seen either as 
interlopers or as "fair game" undeserving of respect or safety. 
(67) 

Brett is seen as both meddling interloper and as fair game for the sexual 

pursuits of Hemingway's "steers." She tries at varying times to take up both 

the role of femme fatale and the role of nurturer. When she begins to feel 

confined by a relationship, she quickly ends it, rejecting what Martin refers 

to as "the ideal of female dependence and delicacy" (71). Wylder suggests 
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that it is the "essential adolescence of the males" which encourages Brett to 

become mother/protector. Unfortunately, Brett's interior motives are never 

fully explored and the reader is left to fill in the psychological gaps. 

Hemingway describes Brett as possibly never "seeing" anything, yet fearing 

much: 

She was looking into my eyes with that way she had of looking 
that made you wonder whether she really saw out of her own 
eyes. They would look on and on after every one else's eyes in 
the whole world would have stopped looking. She looked as 
though there were nothing on earth she would not look at like 
that, and really she was afraid of so many things. (34) 

Brett's characterization is that of the new woman as seen through the 

disillusionment of the modern man. 

Much of the same can be said of Faulkner's female characters who 

epitomize the "new woman" in The Sound and the Fury. Interestingly, it was 

probably due to Scott's insightful reading and enthusiastic endorsement of 

Faulkner's novel which helped to bring his work into public notice. In her 

critical article, "A Serious Damn: William Faulkner and Evelyn Scott," Peggy 

Bach quotes a letter issued by Cape and Smith in which they comment that 

''The Sound and the Fury should place Wilham Faulkner in company with 

Evelyn Scott" (130). In hindsight, this comment seems incredibly ironic. 

Scott admired Faulkner's work. Blotner claims that even though Faulkner 

had read Scott, and commented that she was "pretty good for a woman" 

(Callard), he was not influenced by her. Even so, Scott's comments in "On 
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William Faulkner's The Sound and the Fury," the pamphlet which was sent 

to critics and publishers heralding the publication of the novel, showed her 

understanding of Faulkner's artistic intention as few others did: 

Here is humanity stripped of most of what was claimed for it by 
the Victorians, and the spectacle is moving as no sugar-coated 
drama ever could be. The results for the reader, if he is like 
myself, is an exaltation of faith in mankind. It is faith without, 
as yet, an argument; but it is the same faith which has always 
lived in the most ultimate expression of human spirit. (Kinney 
116) 

As much as she waxes enthusiastic over Faulkner's novel, even Scott notes 

that it is the "story of the fall of a house, the collapse of a provincial 

aristocracy in a final debacle of insanity, recklessness, psychological 

perversion" (116). And yet, it is also the story of two "modern women," 

ultimately destroyed by a changing culture which neither nurtures nor 

understands their desire for emotional, sexual, and financial independence. 

Both Candice (Caddy) Compson and her daughter, Quentin, are independent, 

libido-driven women who are never fully explained in terms of their own 

awareness of themselves or their emerging position in society. Neither is 

known through her own words. Caddy is best known through memory 

snippets in Quentin's rambling stream-of-consciousness. Caddy has had so 

many lovers she does not even know who the father of her child is, and 

during a conversation with her brother Quentin, (gleaned from Quentin's 

memory), Caddy even attempts to seduce her own brother: 

Got to marry somebody 
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Have there been very many Caddy 
I don't know too many will you look after Benjy and 

Father 
You dont know whose it is then does he know 
Dont touch me will you look after Benjy and Father. (115) 

She is a modern woman in the sense that she has the characteristics of a 

modern woman, but barely the abihty to succeed in a modern world. 

However, as Cohen and Fowler comment in "Faulkner's Introduction to The 

Sound and the Fury," Faulkner himself noted Caddy's autonomy: 

again hers was the courage, the courage which could face with 
honor the shame which she was later to engender, which 
Quentin and Jason could not face: the one taking refuge in 
suicide, the other in vindictive anger which drove him to rob 
Caddy's bastard daughter of the money which Caddy sent for 
her needs. (281) 

At odds with her mother and her vengeful brother Jason, Caddy falls prey to 

a series of lovers and husbands. Ironically Caddy is ultimately imprisoned in 

the same type of constraining mind set that she has spent her life attempting 

to avoid. 

Ultimately, the portrayals of Daisy Buchanan, Brett Ashley and Caddy 

Compson are intriguing representations of the male perspective of the new 

woman of the early twentieth century. Theses portrayals provide an exterior 

view from a male vantage point. However, it is the women writers who first 

seemed most clearly able to transfer the experience of the private sphere into 

a hterary portrait. The female characters created by Stein, Hurston, and 
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Scott combine the pubhc image with the private reahty. Patricia Raub 

argues that: 

the "new woman" who appears . . . in the most popular novels 
written by women in the Twenties is somewhat different from 
the heroines featured by Scott Fitzgerald. . . . Unhke Daisy 
Buchannan, who fives for the moment, has become cynical about 
marriage, and contemplates an affair with Jay Gatsby, the 
women who most fi'equently people best-selling novels by female 
writers are seldom as "hberated" as we might have expected. In 
novel after novel, the protagonist is a woman who has adopted 
the veneer of flapperdom; the clothing, hair style, slang of the 
times, but who remains an old-fashioned girl at heart. (126) 

The "new woman" created by the female modernist writers thus portrays a 

woman with the outward demeanor of the times, but with an inward 

ambivalence. While male modernists wrote of cause and effect, women 

modernists explored both the external and internal motives of their 

characters, suggesting no one reason such as industrialization, war, or a 

rapidly shifting social movement as the ultimate villain. Perhaps Stein's 

epigraph to Three Lives explains the situatedness of these novels when she 

quotes Jules LaForgue, "Done je suis un malheureux et ce n'est ni ma faute ni 

celle de la vie" [Therefore I am unhappy and it is neither my fault nor life's 

fault]. Scott's work most closely intersects with the work of other women 

writers of the period and it is those works by Chopin, Wharton, Cather, Stein, 

and Hurston which will be used for comparison in this study. 

Scott's contribution to the modernist movement is important on two 

fronts. First, like Wharton, Chopin, and Cather, Scott wrote of the rapid shift 
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in the hfe experiences of American women. Second, like her modernist 

contemporaries, she did so in a fresh and experimental way—a manner which 

some have termed "cold and brutal." In The Seven Mountains of Thomas 

Merton, Michael Mott notes that: 

In the early 1920s. Evelyn Scott was already considerably better 
known as a writer than Owen was as a painter. Up to that time. 
her novels had been introspective studies of the sensitivity of 
women. Set in America, these had explored many of the same 
themes as \'irginia Wooff. There are links with the work of 
Dorothy Richardson, with Jean Rhys, and with yet one more 
New Zealander, Katherine Mansfield. Yet her novels and her 
strongly autobiographical book. Escapade, show talent. Both 
her e£irly novels and her later historical novels have been 
neglected, and it might be fairer to her to discover where she 
was the innovator, rather than the imitator. (23) 

Scott's experimental work preceded that of the male writers by several years. 

Like other innovators, she used a number of traditional modernist techniques 

including exploration of female autonomy, stream-of-consciousness, 

disruption of narrative structure, montage, and the theme of Kunstlerroman. 

Scott adapted these techniques to her own unique style, thus both employing 

and expanding upon the modernist techniques used by both contemporary 

male and female writers. 

In terms of expanding the vision of female autonomy, Scott's work 

builds on the writings of early authors by depicting woman's perception of 

social change. Like her predecessors, Scott depicts female characters caught 

in the emotional, psychological, and social turmoil of a changing society. Like 

her contemporaries, she explores the female experience in the era of the 
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modern woman, yet Scott's characterizations go further in exploring both the 

inner psychology of characters and in suggesting an altered social reality in 

which there is both struggle and success, even success moderated by the 

prevailing social conditions of postwar America. In this, Scott's work is more 

closely akin to the work of the modernist women writers. Scott is one of the 

few modernist writers whose portrayal of a changing society and its effect on 

the private sphere of the home does not give into pessimistic conclusions nor 

sympathetic burials of its female characters. Although Scott's portrayals are 

at times dark and brooding, they are harshly reahstic and uncompromising. 

Scott's female characters do not find solace in death or madness, but are 

forced to deal with the upheaval of a changing society. As other modernists 

had done, Scott outlined the harsh, unforgiving world in which her characters 

attempted to survive. Her characterizations are not comfortable, yet they are 

a reahstic and uncompromising vision of a not-too-distance past. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE NARROW HOUSE 

In 1921, with the pubhcation of The Narrow House, the first in her 

trilogy of the modern woman, Scott begins an exploration of the growing 

separation of the pubhc and private spheres. This break in white, middle-

class society into two separate realms came about historically earher with the 

appearance of the "new woman." Although the "new woman's" hterary 

equivalent doesn't appear until the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century, her appearance in pohtical tracts and newspaper editorials is solidly 

estabhshed as early as the pubhcation of Margaret Fuller's Woman in the 

Nineteenth Century in 1845, prior to the Civil War and the appearance in 

literature of the American Girl. 

This separation of men and women at the turn of the century relegated 

women to the home while men worked in factories or businesses. Women 

who had previously been involved in businesses within the home, medicine, 

and art were at this time removed from those areas simply by the separation 

of the spheres. Janet Wolff writes that even though different writers viewed 

modernism as having different characteristics, 

what nearly all the accounts have in common is their concern 
with the pubhc world of work, politics, and city life. And these 
are areas from which women were excluded, or in which they 
were practically invisible. (34) 
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This omission of women from the modernist canon is due not only to their 

neglect by art historians and biographers, but also to the separation at the 

turn of the century between the public and private spheres. For women, new-

subjects arose from the experiences which occurred in the private sphere. 

Women writers began dealing openly with sexuality, female autonomy, and 

the investigation of the inner-self. The public sphere was created and 

controlled by men for men, and the economic, industriahzed movement 

separated men from women. The increase in factories and the move from 

pastoral to cities further isolated these experiences. Women writers did not 

react to and therefore did not write about the same stimuli which promoted 

the production of works by such writers as Williams, Eliot, Hemingway, or 

Fitzgerald. The modernist movement for women was not defined by the 

parameters of war or business, and thus women did not explore and write 

about the same experiences. 

Gilbert and Gubar, writing of their experiences during an NEH 

Seminar for College Teachers, tell of their attempt to design a syllabus which 

would encompass the "dissonance between male and female responses to 

crucial socio-historical events like the suffrage movement. World War I, and 

the entrance of woman into the labor market" {The Female Imagination and 

the Modernist Aesthetic 2). What they found was that men and women had 

developed two largely different visions of the world during the upheaval of 

this historical period. They write: 
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we found texts by men that did engage the dramatic feelings of 
anxiety usually associated with modernism. At the same time, 
however, we found female texts expressing exuberance at 
precisely the breakdown of traditional structures that was 
disturbing male artists. (2-3) 

Women were caught between the desire for freedom and the fear of 

aloneness. Again, the difficulty rested in finding one's own identity and 

space, yet in avoiding names or confinement. Much of this experience of 

women has been lost due to the neglect of women modernist writers. Scott's 

study of this forgotten literary experience begins with The Narrow House in 

which she writes from a new vantage point—the inner workings of home and 

family. 

At the time of publication. The Narrow House was both embraced and 

reviled by critics. Many critics, who with equal fervor, disavowed the work of 

other modernists, equally disliked Scott's work. Edmund Lester Pearson, 

writing in The Weekly Review comments tha t " The Narrow House is a 

disagreeable novel about disagreeable people" (340). Pearson goes on to 

include "a number of writers" whom he declares share a "current fallacy . . . 

that the subject alone is sufficient to make any novel important" (340). 

Equally scathing was a review in The Times Literary Supplement where the 

reviewer declared, "if an imagist poet were to attempt an epic, the result, we 

imagine, would not be unlike The Narrow House" (665). Henry Seidel Canby 

referred to the novel as a "nervous book" (155), and H.W. Boynton judged it 

"an excessively dreary book by a writer of misguided talent" (369). Yet each 
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of these negative criticisms finds fault with the novel based on the very 

aspects upon which contemporary critics judge modernist texts. In reviewing 

one of the novels of one of Scott's contemporaries, the literary critic for The 

Providence Journal, identified only as W.T.S., quotes an essay by Max 

Eastman: 

on the modernist school of writers—Joyce, Cummings, Stein, et 
al.—in which he contended that the purpose of literature, 
primarily, is to communicate. Of course. And the chief 
indictment against the modernists is their utmost complete lack 
of communication. (27) 

W.T.S. ends his critique by informing the reader that "young Mr. Faulkner 

must fall" under this indictment as well, for his novel, "over which Evelyn 

Scott has waxed so enthusiastic, is downright tire-some. It is so much sound 

and fury—signifying nothing" (27). The criticisms leveled at Scott were not 

so much for the adherence of her work to the tenets of modernism, but 

against those very aspects by which modernists are known. But not all 

critiques of Scott were negative. The vast majority found The Narrow House 

to be a novel, as Ernest Boyd noted in The Freeman, "which stresses the 

emancipation of the American novel from the conventions and traditions 

which have bound it hitherto" (453). Her finest reviews, however, came from 

her contemporaries who found the novel to be an important contribution to 

the experimental nature of prose. Lola Ridge wrote that "The Narrow House 

is like a fork of lightning. It probes into hiding places and shows you life— 

ugly, terrible, impotent—flayed of its last covering" {Playboy 24). Equally 
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glowing, and most often quoted, was Sinclair Lewis' review of March 13, 1921 

in The New York Times Book Review: 

Salute to Evelyn Scott! She belongs, she understands, she is 
definitely an artist. Who she is, whether maid or matron, young 
or old, has not been told us, but she has in this new novel, "The 
Narrow House," estabhshed her vision and her workmanship. 
(18) 

Finally, J. H. Richards, writing in 1921 for The Nation, seemed to best 

capture Scott's intent, when he noted that 

her purpose is quite simply to project what she has seen with an 
unflinching closeness and precision. And the acuteness of her 
perceptions, both sensory and psychical, is so high that she has 
achieved the purpose she entertained with consummate skill 
and completeness. (596) 

Indeed, it is Scott's penchant for an unflinching portrayal which gives The 

Narrow House its gritty, realistic vision of the modern woman. 

The epigraph for The Narrow House is from Blake's The Clod and The 

Pebble: 

"Love seeketh not Itself to please. 
Nor for itself hath any care; 
But for another gives its ease. 
And builds a Heaven in Hell's despair." 

So sang a little Clod of Clay, 
Trodden with the cattle's feet; 
But a Pebble of the brook. 
Warbled out these metres meet: 

"Love seeketh only Self to please. 
To bind another to its dehght, 
Joys in another's loss of ease, 
And builds a Hell in Heaven's despite." 
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Interestingly, Scott chooses only the last stanza of Blake's poem as the 

epigraph—the verse spoken by the "Pebble of the Brook," perhaps thereby 

suggesting the experience of one who's been hardened by the sweeping 

current of the river Qife) rather than left with the simplistic view of the "little 

Clod of Clay," still malleable and innocent. Each of the women of The 

Narrow House has been likewise hardened by her life experiences. Each is 

solely concerned with her own survival, hardened to the suffering of the 

others. The Narrow House initially seems to be extending the tradition of 

nineteenth-century narrative in its dark, but rational exposition of a tortured 

family living narrowly within the confines of home. "[It] is the tale of a 

family torn by failed marriages, meaningless work, and unrealized dreams" 

(liner notes. Shoreline Edition). Living in this narrow existence are Mr. and 

Mrs. Farley, their son Laurence and his wife Winnie, their young children 

May and Bobby, and the unmarried daughter and Laurence's sister, Alice. 

Mr. and Mrs. Farley have long since fallen out of love; Mrs. Farley serves as 

the example of the traditional woman, even though the tradition has only 

embittered and sickened her so that she is merely an "albatross around the 

neck of the family" (Bach 442). Embittered by her husband's affair many 

years ago, Mrs. Farley holds her family responsible and punishes them 

because of her own pain. Mr. Farley is weak and guilt-ridden, and is 

incapable of tearing himself from his torturous position. His guilt binds him 

to his family. 
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Laurence, the only son, feehng trapped into marriage by his young, 

sensuous wife, Winnie, withdraws into dreams of lost opportunities and 

regrets: 

To marry her he had given up the prospect of a career in science. 
An expedition to Africa with one of his old professors had been 
abandoned. At that time he had finished college and was 
working for a scientific degree. She was eighteen. (19) 

Laurence feels trapped by Winnie, as he later reveals that he does by aU 

women: 

Laurence went out of the room, out of the house. A pale fiery 
mist rose up from between the houses and filled the wet 
morning street. The houses with lowered blinds were secret and 
filled with women. Girls going to work came out of the houses 
like the words of women. Women going to market passed slowly 
before him with their baskets. Pregnant women walked before 
him in confidence. The uncolored atmosphere threw back the 
sky. It was the mirror of women. Laurence felt crowded 
between the bodies of women and houses. (66) 

Scott's blend of narrative and stream-of-consciousness in this passage allows 

her to portray Laurence in a sympathetic light which reveals Laurence's 

inability to escape the narrowness of his life as well. Laurence's feeling of 

being displaced by women will become especially significant in Scott's second 

novel of the trilogy, Narcissus, which concerns Laurence and his second wife, 

Julia. 

Laurence's first wife, Winnie, one of the new breeds of modernist 

women, is a "sexual parasite," a term Edith Wharton apphed to Lily Bart in 

The House of Mirth and to May Welland Archer in The Age of Innocence. 
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Winnie uses her sexuality to persuade and manipulate Laurence, and when 

that fails, uses the guilt of her illness to gain the attention she desires. 

Finally there is Alice, whose existence, even though she also has a job 

outside the home at the beginning of the novel, is closely aligned to the 

occurrences within the house itself; thus, she too is assigned to the private 

sphere. Ahce is perhaps Scott's most provocative female character and the 

one which most feminists who have examined the text use to point out the 

difficult position in which women found themselves in the early twenties. 

Alice slowly awakens, over the course of the novel, to the fact that she has no 

place in which she can exist in this modern world as a single, non-

maternalistic female. She awakens only to her limitations. Alice's 

characterization is so brutally written that it evokes an accurate sense of the 

reality of life for the modern woman: 

Her wrist pressed against her teeth and made a mark, but 
no blood came. She wanted to tear away her flesh, but it seemed 
to resist her. It was full of hurt where her teeth had pressed. 
Life sucked at her like a wUd beast. 

She turned from the mirror and hurled herself face 
downward sobbing on the bed. Her body oppressed her. (35) 

Feminist critics have used this work as well as similar texts to examine the 

modern experience for women as seen through the eyes of women writers. 

Alice remains unfulfilled throughout the novel. Scott's work shows the 

results of increased industrialization, increased expectations, and increased 

awakening brought on by rapid change. 
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Structurally, the novel is divided into public and private spheres. Both 

Mr. Farley and Laurence have jobs somewhere (never clearly stated) away 

from the home, at which each spends the majority of his days. The three 

women (Mrs. Farley, Winnie, and Alice) who occupy Scott's narrow house 

exist in a suffocating environment in which each aims at survival through 

her own understanding of the unique societal position which she occupies. 

Scott is clearly examining the place of the modern woman within the 

context of the traditional home. Secondly, she examines the workings of the 

unconscious mind through a Freudian analysis of the central character, Ahce, 

around whom the plot turns. And finally, she positions Alice as the focal 

point on an axis which runs from the traditional nineteenth-century position 

of woman as portrayed by Mrs. Farley, to the modern, twentieth-century 

female position as portrayed by Winnie. Within the 212 pages of The Narrow 

House, Scott uses "eye(s)" 233 times^ and "see" (or "saw") 138 times, for a 

total of 371 direct references to vision. Ultimately what Scott wishes the 

reader to "see" is a "new" woman who must carve out her own space from 

within a very narrow existence if she is to survive. Scott uses images of sight 

and vision throughout the trilogy to identify her characters' ability or their 

inability to envision and understand their circumstances and surroundings. 

The novel begins with preparations to reunite the Farley's daughter-

in-law, and Laurence's wife, Winnie, with her estranged parents. As Mrs. 

Farley leaves the house for the butcher's, she notices a letter addressed to her 
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husband fi-om Helen Wilson, a woman with whom Mr. Farley had a brief 

affair resulting in the birth of an illegitimate child many years earlier. The 

pattern of regret, guilt, and remorse continually flows through the interaction 

of Mr. and Mrs. Farley as neither confronts the other about anything more 

emotional than dinner preparations. Likewise, feelings of regret, guilt, and 

remorse underlie the relationship of Laurence and Winnie whose marriage 

has caused a rift between Winnie and her wealthy parents. Even Alice, to a 

lesser degree suffers feelings of regret as she agonizes over an unrequited 

love for her aging employer, Horace Ridge. Failing to fully unite the various 

factions within the family, the action of the story revolves around the internal 

emotions of each of the family members. Eventually Winnie becomes 

pregnant after seducing Laurence and ultimately dies during childbirth. 

Alice, unable to express her affection for her employer, stands by as he leaves 

for Europe where he eventually dies of heart failure. Alice alternates 

between fantasizing about her own sexuality in the darkness of her bedroom, 

and acting out her own feelings of guilt and remorse by emotionally battering 

her parents in a misguided attempt to jar them from their emotional apathy. 

Mr. and Mrs. Farley are forced to confront their pain only through Alice's 

badgering, but eventually settle back into their routine of passive denial by 

the end of the novel. 

The first mention of Ahce is in connection with money she has given 

Mrs. Farley to purchase meat for a reunion dinner between Winnie and her 
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estranged parents. Alice is noted to have "turned over five dollars" (11) to 

Mrs. Farley that morning, clearly indicating that Alice is sufficiently 

independent to have some kind of income of her own. Shortly, the source of 

that income is revealed when it is noted that "Alice was the last to reach 

home for dinner" (24) after working outside of the home. Also, upon her 

arrival, she greets her father and the news of Winnie's improving health with 

"peremptory condescending affection," to which Mr. Farley expresses 

embarrassment. Alice's initial commanding attitude is seen as a weakness 

by the other characters. Mr. Farley feels that Ahce is being condescending 

toward him, while Winnie is somewhat taken aback by the "accurate scrutiny 

of Alice's eyes" which seem to see the truth of the inhabitants of this narrow 

existence. The conflict between Alice and the other characters lies in Alice's 

inability to fit into any of the prescribed social roles of her society. Alice is 

simply not "female" ̂  in the Victorian sense of the term, where female was 

assumed to be a biological condition characterized by physical weakness, 

submissiveness, and compassion. Scott utilizes words and phrases to 

describe Alice that suggest that she is fiercely competitive, aggressive, and 

brutally honest—labels more comfortably associated with "maleness." Peggy 

Bach suggests that "Alice is everybody's albatross, and [that] perhaps all the 

discontent, trouble, and misery are manifest in her" (442). Although Bach 

accurately sees Alice as the focal point for the novel, what she fails to see is 

that Alice's behavior is inappropriate only if the reader, like the characters 
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within the text, choose to see Ahce as someone who refuses to conform and 

may thus be labeled, as Toril Moi argues, "unfeminine and unnatural" (123). 

Ahce sees what the other characters either fail to see or fail to act upon. She 

recognizes Mrs. Farley's martyrdom as seff-satisfying when she tells Winnie 

not to "deprive Mama of the joy of martyrdom" (28). Likewise, Ahce dislikes 

Winnie's weakness while admitting that she ultimately "wanted what Winnie 

wanted" (35). Laurence, who spends his days regretting past decisions, 

dehghts in "a constant unreasoning impulse to defy Ahce" as ff defying the 

t ruth of his own situation, while Mr. Farley is uncomfortable with Alice's 

nearly overpowering insightfulness and decisiveness. Ahce equally 

recognizes the futihty of both marriages which he on either side of the axis 

which foregrounds her own position as unmarried female—the unfortunate. 

yet perhaps traditional, marriage of lies and self-denial of Mr. and Mrs. 

Farley, and the modern, destructively lustful marriage of Winnie and 

Laurence. 

Unlike the other women in the novel, Ahce has no place which she can 

identify as her own, no "room of one's own" as Woolf terms it. She reahzes 

that she, like all women, is judged by her outward appearance, and the 

remembrance of a time when she attempted to conform to that ideal only 

serves to remind her of the futility of her position: 

She dared not see herself in the glass opposite. Once she 
had abandoned herself to her desire to be beautiful. She 
remembered, with a horrible sense of humiliation, the hours 
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spent behind locked doors when she had tried to make herself 
into something men would like. (32) 

Ultimately Ahce wants to be seen for who she is, naturally. And it is in the 

torment of knowing that she wiU never be truly "seen" and understood that 

she experiences her most desperate moments. Her failure to be seen by 

Horace, a somewhat romanticized ideal of the intellectual, male artist, is 

proof of her sense of futility: 

When she passed into the still street she felt as though she 
shpped into an inner darkness. She was two and the self that 
suffered, heavy and dark, sank through an oblivious other and 
out of knowledge. (108) 

This sinking "through an oblivious other" equally supports Scott's conscious 

use of Freudian psychoanalysis to define Alice. 

Alice's characterization works through Freud's three major premises: 

that most of any human being's mental processes are unconscious, that 

human behavior is motivated primarily by sexual energy, and that sexual 

desires are repressed due to social taboos (Guerin 123-4). Ahce knows that 

she does not fit into the narrow space into which she is inscribed, yet she 

cannot recreate herself to be truly seen by others. In the darkness of her 

subconscious, no one can see her, and thus she clings to the darkness as an 

embracing, comforting other: "dark over the hills. Dark. Darkness is one. 

There are no eyes in the darkness" (109). Alice is constantly in a state of 

introspection, all the while refusing to look at her outer being. She is 

juxtaposed against Winnie who can only look at her outer self, i.e., her 
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mirrored reflection. Scott creates the tension of sexuality quite effectively by 

continually pairing Winnie with mirrors and Alice with windows. Even May 

notes that Winnie's eyes are "like things standing in their own shadows and 

loving themselves" (16), while Ahce "[dares] not see herself in the glass" (32). 

Alice, hke Winnie, is a fully sexual being, and equally hke Winnie, is unable 

to come to terms with her sexuality. For Winnie, this failure results in 

physical death as the result of childbirth, but for Ahce, having no outlet, it 

festers in a narrow space between desire and revulsion: 

She saw her breast. Strange shiver of curiosity about 
herself. Why did it hurt her to see her breast? She covered it 
up. 

She looked at herself, into her hot eyes. Something cried 
inside her for mercy, but she would not take her hot angry eyes 
from the face in the glass. No use to beat about the bush and 
pretend to be highfalutin'. Wanted what Winnie wanted. (34-5) 

Scott uses a short, choppy interior monologue to express Alice's inner turmoil 

in a similar manner to Stein's use of language to evoke an emotion in the 

reader rather than to tell the reader how to feel. The final sentence in this 

passage where the word "wanted" is repeated and emphasized by alliteration 

underlies her use of the technique commonly referred to as "Steinese" in 

which reiteration is shown to emphasize what an individual truly wants. In 

the general introduction to the Selected Writings of Gertrude Stein, F.W. 

Dupee notes that "the very theory that underlay her technique of reiteration 

was [eventually] proved: what people loved they repeated, and what people 
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repeated they loved" (ix). And what Ahce wants is what Winnie already 

has—an acknowledged sexuahty. 

Interestingly, Scott combine the use of "seeing" and "darkness" to 

express a character's inner turmoil. Ahce, hke Scott in Brazil, rehshes the 

darkness which precludes her seeing herself, yet she is comforted by the 

darkness which surrounds her. Scott uses the image of dark and darkness to 

reflect a comforting reahty for Alice, and in the later novels of the trilogy for 

other characters caught in uncomfortable circumstances. The darkness, like 

the comforting darkness of the womb, becomes an image which Scott 

associates with security and a feeling of well-being, as if the character's 

entrance into darkness shields her from being "seen" and is therefore a 

comforting image. 

Scott builds on the characterizations and motives of earlier writers. 

Looking back to Wharton's House of Mirth and the character of Lily Bart, 

Scott relies heavily on the "awakening" of Lily to her situation of desperation 

to inform the characterization of Ahce. Like Lily, Ahce is a single woman 

dependent on her own devices for survival, yet as Selden notices, Lily is "so 

evidently the victim of the civihzation which had produced her, that the links 

of her bracelet seemed like manacles chaining her to her fate" (6). Lily is 

aware of her predicament and frequently expresses her loneliness to Selden: 

"you don't know how much I need such a friend . . . And the other women— 

my best friends—well, they use me or abuse me; but they don't care a straw 
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what happens to me" (7). It is Lily's awareness, as it is with Alice, that 

makes her so vulnerable. Lily knows that she must be "ready with fresh 

compliances and adaptabilities, and all on the bare chance that [a man] might 

ultimately decide to do her the honour of boring her for life" (24). Like Alice, 

it is Lily's acknowledgment of the social predicament into which she is cast 

that encourages the reader to identify with her. What Scott does with the 

character of Alice is to move her forward in time, but portray her just as 

shackled to conventionality as is Lily Bart in her time. Scott's portrayal 

suggests that time and change ultimately did little to alter a single woman's 

opportunities. The few differences between Lily and Alice have to do with 

Lily's more aristocratic social position and Alice's more professional working 

position. However, each woman is still caught by the elements of her society 

which demand that she "fit into" some position such as wife or mother. Scott 

seems to support Patricia Raub's argument that even though these women 

have "adapted the veneer" of modernism, they are yet haunted by the 

Victorian elements of place, position, and morality. In the end, however, 

Scott does not allow Ahce the ease of death which Wharton affords Lily Bart. 

As it was for most modern women, Alice must simply go on: 

Life was a muddle. When one ceased to desire there was quiet, 
bitter and beautiful. Laurence, Winnie, Mamma and Papa, far 
away from her—apathetic with distance. Horace Ridge far away 
from her. Her loving him cool. Nothing. She wanted nothing. 
Heart in the breast coolly melted like water in a still cup. . . . 
Then the heart was stiU, was cool—was water into which the 
darkness came gratefully covering the loneliness. (37) 
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Scott personifies darkness as a soothing comforter—a serene embrace. 

Similarly, the portrayal of Alice is also analogous to Kate Chopin's 

Edna Pontelher in that both characters experience an intellectual and sexual 

awakening which they don't understand. Edna's occurs after motherhood 

and marriage: 

A certain light was beginning to dawn dimly within her,— 
the light which, showing the way, forbids it. 

At that early point it served but to bewilder her. It moved 
her to dreams, to thoughtfulness, to the shadowy anguish which 
had overcome her the midnight when she had abandoned herself 
to tears. (13-14) 

Edna comes to her awakening in the darkness, as does Alice, yet it is only 

Alice who early on sees that hers is a situation of hopelessness. Alice, a year 

older than Edna, realizes the absurdity of her situation—unmarried, unloved, 

and alone: 

Something tightened in her soul, and the emotion she had 
experienced the moment before flowed away from her. 
Receding, it left a hardened accretion like petrifying lava flowing 
down cold from a volcanic crater. 

She stared at herself. Homely woman. . . . She felt 
slightly intoxicated by the frank acknowledgment of her 
absurdity. Her horror of herself crept over her body, shameful 
because of no use. (35) 

This passage is one which has been frequently misread by critics who have 

suggested that Alice "hides" in the darkness and is "ashamed" of her 

sexuality. However, Alice among all the other characters regards honesty as 

the greatest ethic. In fact it is her brutal honesty which widens the gap 
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between her and the other characters. Alice sees what the others cannot 

see—the reahty of their hves. And so, in this passage, when she 

acknowledges the honesty of her own situation, she is exhilarated by the 

knowledge. Her trepidation is based on her acknowledgment that she is 

"alive," yet sexually and physically dead because she does not love, nor is she 

loved. Ahce describes herself as a "bird" who is "alive in a snake's body" 

(35)—an image which should evoke for the reader one of a helpless creature 

at the mercy of an all-consuming society. 

Like Winnie, Ahce is driven by a sexual desire, but one which can 

never be fulfilled, nor which she can ever truly understand. There is no 

middle ground which Alice can occupy. In terms of sexual identity, Ahce has 

only three options—to become nonsexual hke Mrs. Farley, fatally sexual hke 

Winnie, or immorally sexuad like Mr. Farley's "other woman," Mrs. Wilson. It 

is only Mr. Farley and Laurence, in this narrow social order, who freely, if 

inappropriately, give in to their sexual desires—though the result is that one 

is an adulterer, and the other complicit in Winnie's death. Even the youngest 

male, Bobby, reahzes the futihty of Alice's position: "he seemed to know how 

futile a thing Ahce was compared with himself (33). Alice cannot exist 

within this society as a fully-awakened being, and yet she cannot escape the 

femaleness of her existence: 

She felt shghtly intoxicated by a frank acknowledgment of her 
absurdity. Her horror of herself crept over her body, shameful 
because of no use. . . . Life sucked at her like a wild beast. 
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She turned fi'om the mirror and hurled herself face 
downward sobbing on the bed. Her body oppressed her. (35) 

Since Alice is neither wife nor mother, she is denied any form of creative 

endeavor (birth being the only act of creation universally allowed women), 

and thus becomes "like a bird alive in a snake's body" (35), swallowed alive. 

Yet, if Alice's nature is slowly being suffocated, she is in some ways caught by 

the same snare which entraps both Mrs. Farley and Winnie. 

Mrs. Farley has no identity separate from her husband. She is given 

no first name, and is only known in her role as wife and mother. Mrs. Farley 

enters the text already beaten down by her husband's affair with a "certain 

woman whom she was trying to forget" (8). Like the exterior of her "old-

fashioned house" (7), she is caught in an old-fashioned tradition amid a 

changing society which she cannot understand and can barely tolerate. 

Mrs. Farley is completely defined by her secondary position in the 

home—one of service, subservience, and acquiescence. Her passive and weak 

nature is a badge of honor which she proudly, though detrimentally, exhibits 

to her family. Mrs. Farley is similar to Faulkner's later characterization of 

Caroline Compson, who likewise revels in whatever guilt she can project 

upon her family: 

"Let them go, Caroline," Uncle Maury said. "A little cold 
wont hurt them. Remember, you've got to keep your strength 
up." 

"Nobody knows how I dread Christmas. Nobody knows. I 
am not one of those women who can stand things. I wish for 
Jason's and the children's sake I was stronger." (8) 
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Mrs. Farley, likewise aware of her weakness, has come to accept it. Even a 

trip outside to the butcher reaffirms her inabihty to function outside her 

sphere: 

It heightened a conviction of weakness which she never failed to 
experience when she was called upon to decide anything, 
especially in the presence of other people, and she wished she 
had asked Ahce to buy the meat before she went to work. (10) 

Mrs. Farley does not like to venture into the world and only does so when she 

is "obhged" to. Unlike Ahce, who would be seff-assured and in control, Mrs. 

Farley is hesitant and uncertain—uncomfortable in an external world in 

which she has no role. Her chief outlet is self-flagellation in the form of 

"masochistic sacrifice, an ironic form of aggression instilhng both antagonism 

and guilt in her children" (Ryan 37). This results in her becoming effectively 

invisible. When confronted with Alice's screaming accusation that Mr. Farley 

doesn't love her any more, Mrs. Farley is only affected by the possibility of 

change. She cannot imagine any other existence: 

"Why don't you quit this thing if you don't hke it?" Ahce 
went on. "You can come and hve with me and leave Papa to do 
what he pleases." 

Then Mrs. Farley's face went hard again with malice and 
fear. . . . Her hands made impotent gestures. She was hke a 
sheep searching for a gate when she must leap over a waU. (116) 

Mrs. Farley is resigned to her fate, and it is only Alice's insistence on her 

seeing the t ruth of her existence which causes her pain—it is not her 

husband's infidelity or lovelessness—it is Alice's need for Mrs. Farley to see, 
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which is the ultimate cause of her misery. Mrs. Farley's portrayal is very 

similar to the psychological portrayal of Stein's "The Gentle Lena" in Three 

Lives. Lena goes through hfe, like Mrs. Farley, unaware of her predicament. 

Lena is a wife and mother whose entire life revolves around her familial 

position and it is clear that she is unaware of her undesirable phght. Even 

her fiance's temporary disappearance before the wedding does little to upset 

Lena's return to her "dreamy" mental state: 

Lena now fell back into the way she always had of being always 
dreamy and not there, the way she always had been, except for 
the few days she was so excited, because she had been left by a 
man the very day she was to have been married. Lena was a 
little nervous all these last days, but she did not think much 
about what it meant for her to be married. (188) 

Like Mrs. Farley, Lena doesn't think of what it means to be married, only 

that she is married. Like Mrs. Farley, she exists in a state of being—a static 

existence in which there is no acknowledgment of her apathy. Like Mrs. 

Farley, she belongs to an age of women who were resigned to their social 

positions. And like Faulkner's Carohne Compson, Mrs. Farley sees herself as 

the last guardian of society's morals, even if those morals are not an accurate 

reflection of a society moved beyond the Victorian facade. Writing in 

Escapades, her autobiographical account of her romance with Cyril Kay-

Scott, Evelyn Scott writes of the kind of self-sacrifice that defines Mrs. 

Farley: 

I have seen in my own family too much of what self-sacrifice 
implies. People who profess to live only for others evade the 
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responsibihty for their cowardice and give their self-gratification 
a subtler form through a trick which allows them moral 
superiority. (4) 

And in fact it is Mrs. Farley's sense of suffering and "moral superiority" 

which sustains her through her husband's infidehty and Ahce's accusations. 

Likewise, Faulkner's later portrayal of the elder, cultured Southern woman 

whose aristocratic legacy is her only defense against a rapidly shifting reality 

equally illuminates the position of the older woman's inabihty to effectively 

deal with the realities of a changing order and therefore chooses oblivion. 

Equally concerned with appearance, Winnie is, in this respect, not 

unlike Mrs. Farley. However, unhke Mrs. Farley's Victorian concern for the 

propriety of her home's appearance, Winnie is modeled on the new woman— 

concerned with her own awakening self-image. In characterizing Winnie, 

Scott builds on the premises that Wharton estabhshed in The Age of 

Innocence. 

May Archer's situation is similar to Winnie's and like Winnie, May 

reacts in a similar manner. In The Age of Innocence, Newland Archer 

becomes infatuated with the young May and wishes to possess her in the 

same manner as Laurence becomes fascinated with Winnie at an early age: 

"[Newland] contemplated her absorbed young face with a thrill of 

possessorship in which pride in his own masculine initiation was mingled 

with a tender reverence for her abysmal purity" (6-7). And, hke Laurence, 

Newland holds to a romantic ideal. He expects that his wife wiU be both 
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"world-wise and eager to please," yet he has httle concept of how this is to 

occur: 

How this miracle of fire and ice was to be created, and to sustain 
itself in a harsh world, he had never taken the time to think out; 
but he was content to hold his view without analysing it, since 
he knew it was that of all the carefully-brushed, white-
waistcoated, button-holed-flowered gentlemen who succeeded 
each other in the club box, exchanged friendly greetings with 
him, and turned their opera-glasses critically on the circle of 
ladies who were the product of the system. (7-8) 

Like Scott's later portrayal of Winnie and Laurence, May and Newland find 

themselves in a relationship which doesn't fully satisfy either one of them. 

Laurence loses himself in his work, ignoring both his wife and his children, 

while Newland loses himself in an infatuation with another woman, the 

Countess Ellen Olenska. Neither man faces the harsh reality of their lives: 

Newland looks forward to how things could be and Laurence looks backward 

to how things used to be. 

It is only the "other woman," in The Age of Innocence, Madame 

Olenska, who acknowledges the impossibility of living in a fantasy world. 

When Newland declares to Ellen that he wants "somehow to get away . . . 

into a world where words like that—categories like that—won't exist," it is 

Ellen who points out the obvious to him: 

She drew a deep sigh that ended in another laugh. "Oh, my 
dear—where is that country? have you ever been there? she 
asked; and as he remained sullenly dumb she went on: "I know 
so many who've tried to find it; and, beheve me, they all got out 
by mistake at wayside stations: at places like Boulogne, or Pisa, 
or Monte Carlo—and it wasn't at all different from the old world 
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they'd left, but only rather smaUer and dingier and more 
promiscuous. (290) 

Wharton further clarifies her position that the women in the novel are most 

clearly able to "see" the reality of their hves—^just as Scott has done with her 

repeated use of the word "see" in The Narrow House. Wharton gives this 

vision to Ellen Olenska who patiently explains to Newland Archer that 

eventually one must face reality. Ellen uses the image of facing the "Gorgon" 

as a metaphor for facing reahty. She explains to Newland that she has been 

forced to stare into the eyes of the Gorgon, yet she was not blinded: "What 

she does is just the contrary—she fastens their eyelids open, so that they're 

never again in the blessed darkness" (290). 

Even though both male characters acknowledge their misery in one 

way or another, it is counterbalanced by the misery of their wives who are 

equally confined by a relationship which does not satisfy them. May "won" 

Newland away firom Ellen Olenska by tricking him into thinking that she 

was pregnant; Winnie became pregnant to "catch" Laurence, yet both women 

quickly learn they have won no prize. Both women use whatever means 

available to them to hold their husbands to them. Winnie uses sex and later 

illness to hold Laurence; May uses the social code of ethics to bind Newland 

to her: 

"Yes, I see. The change will do you good," she said simply, when 
he had finished; "and you must be sure to go and see Ellen," she 
added . . . It was the only word that passed between them on the 
subject; but in the code in which they had both been trained it 
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meant: "Of course you understand that I know all that people 
have been saying about Ellen . . .Hints have indeed not been 
wanting; but since you appear unwiUing to take them from 
others, I offer you this one myself, in the only form in which 
well-bred people of our kind can communicate unpleasant things 
to teach other: by letting you understand that I know you mean 
to see Ellen when you are in Washington." (267) 

What Scott does with the later portrayal of Winnie and Laurence is to 

present this "marriage of convenience" as one which is not so different from 

marriages of previous generations. In the midst of change and shifting 

moralities, Scott shows that for the average, middle-class American woman, 

not all that much has changed. Although Winnie is far more explicitly sexual 

than May Welland, she is no more able to hold her husband, or develop her 

abilities without him, than May Welland is in the earher novel. Each woman 

resorts to some sort of covert measure to ensure her husband is bound to her. 

And, Scott makes it clear that this is an unsatisfactory relationship, not 

simply for Winnie, but for Laurence as well. Like May, Winnie can only 

attract and hold onto Laurence through her seductive power which she is 

slowly losing. Winnie has experienced the new sexual awakening, but doesn't 

understand what it means or how it will ultimately destroy her. Her 

excessive need for outward demonstrations of love and attention only furthers 

the distance between her and Laurence and frightens and confuses their 

children. May and Bobby. Scott carries the examination of the effect of this 

unhealthy relationship further when she turns her examination of the Farley 

family to the children, in particular to May and her husband Paul—the effect 
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of which is examined in the third novel of Scott's trilogy, The Golden Door. 

Yet despite the fact that Edith \Miarton, hke Evelyn Scott, acknowledged the 

effect of societal constraints on women, WTiarton, as Blake Nevins notes: 

never relinquished her behef that the individual who disregards 
the experience of the ages as it has expressed itseff in the form 
of traditions, standards, institutions, has no surer guides to 
foUow, and can only err. (250) 

Although Evelyn Scott would surely disagree with nearly ever>- point in this 

statement of philosophy, Scott would nevertheless concede that it was this 

axiom against which the modern woman's fight was most arduous. 

Winnie is very much a continuing portrait of the sexually awakened 

woman who appeared in Chopin's The Awakening. Like Edna Pontelher, 

Winnie is trapped by her own awakening sexuahty. Like Edna, she seeks a 

creative outlet. Unable to escape her narrow environment, however, Winnie 

resorts to "creating" children; it is through pregnancy and childbirth that 

Winnie attains the momentary attention and admiration she so desires. 

However,.neither Winnie, nor Edna finds solace in motherhood. After finaUy 

manipulating Laurence into making love, against the advice of her doctor, 

Winnie becomes pregnant: 

She was ill. The doctor had advised another operation. Without 
it she could have no more children. She would die. . . . when she 
remembered what a serious state of health she was in most of 
her bitterness passed away from her. An expression of 
sweetness and resignation came into her face. (20) 
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The realization of the pregnancy, however, is to Winnie, an invasion of her 

own body fi:om which she desires freedom: 

Slowly the darkness grew up firom the earth, and, as the trees 
darkened, the earth began to grow into being. 

Winnie was glad of the darkness. When the room grew 
dark she did not hold the child separately in her body. It lay 
with her in the body of the dark and she was freed of it. (146) 

Edna Pontelher finds no comfort in motherhood either, and the suffocating 

thought of motherhood is one of the final reflections she has before taking the 

fatal swim at the end of the novel: 

The children who appeared before her like antagonists who had 
overcome her; who had overpowered and sought to drag her into 
the soul's slavery for the rest of her days. But she knew a way 
to elude them. She was not thinking of these things when she 
walked down to the beach. (123) 

Interestingly, the death of each woman is seemingly caused by her own hand 

(Winnie's in childbirth; Edna's by drowning), yet there is an ambivalence to 

each. There is little doubt that another pregnancy and childbirth will kill 

Winnie; this fact is exposed early on, and Winnie is aware of it, even as she 

manipulates Laurence into participating in their ultimately fatal liaison. 

Winnie "hugged her sickness" (21) and uses it to manipulate Laurence, even 

though her manipulation will ultimately cause her own death. 

Likewise, Edna is complicit, even if unintentionally so, in her own 

death. Each woman seeks solace, yet ironically it is through that solace that 

each dies. It seems to be Scott's intention that Winnie exist on the farthest 

point of the axis separating her from Mrs. Farley. As a new woman, she is in 
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touch with her own sexuality, taking gratification from the power it gives her 

over her husband, Laurence: 

She held him. Suddenly she was no longer strange. His 
hand read the strangeness of her with the relief of familiarity. 
She burned him with wonder. 

Winnie felt him yield and was glad, but her triumph 
congealed in agony. (95) 

However, Winnie's use of her sexual power resulting in her death is a 

seemingly unavoidable end for this new woman whose eyes do not look at 

others, but at herself. Yet Winnie's death is not a result of Scott's need to 

condemn such women; rather, it is her need to expose the desperation of 

women who have no outlet other than the one narrowly defined by a society 

which cannot see women in any other role. 

Again, writing in Escapade, Scott discusses her own pregnancy and her 

feeling of joy, mixed with shame. She writes that being pregnant has caused 

her to be "filled with a kind of stillness of understanding" of the creative 

forces, yet she cannot avoid the invasive, furtive glances of men on the streets 

who make her uncomfortable. These feelings are very much apparent in 

Winnie, who must constantly assess her own body by continually looking at 

her reflection. However, like Alice, Winnie is not fully aware of her own 

sexuality. She is driven by it, yet is as much a victim of it as is Ahce. Her 

attractiveness to Laurence is the only power she still holds over him, having 

been deprived (and having deprived him) of any love for several years. Like 

Scott, Winnie eloped with the older Laurence in a moment of extreme 
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passion—a passion which would soon die out for both Winnie and Laurence, 

leaving them with the vestiges of romance, but none of the substance. 

Winnie's illness most likely arises from her need for control in her life. In her 

own eyes, she is the tragic hero: "As she spoke she glanced beyond her 

mother-in-law's head to the heavily beveled mirror in the old bureau, and her 

rapt, tragic face became even more voluptuously tragic as it contemplated 

itself (13). As the tragic hero, her fate is foretold in this early passage from 

the novel. Interestingly, after Winnie's death, the word "mirror" only appears 

one time, and it is in connection with Winnie's daughter. May. In this scene, 

Alice confironts May and questions why May acts "as though [Alice] were an 

ogress" (193), to which May cannot respond, seeing Alice as more and more a 

part of the darkness which she doesn't comprehend. Perhaps trying to 

awaken some sense of self in May, Alice slaps the child's cheek: "It was a 

light slap, almost in play, but May died under it. She was stupid like a 

mirror" (194). But the "mirror" which May is like does not reflect herself but 

Winnie. For even young May knows that Alice is slowly being devoured by 

the darkness of the narrow house. 

Scott's use of dark images in connection with Ahce, however, must not 

be read solely as Ahce's being consumed by darkness, for Alice finds relief 

and comfort in the darkness, much as Scott had found relief from her life of 

poverty and desperation in the dark nights in Brazil: 
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Darker, darker, darker. The night is dark and the ocean 
is like a shadow upon another shadow—darkness upon 
darkness. Around the semicircle of the bay the lamps, sprung to 
intense being, reach their httle claws of rays through the vast 
softness beneath. They clutch. Reflections like little burning 
wires sink themselves into the water. But the night remains— 
the night in which the light is finaUy extinguished. Darkness. 
{Escapade 15) 

Like Scott, Alice finds solace in the darkness where she can become one with 

her natural self. However, toward the end of the novel, the frequency of dark 

images declines, as does the frequency of light images. Scott thus shows that 

as the house narrows upon Alice, she is comforted less and less by the dark, 

but at the same time, cannot be seen due to the decreasing light. Just as the 

female voice in Dickinson's poem suggests, as the light fails, neither Alice nor 

reader can "see to see." 

The Narrow House is ultimately a brutal examination of the narrow 

space allowed women at the beginning of the twentieth century. Writing in 

the summer of 1937, Scott commented on The Narrow House: 

Women weren't writing about the sort of things they are now, 
and they thought I was terrible. I was quite indignant about it. 
I didn't have the sense of humour I have now, I hope, so I wasted 
a lot of indignation on the desert air. I felt quite intellectually 
hifalutin about the book. (qtd. in Callard 137) 

From Scott's sense of outrage arose a feminist text delineating the struggle of 

the modern woman. In commenting on women writers in the modernist era, 

Friedmann and Fuchs remark that 

the neglect of women innovators is partially a legacy of 
modernism as interpreted through its male critics. Although 
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Virginia Wooff and Gertrude Stein have been credited with 
helping to formulate experimental fiction, the credit 
inadequately expresses their achievements (236) 

Scott's break from the traditional nineteenth-century narrative model was 

such an abrupt departure in women's novels, that perhaps the intensity of 

dark and brooding awareness, not generally associated with women writers, 

kept it fi:om being held up as an icon of the American modernist canon. Just 

as others were doing at the time, Scott was attempting to explore the 

boundaries of art—in her work it took the form of excavating a narrow space 

for this new woman. Frank Lloyd Wright wrote of American culture in 1900 

that it was a "hfe by imitation . . . spread wide and thin over the vast surface 

of a continent" (qtd. in Bogan 78). This was the climate out of which The 

Narrow House arises. Louise Bogan notes that "for American writers of the 

time, it was not aU a question of dissolving reahty, but one of actually seeing 

and apprehending; of finding means directly to grasp and express 

contemporary life" (78). This is precisely what Scott has done in The Narrow 

House. However unrelenting and uncomfortable The Narrow House is for its 

readers, it is an expression of early twentieth century reality in its most 

brutal form—an expose of an individual soul amid the newness of modernity, 

living a still narrow social existence. Likewise in the second novel of the 

trilogy. Narcissus, the focal point is again on the women of the Farley 

household—on Julia, Laurence's second wife, and on May, who in the second 

novel has grown into a somewhat awkward, insecure teenager. And, it is in 
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Narcissus that Scott introduces the concept of the female artist adrift in a 

society which does not comprehend her artistry and one in which she cannot 

fully participate. 
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Notes 

^ There is at present an ongoing discussion over the interchangeable 
use of female, feminine, and feminist in contemporary criticism which cannot 
be left unaddressed. My use of "female" refers to the character's "nature" and 
not her "nurture" as Toril Moi defines the terms in her article, "Feminist, 
Female, Feminine." Moi argues that, "patriarchal oppression consists of 
imposing certain socied standards of femininity on all biological women, in 
order precisely to make us beheve that the chosen standards for 'feminitiy' 
are natural. Thus a woman who refuses to conform can be labeled both 
unfeminine and unnatural' (123). My use of "female" is therefore intended to 
show that what is being examined is Alice's "nature," i.e., her desires, needs, 
hopes, etc. This point is discussed further in the chapter itself. 

2 Figures on word usage were computed by scanning a printed version 
of the text into a computer and then running a search on various word 
strings. Accuracy of the count is based on the output of such searches on 
edited text. Since the text used for scanning was a reproduction of the 
original print text, slight inconsistencies in word count can be expected based 
on the possibility of nontranslatable text. 
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CHAPTER IV 

NARCISSUS 

Narcissus, published in 1922, is the second novel in the trilogy of the 

modern woman and continues the story of the Farley family, moving on to the 

second generation. This novel looks more closely at the modern woman as 

she attempts to find her place in society. Narcissus focuses on Julia Farley, 

Laurence's second wife and step-mother to May and Bobby. Laurence and 

first-wife Winnie's third child died shortly after Winnie's death. The "new" 

Farleys have escaped the narrow existence of the lives of the elder Farley's of 

The Narrow House, but are trapped by their own ambitions and concerns. No 

longer solely concerned with the immediate and outward elements of 

survival, they now have sufficient time to pursue leisure activities and self-

interests. 

With the rise of industrialization and the expeditious growth of the 

middle-class, more families found themselves in the position of having 

greater leisure time. Middle-class Americans were experiencing an 

awakening social conscience which resulted in an increased interest in art, 

culture, and social causes. The New Woman's entrance into the public space 

brought with it an increased interest in personal growth as weU. The modern 

woman showed a growing interest in psychoanalysis. Freud had published 

several essays on sexuality in 1905, and his article, "The Origin and 
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Development of Psychoanalysis" appeared in 1910. Hartwick, in Foreground 

of American Fiction, claims that "Freudianism crossed to America in 1906, 

when it was first mentioned in an article by Boris Sidis, 'The 

Psychopathology of Everyday Life'" (128). Although Freud's ideas were 

mostly rejected by middle-class America as "repellent" (129), Hartwick points 

out that "there were more than two hundred books on Freudianism by 1920, 

and by 1927 the word had forced its way into Webster's Dictionary" (129). 

Accompanying this interest in exploring their inner selves, women were 

expressing a growing demand for involvement in activities which reflected 

their own interests. In "Feminist Resistance, the Artist and 'A Room of One's 

Own' in New Woman Fiction," Ann Heilmann points out that the "advent of 

the New Woman in fin-de-siecle culture and literature was heralded by 

important victories" (292), especially in the pubhc areas of education, labor, 

and art: 

As the image of the "modern", [sic] independent woman gained 
momentum, public discourse on the New Woman became 
imbued with spatial metaphors which reflected young middle-
class women's aspirations to expand their hves physically as 
well as mentally. Rebelhng against the hteral and metaphorical 
tight-lacing of their mothers, daughters started discarding 
corsets for the new "rational dress" look, took to the bicycle and 
clamoured loudly for the latchkey, the symbol of a self-directed, 
unchaperoned life. (292-293) 

The dark side of this increased interest in psychoanalysis and self-interest is 

narcissism, and it is this dark side of humanity to which Scott, again, gives 

her attention. 
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Narcissus was first published in 1922 by Harcourt Brace and 

subsequently reissued in the Arno Press series of Rediscovered Fiction by 

American Women in 1977. Narcissus was not as critically well received as 

was Scott's previous work, even though there were sufficient reviewers who 

seemed to understand and commiserate with Scott's view of the darker side of 

American life. In a review of Narcissus for The Dial, Kenneth Burke declares 

Scott's writing to be styhstically akin to that of James Joyce and Waldo 

Frank, whose works he barely avoids equally condemning. Burke seems to be 

criticizing the modernist movement in which, unhke its romantic 

predecessor, fictional works do not neatly reconcile the opposing forces of the 

plot in its conclusion. Burke writes: 

Perhaps, in this fluctuation between the strict localizing of her 
characters and the drawing of lyrical circles, I have objected to 
the very thing which Scott was aiming for. But, if we are to 
have two poles of treatment, we must also have their polarity. It 
is not sufficient to juxtapose them without reconciliation. In the 
truest sense, significance is lost: the significance of some modus 
consistently and exclusively pursued. (348) 

Burke in commenting on the public success of The Narrow House, seems to 

hope that Scott has changed her impression of American society in this novel: 

despite her public's approval of the patent gesture [of "misery 
praetor necessitatem"] in The Narrow House, Mrs. Scott seems to 
have developed a distrust of it. But unfortunately, the resultant 
virtue is only a negative one; the author has gone through the 
excesses of The Narrow House to attain the neutralization of 
Narcissus. (347) 
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Burke was not alone in his criticism of Scott's dark vision. Ludwig Lewisohn, 

writing in The Nation, notes that Scott employs a close psychoanalysis of her 

characters, but declares that she "goes wrong" because 

she has forgotten that what wells up out of those obscure depths 
is censored, controlled, guided, however feebly and foolishly, by 
that conscious mind which remembers and weighs issues and 
meditates and plans. (192) 

Lewisohn further notes that Scott's approach leaves her characters "thin, 

bloodless, and ghastly." However, in fairness to Scott's work, it must be 

noted that within Lewisohn's criticism there lies a hint of his dismissal of 

modernism as has been equally pointed out in several other critics of the 

period. Lewisohn, in judging Scott's characters' self-absorbed behavior, 

objects to her portrayal of "civihzed people [living] by their passions and their 

nerves alone." Lewisohn objects specifically to the group of modernists when 

he notes: 

Nor do such writers, among whom Mrs. Scott definitely belongs, 
handle adequately even those passions to which their characters 
are so constantly given. Everything is, in the end, tepid and 
tame. The faint glimmer that life has for them never becomes 
either heat or hght. The resultant report of man and nature is 
as unveracious (sic) in essence as the less interesting report 
given by the furiously optimistic and sentimental. (192) 

Not all critics, of course, failed to see Scott's vision, or to agree with her 

understanding of the inner workings of men and women living in such 

tumultuous times. Robert Lovett notes at the beginning of his review that 

the future that "Mrs. Scott's Narcissus [refers to] is to emerge from the 
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present into a futurism which the future will probably disown." This 

comment seems ironically insightful in terms of both Scott's vision of a 

society of egocentrics and of her own artistry. Lovett does concede that "the 

reader will feel that [Scott] collects more abnormal cases than are likely to be 

found among a group of casually selected local Americans" (283). His 

comment in retrospect seems naive. 

Two critics, though, seem accurately to share Scott's vision of the 

passion and egocentrism which is at the center of Scott's characters in 

Narcissus. Carl Van Doren compares Scott's work to that being done by D. H. 

Lawrence: 

I see in the school of fiction best represented in England by D.H. 
Lawrence and in the United States by Evelyn Scott what I feel 
disposed to call a new eroticism. . . . These eroticists strike 
through the skin to the nerves and work there, on a plane which 
fiction has only begun to explore, with an acute specialization. 
(803) 

Van Doren ends his piece by declaring that Scott supercedes Lawrence, who 

"with less exuberance and splendor of language than Mr. Lawrence, has a 

better sense of art, a sharper intellect, a neater hand at satire, and a crisper 

wit" (804). Equally effusive over Scott's passion is Robert Lovett who ends 

his review with a line from Maupassant's sketch, "The White Wolf: '"It is 

fine to have passions like that.' It must be fine even to understand them as 

Mrs. Evelyn Scott does" (283). 
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The structure of Narcissus is a fairly straight forward story of a 

modern woman who fails to find happiness in marriage and thus seeks self-

fulfillment through a series of pathetic love affairs. Each of the four main 

characters in Narcissus displays an egocentric personality, yet none are truly 

ahke, or whole. The relationships between Juha, her husband Laurence, her 

lover Dudley, and her child-like lover Charles form the core of the novel. 

Juha's step-daughter. May, and her boyfriend, Paul represent the next 

generation and its growing social conscience as well as carry the saga of the 

Farley family into the final novel of the trilogy. The Golden Door. Julia 

Farley is the hub around which the story turns, and each of the characters is 

shown basicaUy in his or her relationship to Juha, much as the structure of a 

wheel is based on the spokes' support of the central hub. Interestingly, the 

novel was titled Bewilderment upon its British publication, yet within the 

novel itself, only Juha is referred to as bewildered. Yet Juha is more than 

bewildered by the circumstances which surround her. She is ultimately 

egocentric—the nearly perfect incarnation of a modern Narcissus, and the 

mj^h of Narcissus is brought to life in her characterization: 

When she sat before the glass she enjoyed the defiant delicacy 
which she saw in the hnes of her lifted head, and there was a 
thrill which she could not analyze in the sight of her long white 
hands lying useless in her lap. They made her in love with 
herself. (3) 

Juha, like Narcissus, is interested only in herself and therefore, as her lover 

Dudley acknowledges, belongs only to herself: "[Dudley] could not bear the 
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feeling that the body which had possessed him so completely yet belonged to 

itself (9). Julia continually searches for self-satisfaction through others, 

especially through the three men in her life, and particularly in terms of 

sexual satisfaction. Much as Narcissus longed to hold his own reflection in a 

passionate embrace, Julia loves herself through the embrace of others: 

"[Julia] saw [Dudley] only as something which contributed to her experience 

of herself. She had her experience of him before she gave herself to him. 

What happened between them happened to her alone" (10). Once she has 

fully experienced herself through others, she tends to cast them aside and 

move onto the next lover. However, Scott does not completely vilify Julia. At 

times, Julia seems to be incapable of understanding how she affects others. 

At a club meeting she attends, Julia is flattered when asked to speak: 

Julia could not resist the sense of importance that it gave her to 
state her serious opinion upon certain problems which affected 
her sex. When she arose to express herself her exposition was so 
succinct that she was invited to the platform where what she 
said could be better appreciated. (26) 

Even though she can speak of the social problems women face, Julia is 

incapable of truly understanding her own gender: "She observed in the faces 

of many a virtuous and deliberate stupidity that was a part of their 

determination not to understand her" (26). Juha becomes "intoxicated" by 

her own speech. Again she is only interested in actions which allow her to 

embrace herself. She is incapable of understanding nor acknowledging the 

feelings or actions of others as she is too caught up in her own self-adoration. 
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Scott continues her use of images of "seeing" and "vision" with Juha Farley 

who only "sees" herself. Juha's sight is always focused on herself and the 

dark inner being of her own existence. 

Scott's novel is clearly based on her unique exphcation of the myth of 

Narcissus represented by Juha Farley, and on her understanding of Freudian 

analysis, represented by the three men in Julia's hfe, none of whom is a 

complete and whole individual. Scott uses the three parts of the psyche: the 

ego (characterized in Laurence), the id (characterized in Dudley Allen), and 

the superego (characterized in Charles Hurst) to explain the passion and 

motivations of each of the three male characters. Although the portrait of 

these four characters is disturbing, it is not unsympathetic. Scott does not 

allow her characters to avoid their responsibility. Instead, she depicts their 

actions resulting from the cultural and social situations which bred them. 

As she did for the epigraph of The Narrow House , Scott again uses a 

Blake poem for her epigraph: 

Nought loves another as itself. 
Nor venerates another so, 
Nor is it possible to thought 
A greater than itself to know. 

As with Scott's previous use of Blake for The Narrow House, this epigraph 

accurately reflects both the title and the substance of the novel, for no one 

loves herself more than Julia Farley. The myth of Narcissus, according to 

Graves, is the story of unconsummated love. Narcissus's beauty gains him 
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many lovers of both sexes, although he rejects all of them, prideful of his own 

comeliness. One of Narcissus's suitors Ameinius kills himself with a sword 

sent to him by Narcissus, but not before calling upon one of the Gods to 

avenge his death. Artemis, hearing Ameinius's plea, casts a spell on 

Narcissus which causes him to fall in love, yet never to have that love 

consummated. Upon leaning over a stream to drink, Narcissus thus falls in 

love with his own reflection, although he can never hold nor caress the image 

he most loves—his own. Narcissus, grieved and depressed, finally plunges a 

dagger into his breast, killing himself. From the soil upon which his blood 

spills grows a white narcissus flower with its red corolla. 

Ironically, one of the properties of Narcissus is an oil which is a 

powerful narcotic, an image Scott plays upon frequently when she describes 

Julia's magnetism. Van Doren notes in his review of Narcissus that Juha is 

both narcissistic and neurotic, and thus it is appropriate that Narcissus's 

(and subsequently Julia's) ultimate image is "in some respects the very 

symbol of the neurotic, whose fate it is to resemble a flower in fragility if not 

always in beauty or in fragrance" (803). Van Doren seems to suggest that 

like Narcissus, Julia begins with self-love, but ultimately finds her end in 

neurosis. 

Again in Narcissus (1922), Scott looks at the position of the "sex 

parasite," a resulting characterization arising from the shift from traditional 

to modern woman in which women quite suddenly found themselves enjoying 
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greater freedoms and with those freedoms, more opportunities for self-

expression. Julia, an intelhgent, articulate, politicaUy-active woman cannot 

communicate her true needs with another human being. She has attempted 

through art, through education, and through volunteer work to develop an 

individual seff. It is this individual or true self, once awakened, which cannot 

express itself in any other mode than through sexual relations with powerful 

or fascinating men. As Wharton wrote in the twenties of Ellen Olenska, 

there is simply no place for her (Ellen or Julia) to go, once fully awakened to 

the infinite possibihties. 

The Industrial Age brought about increased freedom for women and 

more leisure time. The Suffrage Movement and the fight for female 

independence were far removed for most middle-class American women, who 

nevertheless found themselves in possession of greater fi-eedoms, increased 

wealth, and an abundance of leisure time. Society was yet ill-equipped to 

handle such rapid change in the social structure, and thus this shift led to 

much over-indulgence and egocentric thought. Men suddenly became aware 

of women, who were now seen more often in public, as a boost to their 

prestige in terms of their outward beauty and presence. These responses 

were reflected in the literature of which Scott is very much apart. This 

pattern of self-exploration and naive self-adoration can be seen in works prior 

to and closely following Scott's portrayal of Julia in Narcissus. 
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In 1909, Gertrude Stein portrayed one of the first fully-sexual women 

in Melanctha Herbert in the collection. Three Lives. Melanctha is a naively 

passionate, highly sensuous woman whose "fluttering fingers [were] always 

ready to show her strong feeling " (96). Stein's portrait of this modern woman 

who attempts to combine openness with sexuality is generally misunderstood 

by both other female characters and male characters in the novel. Melanctha 

moves from man to man, yet finds no true security in any relationship, with 

the possible exception of her friendship with Rose Johnson. Described as 

both "t5T)es of women," by Jeff Campbell, Melanctha is in reality a fully-

realized woman whose individualism eventually results in her best friend, 

Rose's, rejection of her: 

"And so you just go along now, Melanctha Herbert, you hear me, 
and I don't never wish no harm to come to you." 

Rose Johnson went into her house and closed the door 
behind her. Melanctha stood like one dazed, she did not know 
how to bear this blow that almost killed her. Slowly then 
Melanctha went away without even turning to look behind her. 
(165-166) 

What Stein seems to be demonstrating more than anything else, is the 

lack of "space" in modern society for a woman who does not fit into one of few 

prescribed roles. Melanctha is described by Rose as not knowing how to act 

"decent and right" (165). Melanctha is a free spirit who very much stretches 

the definition of individualism. She overflows with passion and acts on 

instinct, but she is not ashamed. Unlike Wharton's and Cather's 

characterizations of sensual females, Melanctha carries no guilt for her 
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actions. When confronted by her one-time boyfriend Jeff Campbell about her 

activities, he assumes that Melanctha is shameful of having hidden the truth 

from him: 

"Perhaps I was a coward to let Jane Harden tell me 'stead of 
coming straight to you, to have you tell me, but I certainly am 
sure, Melanctha, I certainly had a right to know such things 
about you. I don't say it ever, ever, Melanctha, I hadn't the just 
right to know those things about you." (107) 

Melanctha is, however, not ashamed; in fact, she assures Jeff that had he 

asked her, she "certainly never would have told [him] nothing" (107). 

Melanctha has no need for sympathetic forgiveness or redemption. She 

doesn't make excuses for who she is; she simply accepts the fact that she and 

Jeff are different: 

He was silent, and this struggle lay there, strong, between them. 
It was a struggle, sure to be going on always between them. It 
was a struggle that was as sure always to be going on between 
them, as their minds and hearts always were to have different 
ways of working. (108) 

Surrounded by others who disagree with her philosophy of an independent 

seff, owing allegiance only to herseff, Melanctha moves through hfe, seeking 

temporary satisfaction through a series of lovers. Much hke Scott's later 

portrayal of Juha Farley, Melanctha offers no explanations for her actions. 

Just as Melanctha offers no excuses to Jeff Campbell, Juha prides herseff in 

"never finding excuses for herself (58) when confronted about her feelings for 

Laurence by Dudley Allen. Stein's early portrayal of this autonomous woman 

lays the groundwork for Scott's later portrayal of Julia Farley—sexual, self-
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serving, guiltless—and a characterization which remains uncondemned 

through the end of the novel. Both Melanctha and Julia simply move 

through a series of unhappy life events, and as Stein's epigraph notes, "it is 

neither my fault nor life's fault." 

An equally sensuous portrayal of a modern woman was pubhshed two 

years prior to Scott's Narcissus in the character of the charming Mrs. 

Forrester in Cather's novel by the revealing title, A Lost Lady. Arguably 

Cather's title could be a statement reflecting the behef that a highly sexual 

woman hke Marian Forrester could not exist within the various 

configurations allowed her and thus is "lost" between worlds; however, it is 

more likely that Cather was referring to the loss of the aristocracy of the 

West through the memory of Niel Herbert and his long infatuation for 

Marian Forrester, his "long-lost lady" (147). 'Whatever Cather's intent was in 

the title, she nevertheless portrays Marian Forrester in a much more positive 

light than she did other independent female characters: 

Where Mrs. Forrester was, dullness was impossible, Niel 
believed. The charm of her conversation was not so much in 
what she said, though she was often witty, but in the quick 
recognition of her eyes, in the living quality of her voice itself. 
One could talk with her about the most trivial things, and go 
away with a high sense of elation. (58) 

Marian Forrester is both an aristocrat and a commoner, and although Cather 

hints that Forrester suffers for her deeds by having to lower her expectations, 

she does not fully condemn her. In A Lost Lady Cather demonstrates that 
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disaster can strike women who are not particularly careful, as she does 

during Mrs. Forrester's association with Frank Ellinger. Even Niel's 

admiration falters: 

He burned to ask her one question, to get the truth out of her 
and set his mind at rest: What did she do with all her 
exquisiteness when she was with a man hke Elhnger? Where 
did she put it away? And having put it away, how could she 
recover herseff, and give one—give even him—the sense of 
tempered steel, a blade that could fence with anyone and never 
break? (84) 

This passage perhaps reflects Cather's own ambivalence with the character of 

Marian Forrester. It seems unhkely that Cather would portray Marian's 

degredation to chasing after men heroic, yet there is an element of 

sympathetic understanding of her determination to survive, no matter what 

the cost—a decision between honor and survival that many women similarly 

encountered, especially on the western frontiers. However, Mrs. Forrester's 

association in Sweet Water with Ivy Peters is the final assault to decency and 

the end of Niel's association with her: 

He had news of her now and then, as long as his uncle lived. 
"Mrs. Forrester's name is everywhere coupled with Ivy Peters'," 
the judge wrote. "She does not look happy, and I fear her health 
is failing, but she has put herself in such a position that her 
husband's friends cannot help her." 

And again: "Of Mrs. Forrester, no news is good news. She 
is sadly broken. (146) 

However, Cather does not end the novel with Mrs. Forrester's dechne. In 

fact, throughout her characterization, even with the obvious references to her 

as the "fallen woman," Mrs. Forrester survives uncondemned. Ultimately, 
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Niel is assured that Mrs. Forrester was redeemed by a second marriage to an 

Englishman, Henry Collins with whom she lived happily until her death: 

Three years ago the Post got a letter fi:om the old Englishman, 
with a draft for the future care of Captain Forrester's grave, "in 
memory of my late wife, Marian Forrester Collins." 

"So we may feel sure that she was well cared for, to the 
very end," said Niel. "Thank God for that!" (149-150) 

Mrs. Forrester, like Melanctha Herbert and Julia Farley, chooses to 

experience life to its fullest, and, like Melanctha and Julia, naively pursues 

what interests and delights her. Highly sexual, passionate women would 

continue to be portrayed in fiction, carrying forward the tradition by writers 

on the edge of mainstream fiction. 

Zora Neale Hurston's portrayal of Janie is just such a portrayal. Janie 

is a sensuous woman who constantly repositions herself at the center of her 

own life. Like earlier fictionahzed modern women, Janie is independent and 

sexual. Hurston continued the vision which Stein, Cather, and Scott began. 

Although there is no as yet-discovered, documented evidence that Hurston 

had read Scott's work, it is highly likely that she did. Scott was a popular 

novelist in her time and one whose work was widely read and commented 

upon by other modernist writers. 

Just as Scott had done in focusing her attention on the world she 

knew—^white, middle-class America—Hurston focuses on the world she 

knew—Black, southern America. Tony Morrison, the Novel Prize-winning 

contemporary writer, explains that her own focus is not political, but cultural, 
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and that she focuses on the Black community because that is what she best 

understands. Hurston, like Scott, received criticism for her work because she 

ignored the political chmate to which many male modernists attended. 

However, Hurston and Scott both wrote of the private space of home, family, 

and self; neither was concerned, in these novels, with the public sphere of 

business and politics. 

Hurston's story is the struggle of a modern woman to find herself, and 

like Scott before her, she too offers no happy ending; yet, as Mary Helen 

Washington notes in the introduction, "[the story] does draw to a satisfying 

conclusion." Janie Crawford is Lily Bart, Edna Pontelher, Marian Forrester, 

and Julia Farley moved twenty years into the future and projected even 

further in terms of autonomy. As Andrea Rushing is quoted in the 

introduction as saying: 

I loved the language of this book . . . but mostly I loved it 
because it was about a woman who wasn't pathetic, wasn't a 
tragic mulatto, who defied everything that was expected of her, 
who went off with a man without bothering to divorce the one 
she left and wasn't broken, crushed, and run down, (ix) 

Janie isn't pathetic hke Lily, tragic like Edna, nor restricted by convention 

like Marian Forrester. She is the essence of a Julia Farley who not only has 

found satisfaction in herself, but has the wherewithal to act upon it. Just as 

Wharton knew when she had Madame Olenska declare that the Gorgon only 

made you see the truth, Hurston begins her novel declaring that it is women 

who ultimately confront the truth as well: 
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Ships at a distance have every man's wish on board. For some 
they come in with the tide. For others they sail forever on the 
horizon, never out of sight, never landing until the Watcher 
turns his eyes away in resignation, his dreams mocked to death 
by Time. That is the Iffe of men. 

Now, women forget all those things they don't want to 
remember, and remember everything they don't want to forget. 
The dream is the truth. They act and do things accordingly. (1) 

Interestingly, Hurston confronts what Scott only hints at, that marriage itself 

is the restrictive element which women want, yet it never quite meets their 

expectations. Just before Janie's first marriage to Logan Killicks, she 

questions the viabihty of marriage when she asks, "Did marriage end the 

cosmic loneliness of the unmated? Did marriage compel love like the sun the 

day?" (20). Quickly after the wedding, however, she concludes that it does 

not: "She knew now that marriage did not make love. Janie's first dream was 

dead, so she became a woman" (24). Like Juha who finds no satisfaction in 

marriage and so takes a lover, Janie finds marriage equally unsatisfying and 

takes a lover as weU; however, unhke Julia, Janie's "womanhood" is more 

developed. She simply walks away from the unsatisfying relationship with 

Logan Killicks. Janie does not allow herself to be bound by cultural 

expectations; her self-interest motivates her to seek satisfaction—a move that 

Julia never quite comes to terms with in Narcissus. 

Julia is intelligent, charming, and highly sexual. She is defined by her 

positions as Laurence's wife, Bobby's and May's step-mother, active political 

supporter, and charity worker; still, she finds little fulfillment in any of these 
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positions. As Laurence's wife, she is responsible for the supervision of his 

home and the care of his children. Julia, however, feels a growing discomfort 

when at home; she has little interaction with Bobby, and she dislikes May. 

Thus, her home is the one place where she is most uncomfortable, and a place 

where she is no longer fully reflected—a space in which she feels diminished: 

Julia unlocked the front door and stepped into the still hall. A 
neat mirror was set in the wall of the white-paneled vestibule. 
Here she saw herself reflected dimly. Everything about her was 
rich-colored in the afterglow that came golden through the long 
glass in the niches on either side of the entrance. (12) 

Just as her house makes her uncomfortable, so does her housekeeper. Nellie, 

unlike Juha, is a strong, capable woman, "so strong in her reticence that 

everything about her seemed carved from her own will" (13). However, 

Nellie's self-assuredness makes Julia uncertain and afraid. Juha is unable to 

manipulate Nelhe to reflect anything of herself, and so she is uncomfortable 

in Nellie's presence. 

Julia is equally uncomfortable in May's presence. Julia both admires 

and envies May's youth: "Julia's fingers moved through May's soft hair that 

was so thick and beautiful. She pitied herself that May was young" (79). Yet 

Julia works at hiding her dislike of May so that her image of caring step

mother won't be disturbed in her own mind: "because of her loathing, she 

made her voice more gentle" (80). It is important for Juha that her image of 

herself is faultless. Even though May is probably one of the few characters 
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who actually loves without demand, Julia must force herseff to act 

appropriately toward her: 

"Oh, Aunt Juha, I love you! I love you! I love you!" 
"I'm glad dear." Aunt Juha looked consciously sad and 

stared at the carpet. Her fingers continued their half-
mechanical caress. 

Suddenly May sprang to her feet, clapped her palms 
together, and began to pirouette. Then she ran to Aunt Julia 
and kissed her again. "I'm so happy!" 

Julia, convicted of her own brutahty, regarded May 
pityingly- (81-82) 

May's trust in "Aunt Julia" is not totally misplaced, however, as it will be 

Aunt Julia who will keep May and her child from starvation in The Golden 

Door, as the story of May and Paul unfold in the final novel of the trilogy. 

Julia's relationship with her husband, Laurence, is equally 

unfulfilhng. Juha finds nothing passionate remaining in their relationship. 

In fact, it is her consciousness of her affair with Dudley Allen that has a 

greater effect on her: 

Dudley's bright secretive eyes seemed close to her, between her 
and her husband, giving out a harsh warmth that suffocated 
her. She identified herself so with her imaginings that it was as 
if she had become invisible to Laurence. (17-18) 

Julia compares the vitahty she feels when she is with Dudley to her 

relationship with Laurence: 

She had a vision of herself in Dudley's arms. That person in 
Dudley's arms was ahve. She was conscious of herself and 
Laurence as a double-deadness on either side of the living 
unrelated vision. (19) 
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However, Juha's "vision" of herself is no more accurate than Laurence's 

vision of her, or for that matter, of Dudley Allen's vision of her. Just as each 

of these self-absorbed characters cannot accurately assess themselves, 

neither can they "see" others. Julia's only interest in Laurence is that he 

demands very little of her, and he is still capable of making her feel 

something of herself: 

Her heart beats quickened almost happily. She wanted to 
experience the reproach of his face. Without naming what she 
waited for, as a saint looks forward to his crucifixion, she looked 
forward to the moment when he should condemn her. (17) 

Julia delights in reflected passions, even when it is in the fire of self-loathing 

over her affair with Dudley Allen. In essence, Julia loves the reproach to her 

passion which Laurence reflects. 

Similarly, Laurence loves the image he carries of Julia. It is an image 

not unlike the one expressed by Newland Archer for his wife. May, or by 

Leonce Pontellier for his wife, Edna. Laurence loves his image of Julia as 

woman—the definition of which, for Laurence, equates to attractive, selfless, 

and helpless: 

Julia's hair was in a loose knot against her neck. She was 
dressed in a long plain smock of a curious green. Laurence 
wondered what genius had taught her to select her clothes. 
While his first wife was alive he despised the mere vainness of 
dress, but since marrying Julia he had come to feel that clothes 
provided the art of individualism. (19-20) 

Laurence considers Juha's looks to be a sign of her femininity which equates 

with "femaleness." He finds it "marvelous" that Juha had turned her 
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"industry as a laboratory assistant" into a "mark of enhancing her feminine 

attributes" (20). Likewise, Laurence is impressed with what he considers her 

womanly helplessness: "Laurence found in her voice a particular timbre 

which never failed to stir him, and when she sat down near him he was 

caught as always by the helplessness of her large hands lying in her lap" (20). 

And even though he is not particularly supportive of Juha's philanthropic 

interests, his imaginings of Juha in service to others completes his image of 

her as woman. 

Equally uninformed is Laurence's view of himself. He frequently 

refers to himself as a "typical man of business—engrossed in [his] profession" 

(20), yet he occasionally finds himself angered by things he cannot envision. 

Noting a new portrait of Juha by Dudley Allen, Laurence is annoyed that 

"the artist had observed something in Julia which was hidden from [him]" 

(21). Ultimately, Laurence's characterization is only one part of the psyche or 

self, soul, brain. His actions are best characterized as being governed by the 

"ego," a part of the psyche that in Freud's terms equates to the mediator 

between reality and action. Laurence is ruled by his ego which absorbs and 

interprets reality in a manner acceptable to him. Even before he knows the 

full t ruth of Juha's infidehty, he is afraid: 

Laurence frowned while his lips twitched in a queer smile. He 
tried to speak, but could not. Without knowing why, he wanted 
to keep her from speaking. . . .Laurence could not ask her what 
it was. Something hurt him at that moment more than she 
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could ever hurt him afterward. He wanted the silence, 
unendurable as it was, to go on forever. (88-89) 

Laurence doesn't fear truth because he can alter that perception into a belief 

which he can hve with. Ultimately what Laurence fears is the unknown—a 

quantity which he cannot assess and therefore cannot mediate. Ironically 

Laurence and Julia are kept apart by their own internal idiosyncrasies. 

Julia's affair with Dudley Allen was simply the result of their division, not 

the ultimate cause of it. Even in her confession, Julia has only regard, and 

interest, in herself: 

Neither Laurence nor Dudley had any relation to it. She knew 
herself too deeply. It was the unknown self from which gods 
were made. There was nothing to turn to. There was nothing 
more to know. She watched Laurence now and felt a foohsh 
smile on her hps. Her hard, concentrated gaze noted nothing 
about him. (89) 

Even after she admits to him that she has had a lover, Laurence cannot 

"conquer the impression that her manner was victorious" (90). However, 

immediately upon hearing the news, Laurence's ego reacts by interpreting 

the information into a form to which he can adjust: "'I don't think you had 

any right to lie to me, Juha. ' He tried to keep his mind on the point of 

justice" (91). Laurence reacts to Julia's confession and then her self-pitying 

sobs, only to realize that Julia "was taking no account of him at all" (92). 

Juha neither sees nor feels Laurence's reaction; it is only the effect of 

confession on her own psyche with which she is consumed. But, unable to 

confi-ont the reality of Juha's betrayal leaves Laurence unable to condemn 
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her: "who was he, he said ironically to himseff, that he should refuse the lie 

with which humanity sustains itself (94). The gulf between Laurence and 

Julia was ultimately no wider before the confession than after it, due mainly 

to the egocentrism of each. Just as Laurence's ego consumes him, Julia's 

need for self-love consumes her. 

In an unsuccessful attempt to move beyond the boundaries of wife and 

step-mother (although not nurturing), Julia supports Dudley Allen, the artist 

with whom she has had an affair. Julia's affair is built on the eccentricities 

of each. Both Juha and Dudley acknowledge that their relationship pains 

them, yet each works at its continuance. Julia feels that Dudley's "hard eyes" 

refuse to let her pine away in "glorious indifference" (4), and Dudley's fear of 

being rejected keeps him bound to Julia: "the simpler she was in her abandon 

the more disconcerted he became." And yet, each clings to the other looking 

ultimately for confirmation of themselves: 

"You love me. Look at me, Julia. Say you love me." 
Her lids fluttered, but she kept her eyes fixed upon his 

small plump hand, white through its black down. The hand was 
all at once a pitiful trembling thing which belonged to neither of 
them. It had a poor detached involuntary life. 

Because of the hand she felt sorry for him, and she said, 
warmly and abruptly, "I love you." Her eyes, when they met his, 
were filled with tears. Yet she knew the love she gave him was 
not the thing for which he asked. (6) 

Julia knows Dudley well enough to destroy him, reahzing that she "was the 

only person who could protect him from herself." Yet she also realizes that it 

is not love which keeps them chnging to each other, but fear: "it seemed ugly 
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to her that they were afraid of each other" (7). What both Julia and Dudley 

want is to love themselves exclusively, and in order to do so, they each self-

gratification through their relationships with others. Dudley is motivated by 

unconscious drives; he, like the other male characters in the novel, is not 

portrayed as having a balanced psyche, but one which is primarily motivated 

by what Freud referred to as the "id." This unconscious part of the psyche 

arises and responds to instinctual needs and drives. Dudley is driven by his 

need to "feel," even if pain is the only feeling which he can evoke. 

At eighteen Dudley had evolved a philosophy which permitted 
him to look upon himself as a prophet. Praise irritated him as 
much as blame. When people made him angry he retorted to 
them with waspish sarcasms. When he was alone he worked 
himself into transports of despair which made him happy. (30) 

Dudley's overwhelming drive is to conquer others, whether mentally or 

sexually, and once having conquered them, he quickly loses interest. For the 

drive is to conquer and the need is for the conquest itself, not for the spoils: 

Men of the crasser type despised him utterly, and he confuted 
them with stinging cleverness. A few who were artists were 
attracted by the rich, almost feminine quality of his emotions. 
He found these men, rather than the women he knew, were the 
dominant figures in his life. 

He was in terror of all women with whom he could not 
establish himself on planes of physical intimacy. But after he 
had arrived at such a state with them, they interested him very 
little. (30-31) 

Dudley must conquer everyone he meets. He is clever at sensing the 

weaknesses of others, what Scott refers to as "the psychological essences of 

those around him" (50). Even though he is not especially interested in the 
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prize, Dudley must always win: "He never became aware of the elusive value 

of a personality without wishing to absorb it into himself so that it became 

part of his own experience" (50), and having once absorbed them, he quickly 

discards the experience. 

However, Dudley cannot tolerate being rejected himself. Feeling the 

end of the affair closing in, he cannot face the loss of control over Juha and 

thus forces her to allow him to meet Laurence face-to-face. Once Dudley has 

possessed Julia sexually, he feels "nothing left to achieve" and so must set up 

another situation to conquer. Demanding to meet Laurence fills this 

continuing need of Dudley's: 

When Dudley came he greeted Laurence with peculiar 
eagerness. Juha found it hard to forgive her lover for making 
himself ridiculous. . . . She felt betrayed by Dudley, who 
approached Laurence by ignoring her mediumship. She could 
not bear the admission of Dudley's power to exclude her. They 
could only live in each other. She gave him hfe in her, but he 
obliterated her from himself, and so condemned her to a sort of 
death. (56) 

Dudley is driven solely by his instinctual drive to triumph over Laurence, 

having already acknowledged to himself, the end of his affair with Julia. 

Dudley quickly discards Julia for his next conquest, Laurence. Dudley exalts 

in his triumph and takes great satisfaction in causing Julia pain, now that he 

has triumphed: 

The sight of her pain, for which he was responsible, made him 
feel all at once very sure and complete. He accepted no burden 
from it, for he told himself it was a part of her awakening to 
detached and perfect understanding. He was grateful to himself 
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that he had an ideal notion of what she might be that held him 
cruelly and steadily against aU that she was. He felt 
voluptuously intimate with her emotions. He could not hurt her 
enough. (68) 

Yet Dudley feels no guilt, for his motivation is strictly instinctual and 

therefore easily justified. Dudley sees himself a step above others as an 

artist, and "after all, he told himself, [he was] like the priest, the mediator 

between the hfe of mankind and its mystical source" (69). Interestingly, Scott 

ends her characterization of Dudley with a comment which seems driven by 

her personal need to perhaps connect Dudley to a real-life counterpart. Scott 

writes of Dudley: 

Perhaps it was because of his small effeminate stature that he 
felt it necessary to hurt people before he could command their 
respect. . . . Realizing that neither Julia nor her husband could 
approach his understanding, he loved them for their inferiority. 
As he walked along the path toward the blank glare where the 
sun was setting among black branches, he noticed a terrier 
puppy rolling in the polished grass, and had for it something of 
the same emotion. (70-71) 

Scott was known for her frankness, frequently ostracizing friends and former 

lovers with her blunt portrayals such as the barely fictionalized characters of 

Escapade. In "Evelyn Scott's The Narrow House," Peggy Bach claims that 

"Scott said that Dudley Allen in Narcissus is based on the character of Waldo 

Frank," although Bach offers no supporting documentation for Scott's 

explanation. Even if the characterization were based on Frank, the passage 

of time obscures significance of this portrait from the reader. 
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However, for Julia, Dudley's betrayal leaves her feeling "nearly dead." 

Regardless of her intelligence or abihties, she is unable to escape being 

regarded as a sexual object, once used, easily discarded. Rejecting, and 

rejected by, Dudley and unable to communicate with Laurence, she falls 

victim to another lover who admires her looks: "when [Charles] looked at 

Julia his eyes held hers in bullying admiration" (150). Although Charles is 

intimidated by Juha's intelligence, he cannot help but be fascinated by her 

demeanor, but it is her appearance to which he responds: "He had always 

found fault with what he considered to be Juha's coldness, but he admired 

her tall figure and her fine shoulders" (153). Finding herself once again 

flattered by an admirer, Julia soon begins a second, equally unsatisfying 

affair with Charles Hurst. 

Like Julia's other male counterparts, Charles's personality is equally 

underdeveloped, representing the final third of the psyche, the "superego." 

This part of the psyche is only partially conscious. As opposed to the "ego" 

which mediates events for the self, and the "id" which acts on instinct, the 

"superego" represents an innate attitude which reacts to life based on 

parental conscience and cultural values. The superego looks for rewards and 

punishments based on barely realized motivations. Charles Hurst is lonely, 

frustrated, and child-like, and like a child, he is self-centered and vain: "Mr. 

Hurst's frustrated vanity consoled itself somewhat when he was alone before 

his mirror, for even his wife admitted that he was distinguished looking" 
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(157). Equally childlike are his feelings toward others. Like a wayward 

adolescent, Charles behoves that no one truly understands him, and thus he 

has "never abandoned the romantic hope that some day he would meet a 

woman who would understand him" (158). However, even though he has had 

numerous affairs, he believes that women are only wilhng to take him 

seriously "when he made love to them" (158). Scott characterizes Charles as 

having the type of cruelty often seen in young children who hurt others 

without reahzing the effect of their actions. Charles responds to others based 

on his own immature understanding of human relations: 

He was bewildered but elated in perceiving the vulnerability of 
those he was invited to revere. Once he learned this it 
awakened something subtle and feminine in his nature and 
tempted him to unpremeditated cruelties. Through his sex 
entanglements were, as a rule, gross and banal enough, and 
quickly succeeded one another, he treasured at intervals a 
plaintive conviction that some day he would meet the woman 
who had, as he expressed it, "the guts to love him." (158) 

Charles finds Julia fascinating and recognizes in her some of the same 

passions which drive his desires: "he loved himself and he loved every one, 

and his conviction of human pathos was strong" (159). However, just as Julia 

is incapable of truly loving another, Charles is incapable of anything but 

child-like adoration: "Mr. Hurst felt all at once unreasoningly depressed. He 

wanted to touch her as a child wants to touch the person who pleases it" 

(162). Charles is ultimately driven by an innate desire for pleasure, followed 

by the cleansing act of parental admonition which he carries in his psyche: 
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He imagined it would give him relief if he could touch Julia's 
dress and put his head in her lap. the terrible fear of reveahng 
himself before his wife and her friends had stimulated his 
imagination toward abandon. When he was a child his mother 
had not loved him. She was a defiant person, she was ashamed 
of him because he allowed himself to be victimized by all the 
things against which she had futihty rebelled. He had felt 
himself despised though he had never understood the reason. 
(164) 

Julia's need to be adored with child-like enthusiasm following the dismal end 

of her affair with Dudley, coincides perfectly with Charles' need to be 

comforted. Just as a mother adores the reflection of herself that she sees in 

her child, Juha basks in Hurst's adoration of her, which reflects her own self-

adoration. Julia, unlike Hurst, consciously knows that this affair will bring 

her no closer to true self-realization than the last, but she cannot deny herself 

the exhilaration of it: 

"Please!" Julia said. When his mouth was pressed against hers 
she was suffocated by the same thrill of astonishment and 
despair which she had experienced when she first allowed 
Dudley Allen to take her. When she was able to speak she said, 
"Oh, we are so pathetic and absurd—both of us! It's so 
hopelessly meaningless." (170) 

Julia's remarks point to her growing awareness of her true self, even though 

she is incapable of achieving the complete self-realization that Janie 

Crawford does in Hurston's later novel. 

In the end, Juha and Laurence resign themselves to loving each other 

as much as each is capable: "Unacknowledged, each kept for himself a pain 

which the other could not heal. Each pitied the other's illusion, and was 
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steadied by it into gentleness" (263). Just as Burke noted, there is no 

reconciliatory end to the novel—the reader is left with the unfortunate behef 

that Juha and Laurence will continue as they are, each caught within a 

misery of their own making, continuing the family tragedy from The Narrow 

House. 

The characters from the previous novel. The Narrow House, make a 

brief appearance in Narcissus, a measure which holds the trilogy together as 

a family saga. Juha urges May to visit her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. 

Farley, and her aunt Ahce. Little has changed in the Farley household since 

the last novel. Mrs. Farley still uses guilt and sarcasm to effect a reaction 

from her family. This time, it is May to whom she directs her bitterness: 

May was cautious and timid in the presence of her 
grandmother. There was something obscure and remote about 
the old woman's engrossed face, her squinting eyes that gazed at 
one as from an infinitely projected distance, her puckered lips 
with their self-righteous twist. (74) 

The distance between May's generation and her grandmother's, is as Scott 

notes, "infinitely projected," as May has little awareness of the past, nor its 

effect on women like her grandmother, or her dead mother. She is more a 

product of Julia Farley's influence, as her grandmother sarcastically notes: 

"I suppose Mrs. Julia is bringing you up to have the wider 
interests she talks about when she is here. You want to vote, I 
suppose, don't you?" Mrs. Farley squinted a smile. Her humor 
had an acrid flavor. (74) 
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However, Scott makes it clear, as early as the middle of this novel, that May 

is "determined not to see clearly" (79), an aspect of her character which will 

have a detrimental effect on her life, examined in the final novel of the 

trilogy. The Golden Door. Thus, May's meeting with her Aunt Alice is just as 

uncomfortable as it was when she was a young child: 

Aunt Alice was examining her cautiously. "You're 
something of a milksop, May. Keep on being a milksop. The 
Lord loveth a cheerful giver. But your legs are too thin. You'll 
never attain joy without end with those legs." 

May did not want to understand what this meant. 
Something inside her was trembling and lacerated. She stared 
directly at Aunt Alice now, determined not to see clearly. She 
could not bear to do so. (78-79) 

Alice's words, as forthright and cutting as ever, are equally prophetic, for 

May will eventually become the "cheerful giver," blinded by love, but without 

joy. 

Scott effectively uses both the visit to the Farley's and the sexual 

confrontation between Paul and May as a segue to the third novel of the 

trilogy. Both passages ably set up the personalities and relationships which 

are further examined in the final saga of the Farley family. 

May's reaction to her grandmother and Aunt Alice sets the tone of her 

relationships. Paul, May's boyfriend, and husband in the final novel, is 

slightly older than May, but feels himself infinitely wiser and more worldly. 

Paul is an ideahst who, like his friend Felix, wants to "give his whole soul to 
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humanity" (83). Yet Paul is torn between wanting to be viewed as the 

outsider and wanting to be a part of something: 

Felix! Women! that brat! "Is your father a tailor or an 
undertaker, Felix?" Afterward it hurt Paul to remember the 
wrong idea of himself which he had been at such pains to 
impart. It would be nice to belong somewhere. (83) 

Scott uses an interesting mix of stream-of-consciousness and narrative to 

explain Paul's discomfort. An ideahst with the fortitude of a realist, Paul is 

fearful and ultimately unable to undertake the radical change which would 

break him free of his middle-class idealism: 

He slung his books to one side and buried his face in his hands. 
He was miserably conscious of his big grotesque body which he 
wanted to forget. Saving the world. Karl Marx. Men that go 
down to the sea in ships. Shipped away from here. Shipped as a 
sailor. He shook himself without lifting his face. He did not 
want to hate May, so he hated Aunt Julia instead. (85) 

Having been raised by an aunt and uncle, Paul feels no kinship to them, nor 

to their American ideal. He is drawn to May because of her innocence, an 

innocence which he intends to mold. Paul's initial relationship to May is 

similar to earher characterizations of males such as Edith Wharton's 

Newland Archer, who in seeing his future wife May for the first time, shows 

"a tender reverence for her abysmal purity" (6). Paul, like Newland, is both 

fascinated and repulsed by youth and purity: 

He watched May's legs as she stretched them stiffly before her, 
thin little legs, her high shoes were loosely laced and the tops 
bulged away from her ankles. Sweet. He reached and took her 
hand. Cold little hand! May, too embarrassed to take notice of 
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his gesture, let him hold it. He thought she was sweet. He 
might like to kiss her—maybe. (36) 

Scott's characterization of Paul Mercer is much darker than Wharton's 

depiction of Newland Archer. Both characters are products of their 

environments: Newland Archer desires Madame Olenska, but is restrained 

from acting on his impulses by his obedience to the restrictive elements of his 

society; Paul Mercer is equally desiring of May, but he does not feel confined 

by society; in fact, Scott makes it clear that Paul is a product of a society 

which promotes individual interests above society's interests. Having been 

abandoned by his parents, and raised by an Aunt and Uncle, Paul has felt the 

full impact of the rapid shift of mechanization and the disintegration of the 

family. Deep within himself, he feels "something dark and sickly" (36). Paul 

knows that May, with her youthful ignorance, cannot understand him, nor 

"his pride in finding himself impure" (37), and it is this knowledge which 

perhaps leads Scott to portray Paul as the rapist of the innocent May: 

May let him touch her. For a moment she was happy in a bright 
blank eternal happiness that was an instant only. Then she was 
cold and alone and afraid of him: of his face so hot and close, the 
queer look in his eyes, and of his hands that she could not stop. 
(120-121) 

Again, Scott seems to be addressing a social awareness with this enactment 

of social injustice in which an innocent is deceived and abused by a violent, 

yet perhaps equally innocent abuser. In the final novel of the trilogy, Scott 

will expand this critique of society to include both Paul and May as the 
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ultimate victims. The Golden Door, Scott's most political novel in the trilogy, 

begins amidst the unhappy marriage of Paul and May Farley Mercer. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE GOLDEN DOOR 

In The Golden Door (1925), Scott places the new woman of the home in 

direct confrontation with the new woman of experience. In this third novel of 

the trilogy. May, who appeared as a neglected child in the first novel and a 

confused teenager in the second, makes her appearance as a grown woman, 

now married to Paul Mercer, her boyfiriend/rapist in Narcissus. Paul, an 

idealist, hves with May on a poor and unproductive farm, where he spends 

the majority of his time reading Nietzsche and Spinosa. He is writing his 

manifesto, and trying to find solutions to repair society, as he contends with 

the changes brought about by what he perceives as its disintegration through 

increased industrialization. 

In this novel. May, attempting to carve out another narrow space, tries 

to be the modern woman whose ideals reside far above the traditions of 

religion, marriage, and the conservative values of her childhood. Even 

though May would like to be "modern" in the avant-garde sense of the term, 

Scott shows her as a product of her environment—she is emotionaUy unable 

to proceed beyond the confines of home. Although not imprisoned by 

marriage as Mrs. Farley is, nor as sexual as her mother, Winnie, nor as 

sophisticated and knowledgeable as her step-mother, Juha, May struggles 

between her natural inchnations and her desire to fit into Paul's communal 
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society as the ideal mate. Scott uses May's inner thoughts to suggest that 

she is a woman who is lost in this new element of free love and free speech. 

Scott demonstrates the constricted life of May hving the new idealism by 

showing her distraught and unhappy, verbalizing the ideology but suffering 

silently. Paul, though resentful of giving in to May, concedes to marriage and 

to her taking money from her Aunt Julia, although he verbally objects. 

Unable to provide sufficient food for May and their child, Paul unwillingly 

agrees to Aunt Julia's support, although it goes against his ideals—a decision 

he frequently uses as a tool for self-flagellation. 

Into this less-than-idyllic scene, Scott introduces Nina Gannett, a 

"modern" woman who initially presents herself free from the moral and 

ethical bounds of a bourgeois society which she, like Paul, abhors. Nina 

freely loves and then lives with Paul, who insists that May refute jealousy 

and possessiveness to accept both him and Nina as equals. Through Nina 

Gannett, Scott shows the narrowness of this new woman's existence as Nina 

worries over society's reaction to her relationship with the married Paul 

should the relationship become public. Eventually the story of the triad is 

known, and Nina is humiliated by the exposure. 

And finally, into this mix, Scott reintroduces Julia Farley, now referred 

to as "Aunt" Juha, who is no more fond of Paul in this final novel than she 

was in Narcissus: 
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"How-do-you-do, stepson?" Mrs. Farley said with nervous 
casualness, smihng, her eyes sad and hard, as she went on 
tapping her foot. She wished that she could blot out Paul's taU 
helpless figure, his brilliant disturbing gaze, his sensitive too-
intense face. Formerly, as a boy, in the days when he visited 
May, he had not looked like this. Something in her was blind 
against his brilhant defensive expression. She wished to shut 
out his youthful unhappiness—too much like her own. (24) 

Julia believes it is Paul's naive innocence which makes him dislike her, as 

she frequently sees something of herself in him. Julia notes that "his untried 

kind are merciless" (24). Julia's attitude toward May and Paul is 

condescending at best. She refers to them as her "quixotic stepchildren" (16). 

In truth, Juha finds both Paul and May "loathsome" because of "their youth, 

[and] their 'serious' views" (19). Paul, who attempts to control his feelings, 

believes that "people are afraid to be kind," and thus attempts to control his 

obvious dishke for Julia: 

He felt an almost pained dislike of Mrs. Farley, but tried to be 
tolerant of her evasive talk. He wanted to realize emotionally 
every detail of the bareness and poverty of the room separating 
his life from hers. He remembered that long ago—before he ran 
away from home—Mrs. Farley had been a disturbing element in 
his life. With contempt of himself he recalled those days . . . 
From his new strength he tried to accept her inadequacies. (25) 

As in the other novels of the trilogy, the story focuses on few 

characters: Paul and May, "Aunt" Juha, Nina Gannett, and Mr. Mathews, an 

idealist and admirer of Paul's who visits the farm frequently. Each of the 

characters yearns for an ideahstic life which they are certain others have 

found. Especially in The Golden Door, the lives yearned for are based on an 
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idealistic vision which does not exist. With the title of the novel, Scott may 

be satirizing the image of the "Golden Door" of opportunity with which many 

immigrants approached Ellis Island in the 1920's. The doorway through Ellis 

Island into the United States, and metaphorically, the land of unlimited 

opportunity for all, was often referred to in European newspapers and 

immigration flyers as the "Golden Door" of opportunity, as used by McCabe, 

Kessner, and Bruce in each of their individual studies on immigration, 

ironically also titled The Golden Door. However, Scott's Golden Door is as 

vacant of opportunity as was the golden door of the immigration flyers. Just 

as millions of immigrants fled Europe for the United States in the twenties 

based on their beliefs, each of the characters of Scott's The Golden Door 

moves toward some idyllic vision of America, based on their equally 

unrealistic beliefs. 

In this novel, Scott continues her exposition of the modern woman by 

looking at three distinct women and the effects of their movement into the 

public space of business and politics. First, there is the aging Julia Farley, 

who other than becoming "thirtyish" has maintained her strong sense of self. 

Also, there is Juha's stepdaughter. May Farley Mercer, now married and 

fighting an internal struggle between wanting to be sophisticated and 

middle-class like "Aunt" Julia, and wanting to be the Tolstoyian farm wife 

that Paul wants. Finally, arriving on the scene is Nina Gannett, a self-

supporting, if somewhat simplistic woman of business who is willing to give 
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up everything, including her honor, to maintain her ideal image of Paul and 

the Tolstoyian virtues he espouses. 

When the novel was published in 1925 by Thomas Seltzer of New York, 

it received good reviews. The reviewer (unfortunately unknown) for The 

Saturday Review of Literature called Evelyn Scott "a stylist of the highest 

order, vivid, terse, picturesque, with an exquisite sense of word values" (796). 

Playing on Scott's satire of utopianism and the changing agrarian/urban 

scene in America, this reviewer satirizes Scott's work in his synopsis of the 

book: 

Paul, the young husband, was a half-baked intellectual, 
brooding, introspective, futile, fuU of talk. May was his wife. 
She was soft and blond and stupid, with an inferiority complex 
and eyes like a Holstein calf. They had a baby who whimpered 
and dribbled and slobbered, and probably, occasionally, worse. 
They hved in a musty, ramshackle farm house with a leaky roof, 
and they raised vegetables and very nasty pigs, and ate opaque 
greasy meat from a table spread with yellow oilcloth, because 
Paul had the Courage of his Convictions and did not believe in 
Normalcy. 

There was Nina, blue-eyed and raw-boned and dominant, 
with a big moist mouth and a throaty voice, a farmer's daughter, 
with the thinnest imaginable shellac of civilization. And there 
were a few other people, all in one way or another unpleasant. 
(796) 

Although the reviewer acknowledges that "superlative praise is a dangerous 

thing," he or she completes the review by suggesting that "this reviewer 

knows of no writer upon rain, animal passion, grief, hogs, mud, sweat, and 

futility, who can hold a styhstic candle to Evelyn Scott" (796). 
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Even a less effusive review done by The New York Times Book Review, 

which declared the book to be "too repetitious to be other than monotonous" 

(22), found Scott's characterization of Julia Farley "admirably done": 

"Aunt" Julia, the middle-aged, subtly erotic woman with her 
jealousy of youth which found expression in an attempt to 
despise the young, has been, for the most part, cleverly 
portrayed. ("The Natural Life" 22) 

Scott's intention for her body of work, as noted by Harry Salpeter in his 

expose, "Portrait of a Disciplined Artist," written in 1931, was to formulate "a 

comedie humaine of the United States" (282). Salpeter quotes Scott as saying 

that her "intention is so difficult that there can be no vanity about the 

result—it is bound to fall short" (285). However, Scott's portrayal of the 

comedie humaine does not fall short in The Golden Door. It is a powerful 

social and pohtical novel of the 1920's, and only the first in which Scott's 

personal understanding of idealism and the human condition is espoused. 

Scott rejected ideologies which sought to obliterate the individual over 

government regardless of its political platform. In a chapter titled, 

"Communist Mentalities," pubhshed under the "Politics" division in 

Civilization in the United States, An Inquiry into Civilization in the United 

States by Thirty-Six Americans, Scott outlined her criticism of government. 

About Democratic societies, Scott wrote: 

(whether their institutions are bourgeois or proletarian), 
because they are subject to mass domination and can establish 
judgments and dictate opinions only with a unanimity 
impossible without the reduction of thought levels to whatever 
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wiU include the lowest common denominator or represented 
intelligence—democratic societies, I repeat, tend to judge and 
act in a character in which the demands of instinct prevail over 
other demands. (266) 

Equally disgusted with Marxism, Scott argues that it too is based on "broad 

assumptions" rather than individual realities: 

For according to the logic of deductions from Marx's dogmatic 
assumptions in respect to class and class warfare, the study of 
actual, physical, distinguishable, individual humans is a 
complete irrelevance in the study of man's nature and of 
mankind. For Marx, having interpreted history according to 
laws he assumes to be those of economic determinism, and 
having expanded the interpretation of these only with class 
definitions and class references, then proceeds to ascribe every 
evidence of history that is subversive of ideal justice to the 
economics of class . . . the conclusions [being] consistent with his 
own restrictive and exclusive hj^othesis. (270) 

Instead, Scott behoved in the value of the individual above the ideal, a point 

she articulated at the end of "Communist Mentalities," when she argues that 

"surely in America, where we are not yet committed to a totalitarian 

mechanism, the individual should be re-examined and his significance 

studied" (283). Scott reiterates this point in the preface to a later novel. 

Bread and A Sword: 

In the pure application of the subjective method, presuming as it 
does that the external, the so called physical, man, can be 
successfully ignored and his needs evaded, lies perpetually the 
threat of extinction. Contemporary recognition of a former 
general failure to confront this threat has resulted, today, in 
frequent complete rejection of personal values, and in 
widespread contempt for whatever may be attained inwardly, 
(viii) 
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In The Golden Door, the last novel of the trilogy, Scott seems to address her 

own reservations about holding an allegiance to a philosophy in which ideals 

are elevated above people. Lawrence comments, in The School of Femininity, 

that "[Scott] understands how men get caught in the fight and how women 

get held in the mazes of their own twisted imaginations" (242). These 

comments easily could have served as epigraph for The Golden Door, and are 

as revealing as Blake's verse from "The Divine Image" which Scott does use. 

Blake's verses are used as the epigraphs for each novel in the trilogy. 

In The Narrow House, the occupants have made "a hell of heaven's respite"; 

in Narcissus, Juha has found only herself "to please"; and finally in The 

Golden Door, misery exists through the advent of "mercy, patience, and 

peace." Scott uses Blake this time to demonstrate how the elements of 

"mercy, pity, and peace " contribute to the continuation of misery: 

I heard an angel singing 
When the day was springing: 
"Mercy, pity, and peace. 
Are the world's release." 

I heard a devil curse 
Over the heath and furze: 
"Mercy could be no more— 
If there were nobody poor. 

And pity no more could be 
If all were as happy as ye: 
And mutual fear brings peace. 
Misery's increase 
Are mercy, pity, and peace." 
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Scott invokes the narrative path of Blake's poem throughout The Golden 

Door, and at the end of the novel, Paul Mercer (mercy) reunites with May 

(pity) to form a (peace)ful reunion; however, Scott makes it clear that this 

combination of mercy, pity, and peace wiU only increase Paul's and May's 

joint misery, as their peace has been bought by mutual fear. 

The Golden Door is Scott's most political novel of the trilogy. Each of 

the characters is called upon to uphold and defend their beliefs, yet each 

ultimately falters. Although both males (Paul and Mr. Mathews) seem better 

able to verbalize their ideology, it is Paul who, as Mathews notes, is "the 

young Cincinnatus" (20). Paul is much like the individual whom Scott 

describes in "Communist Mentalities": 

Behind every developed social movement is an individual 
rebel—some unhappy man or woman atypically endowed, and 
driven, by a resultant social maladjustment of one degree or 
another, to take refuge from the surrounding in the 
disinvolvement of capacities of intellect and of imagination 
which men are not impelled to make their resource while it is 
easier for them to follow, with blind instinct, whatever consoles 
the senses and primitive egoism. (265) 

Scott portrays Paul as a product of his upbringing and of society's influence, 

as she does each of the characters. Orphaned as a baby and raised by an 

Aunt and Uncle, Paul idealizes his dead mother whom he barely recaUs. As 

he was in Narcissus, Paul is alone, yet needs to belong to something. Paul 

struggles to find something outside of himself to believe in, yet finds only 

emptiness in the words and actions of others. Scott uses a mix of narrative 
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and internal dialogue to explore Paul's emotions. Her technique in The 

Golden Door is to situate a character's consciousness within a descriptive 

passage. Scott emphasizes Paul's lonehness by using such a technique in 

highlighting Paul's loneliness as he ponders why he married May: 

Remembering was a pain hke iron. Vaguely, he had to marry 
her that she might become a part of his himself [sic]—he was so 
alone—so that he need never think of her. (Oh, God, don't 
think!) The more troubhng was thought, the more he must 
struggle to resolve aU mentally. He remembered himself when 
small, singularly isolate in a kind of purity and discontent. 
Purity was his term for an absence of the recognitions that 
troubled the world at large. . . . He put his confusion away. 
(Alone in Truth). (12-13) 

Paul's t ruth is that he has only some vague, idealistic vision of what he feels 

is his importance to society. Although he acknowledges that "there's a whole 

lot [he] hasn't made up his mind about" (48), he very much wants the respect 

of others, and remembering their laughing disapproval feels a comforting 

anguish: " Everybody thought I was crazy when I said it was more important 

for men to love each other than to make money. Even the laboring men 

thought that" (48). Paul strives to feel nothing, yet is overwhelmed by his 

emotions. He dislikes Aunt Julia, yet strives to be tolerant of her, all the 

time carrying a nagging hatred of her and the middle-class morality for which 

she stands. He lusts after Nina, yet consoles himself that he is only hving up 

to his beliefs that making love to Nina is in essence showing his love of all 

humanity- He assures Nina that all love is natural and that "if you believe 

that love is anything, [then] how can it be wrong to love anybody?"(60). He is 
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sexually drawn to his wife May yet is repulsed by her desire for what she 

regards as normalcy. Regardless of the "abstract values" which Paul 

espouses, he cannot "relinquish his conviction of the absolute significance of 

his personal emotion," and thus thinks of himseff as somewhat of a 

God/prophet come to save mankind from itseff: 

His parents dead, a childhood with the relatives who had 
adopted him had intensified an early tendency to retreat into 
himseff. The faith in abstract values sustedned him in the 
disappointments of the personal. (67) 

Scott's suggestion in the characterization of Paul seems to be an early 

exploration of a concept which she would expand in later essays and novels. 

Lawrence in The School of Femininity notes that of everything Scott has 

written and seen, her vision of the human condition remains consistent 

through the many changes which society has undergone. Lawrence 

concludes that: "Out of the change one thing remains unchanged—the need of 

the human heart to worship at some shrine, and to find that worship 

supported by some infallibihty" (243). 

Paul and his continual internal struggle epitomizes Scott's conviction 

that "the individual human heart" must have something outside of itself to 

beheve in. Paul ultimately believes in himself and harbors the ideal notion 

that he can save the rest of the world through love. In his devotion to his 

ideal he thus throws aside the trappings of modern society to live on a 

secluded, run-down farm with May, whom he only regards as a necessary 
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burden of responsibflity. Since Paul strives so strenuously to control his own 

feelings, preferring to feel nothing, he places the blame for whatever hurt he 

causes onto the one he hurts, most often it is May. Scott's harsh portrayal at 

the most basic levels reveals her own philosophy that each member of society 

is solely responsible for his or her own pain or pleasure. Pubhshed the same 

year as Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby, The Golden Door invites a comparison 

between the characterization of Jay Gatsby and Paul Mercer. Although the 

circumstances of each is different, their basic belief system in an unreachable 

ideal is similar. Both Gatsby and Paul are victims of their own unreasonable 

beliefs. Nick reahzes that Gatsby, despite evidence to the contrary, continues 

to beheve in his dream "because of the colossal vitality of his illusion" (97). 

Likewise, Paul is at times overwhelmed by his own "immensity of vision" 

(31), and hke Gatsby, continues to deny that he is deceived: "he, Paul, wished 

to evade grotesque self-deceptions" (31). Both Paul and Gatsby shed their 

previous lives to become their own creation. Gatsby, as Nick relates, has 

essentially conceived himself: 

The truth was that Jay Gatsby of West Egg, Long Island, sprang 
from his Platonic conception of himself. He was a song of God— 
a phrase which, if it means anything, means just that—and he 
must be about his Father's business, the service of a vast, 
vulgar, and meretricious beauty. So he invented just the sort of 
Jay Gatsby that a seventeen-year-old boy would be hkely to 
invent, and to this conception he was faithful to the end. (99) 

Paul, too, has created himself in the image which best fits his ultimate 

ambitions. Paul has given up his inheritance, refused to accept any help 
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from his wealthy uncle, and stuck by his belief that "money was the root of all 

evil. Ever so many people agreed with Paul in theory, but he had tried to live 

as he believed" (7). Paul is no more successful in his striving for the ideal 

than is Gatsby; however, Scott does not allow Paul the dramatic conclusion 

which Fitzgerald grants Gatsby. Disgusted with his inability to convince 

others, especially May, of his Utopian vision, Paul wanders down to the 

beach, acknowledging himself as "Paul the Paingiverf" (273). He 

acknowledges only one certainty, that "pain killed love, and he loved nobody" 

(273). However as much as Paul longs for the pain that kills feelings, he 

cannot accept the thought of suicide: 

Love was still strong. While he reflected on it, the violence of 
suicide appeared to him as an act of deformity. It touched on his 
peculiar sensitiveness to physical disturbance of ugliness. He 
had a hunger to endure pain, but it terrified him to think of 
inflicting it even upon himself, upon his own frightening flesh. 
(274) 

Finally, Paul does what Scott seems to suggest that most do, he concentrates 

on how to go on. After watching the waves wash over his feet, he "drew 

away, rose, stumbling, and walked back through the twilight toward the 

house" (275). 

Ultimately each of the characters in The Golden Door chooses their 

path. Paul, in turning down an inheritance which would have eliminated his 

financial struggles, chooses poverty. May who longs for a middle-class life 

chooses to remain with the ideahstic Paul who continually assures her that 
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she has driven him from loving her, and Nina, who at the most basic level of 

her existence longs for a husband and children of her own, chooses to settle 

for the quixotic love of a married man. Subordinate characters like Aunt 

Julia and Mr. Mathews each have their own needs to fill as well. 

Mr. Mathews is also an ideahst, but unhke Paul, does not have the 

courage to live out his ideahsm at the expense of his own comfort. More 

mature than the other characters, Mr. Mathews is an observer who 

somewhat avoids being drawn in by the idiosyncratic personalities of the 

other characters. Mathews's observations offer insights into the motives of 

the others. Arriving at the beginning of the novel with Mrs. Farley, Mathews 

declares his interest "in [Paul's] experiment in independence" (17). Mathews 

had met Paul at a labor meeting and tells Julia that he admired him "for 

sticking up for what he believes" (28). The real reason for Mathews' interest 

is, however, based in his need to satisfy his own ideals, an egocentricity 

which links him to the other characters: 

Mr. Mathews always deprecated the sins of the world. The 
murderer was a misguided child, the erring woman a more 
simple create than the matron of respectability. Mr. Mathews 
stated human problems, so he imagined, in the most brutal 
terms. He was afraid of his own capacity for faith, so, beginning 
by believing the worst of people, he had created a romantic 
religion of tolerance for everything that was weak or morally 
ugfy. (28) 

Above all, Mathews hkes to observe unobserved. As he and Juha arrive at 

the farmhouse, he keeps up a steady conversation for "fear of having his 
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emotions observed" by Juha, who is busy quietly contemplating her 

relationship to Paul and May. Although May dislikes Mathews, seeing his 

concern for her as "part of a conspiracy to rob her of her hurt" (92), Mathews 

accurately assesses May's pain: "He confessed to himself that, while his 

respect for Paul remained, he could not, in view of Paul's influence on May, 

wholly approve of him" (93). His "detached recognition of the pathos of 

humanity" allows Mathews to accurately assess the strength of Paul's 

idealism: "Young Mercer wouldn't deviate an inch from his goal to save her 

pain—or anyone else—himself either" (93-94). And as easily as Mathews 

recognizes Paul's weakness, he reahzes May's naivete. He questions May 

about her opinions of the literature about which Paul waxes enthusiastically. 

May is unable to articulate her opinions, preferring to believe that "Mathews 

only hked her because she was young" (95). Mathews is unable to effect any 

difference in the lives of May and Paul, although he functions much later in 

the novel as an intermediary during the turmoil of May and Paul's unreahzed 

divorce. 

As with the other characters, Mathews' interaction with Nina reveals a 

great deal of Nina's hidden feelings about herself: "Nina and Mr. Mathews 

were slightly acquainted. They had met first at one of Mrs. Farley's 'At 

Homes'" (124-125), and continued their acquaintance at a small dinner where 

Nina occasionally took her evening meals. Frequently alone, Nina speaks 

"jocularly, in her fuU throaty voice and in matter-of-fact tones" (126) of her 
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loneliness. After a prolonged dinner conversation, Mr. Mathews walks Nina 

to her door, but is somewhat disconcerted by Nina's "overtures" which 

Mathews finds "repugnant" (130). Mathews tries to feel sorry for Nina, 

thinking her "a horrible example of frustrate [sic] sex . . . his embarrassment 

[remaining] even after he had left her" (131). As a result of her encounter 

with Mr. Mathews, Nina's true self emerges after she reaches her room and 

experiences a "realization of the indecency and absurdity of what she had just 

contemplated" (132). Mathews acts as a catalyst for the other characters' 

experience of themselves. 

As with the other female characters in the two other novels of the 

trilogy, Scott continues her expose of the modern woman in The Golden Door. 

Scott, not content to repeat her previous work, again experiments in subject 

matter. All three major female characters in The Golden Door are now fully 

independent modern women, and each is characterized as living a hfe of her 

own choosing. However, Scott makes it clear to the reader that the moral 

and sexual freedoms won have not liberated these women; they have just 

made clearer the emotional fetters which still bind them. Ultimately Scott 

shows that the modern woman may be able to escape social restraints, but is 

hardly ever able to escape the emotional impact of her own being. 

Beginning with Julia Farley who arrives on the scene in the opening 

pages of the novel, Scott looks at the progress made as the modern woman, in 

her twenties in Narcissus, has faired as she has aged. Julia Farley, now in 
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her late thirties, is still an attractive, sensual woman who, in this novel, 

continues to look for responses which will help her achieve a greater 

reflection of her own being. Julia arrives at the farm, driving "her new car in 

an inexperienced manner" (15) in the company of Mr. Mathews who admires 

her as "a brilhant woman" (16). Julia's relationship to Paul and May has 

little changed since Narcissus. She still dislikes May and is unimpressed 

with Paul. It is Juha, however, who for the most part makes the experiment 

in natural living a reality by continually supplying May with money, 

although "she sometimes wanted to defy her stepdaughter with disillusioning 

confessions" (19). What Juha hates most, however, is that Paul and May 

with their simplistic lifestyle make her feel ridiculous: 

Psychically, she felt poverty-stricken under her smart clothes. 
At thirty-odd age was already pain [sic] and she longed to make 
May experience the involuntary hurt of age. Yet Mrs. Farley 
knew that greyness and gauntness of mind were the phantasies 
of depression. To May she would seem only superior, different, 
beautiful, with a mature vitahty. (They can't understand me— 
these children.) She made herself bitterly remote from them. 
(19) 

What Julia wants of course is utter adulation, for her intelligence and looks, 

but also for her benevolent support. Julia still makes others responsible for 

her happiness. Because she dislikes children, she avoided pregnancy in her 

early married life, yet now, "that she felt a certain disappointment in herself 

she wanted to be pitied for it" (21). However, she only longs for children to 

"show a peculiar affection for her" (21) and she resents that Paul and May do 
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not: "In her emotional attitude she put them on an equality with herself and 

made them responsible for her unhappiness" (21). 

The adoration which Julia seeks is based in small part on her feehng 

that she was once idealistic like Paul: 

"Aunt" Julia didn't know why it was so necessary to prove to 
herself the futility of Paul's ideals. She took bitter satisfaction 
in recalhng those views she had held in early youth—^views 
which approximated his. When she saw how blindly and 
determinedly he clung to his belief that he could do something 
for the betterment of humanity, she had the sense of an outrage 
committed on her own person. (101-102) 

Telhng May that "people must find themselves through others" (32), Paul is 

also not unhke Julia who only sees herself through others. In fact, because of 

Paul's strong reaction to Julia, along with his own boyish good looks, Julia 

reacts to Paul as to a scorned lover: 

To save herself from recognizing the jealous vanity of her 
attitude toward Paul, Mrs. Farley recalled her suspicion of his 
boyish admiration for her years before, and remembered how 
utterly absurd—almost repellent—he had seemed to her then. 
(99) 

Julia realizes that she can relate to Paul as a man, seeing him as "an 

erotically submerged type" (98). She tells herself that Paul will only make 

May miserable, yet she blames May for it, based on her belief that "a woman 

of personality, mature like herself, might do for Paul, were she in May's 

position" (99). Julia is blinded to May's pain by her own ego, yet she resents 

Paul because of his egotistical behefs. 
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Julia's personality remains fairly static throughout the novel in that 

she always acts in her own best interests. She does, however, see the futility 

of May's situation, a situation which May herself refuses to confront. Upon 

May's agreement to divorce Paul, Julia "no longer waiting to consult her 

husband" writes to Paul's uncle demanding a settlement for May, her baby, 

and her unborn child. Juha takes this presumptive action only "to prove to 

herself that she was utterly [accepting of] a worldly view of the situation" 

(230). Julia's concern for May should not be confused with parental love and 

support, for Julia is only concerned with how the situation reflects her. Once 

the news of Paul and Nina's relationship becomes public and Paul insists on 

telling the truth of his vision of free love, Julia, speaking to her husband 

Laurence, looks for ways to mitigate the public exposure: 

It seems worse than useless for May to go there, but if she does 
it might defeat gossip for the time being. Of course the next 
thing to expect is the advent of reporters on Paul's farm. That 
miserable uncle of his is evidently perfectly indifferent to 
notoriety, and Paul has already told us that if he is approached 
by anyone on the outside and questioned as to his relations with 
the Gannett woman, he is going to tell the truth. Ugh! This 
luxury of truth-telling at other people's expense! I hate the 
word. (236) 

Ultimately each of these characters refuses to accept any personal 

responsibility for their actions, instead blaming their victims for their own 

inadequacies. In the middle of the turmoil over Paul's affair, even Laurence 

chooses to blame his own daughter, declaring that "he did not understand 

May and had never loved her. He was sorry for the daughter who had been 
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unable to command his love" (237). Neither Julia nor Laurence are fully able 

to comprehend May and Paul's situation. Scott makes this clear in a 

narrative passage which perhaps reflects Scott's own disillusionment with 

marriage, as well as supplies an explanation of the Farley's: 

Mrs. Farley admired her husband. A few years before they had 
been entangled in emotional misunderstandings, but were later 
reconciled, and since then had continued their life together in 
superficial agreement. Each one had caused the other suffering, 
and they reproached each other in retrospect. They pitied 
themselves, but in company, felt superior to the couples who 
were too cowardly to face the inevitable disillusionment's of 
marriage. The recognition of failure became, in itself, a bond 
between them. (237) 

Thus, Juha 's abihty to understand and support May is severely hmited by 

her own situation and her self-interest. Like May, she too has chosen to "see" 

what she wishes, and Julia Farley simply chooses not to "see" anything that 

does not favorable reflect her own self-image. 

Scott weaves the motif of "vision" through all three of the novels where 

she consistently refers to a character's ability or inability to "see" things as 

they are. In The Narrow House, Alice can "see" whereas Winnie cannot; in 

Narcissus, Julia cannot comprehend her own situation; she can only "see" 

herself reflected in others; likewise, in The Golden Door, May, who longs to be 

more like Aunt Julia is perhaps more like Aunt Julia than even she realizes. 

May can neither "see" the fallacy of Paul's idealism nor the absurdity of her 

own situation. 
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In The Golden Door, May attempts to embrace the Tolstoyian hfe in 

support of her idealistic husband Paul. May's characterization is without 

doubt the most pitiful. May's perception of her relationship to her father and 

stepmother and to her husband, Paul, is solely based in her own reality. It is 

only Nina Gannett whom she understands (i.e., "sees") with complete clarity; 

possibly because Nina is the only person whom she must understand if she is 

to save her relationship with Paul. Scott's characterization of May is pathetic 

from the very beginning of her appearance in The Narrow House where she is 

a very small child, dishked by nearly everyone in the Farley household. 

Alice's criticism of May in Narcissus proves prophetic in The Golden Door: 

"You're something of a milksop. May. Keep on being a milksop. The Lord 

loveth a cheerful giver. But your legs are too thin. You'll never attain joy 

without end with those legs" (78). As a teenager confronting her older, 

brutally truthful Aunt Alice, May doesn't understand, yet "something inside 

her was trembling and lacerated" (78). Unfortunately, May never attains "joy 

without end" in The Golden Door either. 

Married to a young idealist with whom she has little in common, May 

for the most part suffers in silence, feeling that her situation is solely of her 

own making. Like Nina, May idealizes Paul who she feels is intellectually 

and emotionally beyond her: "It was only by feeling herself infinitely less 

than he that she endured her own being" (11). May is always conscious of her 

feehngs of inadequacy, which at times overwhelm her and cause her to have 
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feelings of despondency: "She played with the idea that they would all be 

dead—torn up and swept away. She hked thinking that. It made her feel 

small and hard and triumphant, but did not save her from a desire to weep" 

(55). May is repressed in the Freudian sense in that she excludes from her 

consciousness everything that does not fit into her self-portrait of the 

understanding, supportive mate. After her adolescent experience with Paul, 

she decides to become a nurse, and it is only on Paul's return that she gives 

up her own ambitions for his: 

He had seemed remote in his wisdom and foreign experience of 
the world. He had asked her not to be the conventional girl, to 
think for herself, to leave home and begin some work which 
would help mankind. . . . Meeting him after two years' absence, 
he had terrified her with his actuality. She no longer tried to 
see him. . . . Because Paul said it. May believed it with her mind, 
but some vague thing in her rebelled. (6) 

May and Paul are eventually married, at May's weak insistence: "she was 

often frightened by his readiness to do the things she asked, even when her 

requests displeased him" (7). May tries to be the wife Paul wants, although 

she is frequently drifts in a "consciousness of inadequacy" (11). Her own 

emotions and feelings are so suppressed that May can only mimic Paul's 

ideas: "He—he says that all the old religions have failed, but that the 

religious instinct in man isn't dead—that it's—that it must express itself 

(26). Ironically, the one attraction Paul does hold for May—sexual— is not 

returned in kind. In fact, May believes that in giving Paul to others, she 

keeps a small part of him known only to herself: 
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May denied herself any possession in Paul. She gave him, 
relinquished him to all of them—to show them how httle they 
were. She was confident that he would go on beyond them, away 
from them. May considered that her humility made her more 
adequate for Paul than others could be. She knew how small she 
was. They would demand all of him for their petty importance. 
Let them learn! (34-35) 

Ultimately, May is openly dishked by nearly every other character in the 

novel; in effect, she is the proverbial punching bag for the inadequacies of the 

other characters. Paul continually accuses May of trying to ambush his 

idealistic experiment by accepting money from Aunt Julia for food, medicine 

for the baby, and small conveniences for the house. For her part, May hides 

Juha's checks: "May imagined that Paul would never forgive her if he knew 

that she was accepting her stepmother's offers of help" (3-4). Caught between 

wanting to be "happy—strong like 'Aunt' Julia" (14), and trying to live a hfe 

of near desperation to appease an idealistic husband. May is unable to exist 

peacefully in either world. She is unaware of Julia's personal dislike of her, 

assuming Juha's disapproval is based on her objection to her and Paul's 

lifestyle. 

May's relationship to Paul began with his rape of her in Narcissus 

where May's response was to feel responsible for the act. This act set up 

May's future relationship with Paul, that of victim to victimizer, and the 

relationship does not change once May and Paul have married. May thinks 

of Paul as a sort of prophet and as a result fully accepts the blame Paul 

affixes to her. Since May cannot understand his vision, nor can she stand up 
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to him, he finds her "timid subservience to him was poisoning his somewhat 

grandiose behef in himself (30). May's servility and near idol-worship 

revolts Paul, although he is without doubt the cause of much of it. May even 

attempts to accept Paul's haison with Nina Gannett in order to please him. 

After Nina's visit to the farm and open sexual relationship with Paul, May 

begs Paul to make Nina stay on with them, fearing Paul's rejection of her as 

being too possessive, should Nina leave. May can only stand by and watch as 

Nina moves into their home and their relationship: 

May stood by, tremulously unnecessary, creasing her dress with 
one thin, inadequate hand. 

They sat down to eat. Nina's joviality increased. She 
dropped her knife and fork and, leaning forward, caught at a 
hand of each of them. "Gee, I'm glad you asked me! You know I 
never belonged in a city anj^way!" May's gaze embarrassed 
Nina, but she was certain that she loved them both in a kind, 
easy, motherly way. (44) 

May's subservience seemingly knows no end, as she eventually begs her 

husband to love this "other" woman so she can prove to Paul that she too 

believes in his dream: 

I want you to love her completely—really I do. It seems so 
wonderful to care about you, Paul, and to think more of your 
happiness than of anything else. Why should I be the only one 
to realize how wonderful you are? (71) 

Even when Nina returns to the city of her own accord. May feels ultimately 

responsible, while at the same time, glorifying in Nina's departure. Accused 

of being too possessive by Paul and too weak by Aunt Julia, May yearns for 

an existence which can not be found in either Paul's or Julia's world. 
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Even though May is content to repress her own needs to settle for 

Paul's natural life, May's family is not. At the urging of Aunt Juha, May 

leaves Paul and decides on a divorce. A final visit with Paul to settle 

accounts ends with May's agreeing to reunite with Paul: "Oh, Paul, I have to 

kiss you! Even if you don't like it, I can't help it!" She was weeping happily. 

Already she remembered nothing of her resentments" (256). In one of the 

final scenes between Paul and Aunt Juha, she articulates what May is unable 

to explain about Pavd's philosophy: 

The male idealist, Paul, is the most brutal being in existence. 
When people develop real fineness they realize that human 
beings strugghng with circumstances and with their own 
natures are fighting against such hideous odds that one moment 
of comfort to a concrete human thing is worth all the sacrifice 
you can make to this Moloch of the Ideal—all the more hideous 
your god is because he doesn't exist. (265) 

Although May offers Paul a divorce, the reader is left to judge whether Paul 

will, after his last walk on the beach, really reach any conclusions about his 

life and about May. Paul finally acknowledges that it isn't nature which is 

unknown, but "human beings—May, Nina, and Mrs. Farley—were the 

unknown things. . . .People were all far away" (272). In the end, the reader is 

left to assume that when Paul turns away from the ocean and stumbles back 

"through the twilight toward the house," he is returning to May as well. 

Although there are previous portrayals of women who have forfeited 

their individualism for love of a man, Scott's portrayal of May seems all the 

more pathetic because of the choices which May has and which she seemingly 
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throws away for love. Comparable to Lena in Stein's The Gentle Lena, in that 

she suffers a life of misunderstandings and misery, Scott's May Mercer has 

options which Lena doesn't have, even though she seemingly has no more 

emotional security than Lena. Although Scott doesn't necessarily condemn 

May, she does suggest that May's misery is partially her own doing based on 

her suppression of her own consciousness. May is ultimately repressed both 

psychologically and sexually. Just as Paul believes in an idyllic vision, so too 

does May—only May's vision is one which Scott suggests many people share, 

their own unique vision of "happily ever after." 

Finally, in Nina Gannett Scott gives full attention to the modern 

woman who has moved into the masculine realm of public space. Nina 

Gannett is a modern woman, sure of herself, employed in the business world, 

sexual, and yet still a product of her upbringing and environment. Hearing 

Paul speak at a workers' rally, Nina is immediately swept up in the idealism 

of Paul's vision. Her letters to Paul, which May furtively attempts to conceal, 

are filled with her praise of his passion and support of his ideals. It is only on 

a visit to Paul's farm that Nina becomes physically involved with Paul, when 

Nina's passion for Paul's ideahsm results in a physical response from Paul: 

"All anybody needs to have is the courage to live up to their 
ideas, and express what they feel, and not deceive themselves 
about it" . . . "If you believe that love is anything, how can it be 
wrong to love anybody?" (60) 
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Nina, however, is equally as repressed as May, although her natural instincts 

keep her from revealing her true self. As Mathews noted, Nina is sexually 

repressed, and prior to her sexual experience with Paul, was a virgin: "At 

twenty-eight she had had no experience of men, nor yet any desire for it. She 

had always prided herself on her 'healthy mind,' which made sex, in its 

grosser aspects, unattractive to her" (132). For Nina, the loss of her virginity 

is manifested as a spiritual awakening: 

When his hand touched Nina's he was firightened, but she was 
suddenly released from something. She remembered emotional 
scenes of her childhood, cries at campmeeting, sinners saved, the 
conviction of her own sin that had been beautiful and awful to 
her—a conviction of hohness—the conception of a Savior who 
had died for all. (Paul—he shan't die.) (61) 

In her confusion, Nina equates Paul with Christ, and justifies her sexual 

relationship with Paul as a sort of spiritual call "to join some mystery" (137). 

Nina's repressed sexuality expresses itself in a spiritual fundamentalism 

which she couples with childhood memories of campmeetings and rehgious 

euphoria. Caught up in the emotionalism of the moment, Nina expresses her 

love for May as well. As Scott has done with other characters, Nina's 

thoughts are displayed as parenthetical excerpts of stream-of-consciousness 

within narrative passages: "It would be all right between her and May. She 

had not been able to forgive May the possession of Paul. Now she forgave 

her. (I love May! I do love her!) She was close to May now" (61). 
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Once accepting of Paul's love, Nina decides that she too must love 

everyone: "to escape the accusation of possessiveness, she decided that, in a 

pure spirit of sacrifice, she could give herself to anyone. {Blessed are the pure 

in heart)" (88). Again, assuring May that she is blameless in her decision to 

return to the city, Nina is overwhelmed with spiritual justification: 

"May, dear, I don't think you're small and mean at aU. I think 
you're fine and wonderful." Nina cupped May's face in her 
strong, heavy palm. She could honestly say that May was dear 
to her. The whole world was dear. (Else I shouldn't be fit to love 
him. Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do.) (77) 

Yet even at the height of her euphoria, Nina cannot excape the feeling that 

there is something "sinful" in her sexual liaison with Paul: 

"I love Paul, May. Paul and I love each other. But that doesn't 
mean that we've stopped loving you. Look at me. May, and say 
you understand it doesn't?" Nina believed this utterance 
beautiful and yet she felt sinful in speech. That was hard. (64) 

For all Nina's approval of Paul and sympathetic pity for May, she is the one 

at odds with society. In returning to her room after an encounter with Mr. 

Mathews had made her sufficiently bold to "emotionaUy [anticipate] a 

surrender to him, though he did not attract her and she scarcely knew him" 

(130), she is repulsed by her own forwardness: 

A realization of the indecency and absurdity of what she had 
just contemplated struck her mental vision hke a lightning 
flash. She was not in actual fear of insanity. She even had her 
first heretical pang of disbelief in Paul. (132) 

Following this epiphany, Nina longs for absolution. She decides to "write to 

her mother, tell her what she had done, and ask for her forgiveness" (132). 
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Instead, she writes a letter to Paul, questioning whether they have the "right 

to live according to our own ideas of right and wrong, when we know that our 

conduct is going to cause untold misery to those who love us?" (133). Paul's 

reply assures her that "we are aU brothers and sisters in the truth" and that 

he loves her and always will. Armed with Paul's love, Nina feels a revived 

sexual/spiritual awakening and a renewed dedication to Paul's vision: 

Nina behoved now that the whole meaning of her strong body 
was in its dedication to the simplicity and poverty Paul had 
chosen. . . . Her commonplace existence seemed wicked in its 
sameness and in the absence of any emotional impetus. She was 
dwelling in Gomorrah. Existence with Paul, working hard aU 
day at manual tasks, would fire her and cleanse her. (137) 

However, by the time Nina arrives at the farm. May has left Paul and he and 

Nina are alone on the farm. Nina immediately realizes the precarious nature 

of her position: 

She had been, only that morning, somewhat overcome by the 
strangeness of her position. When her acquaintances in the city 
learned that she had come to live with Paul, she would be dead 
to them. She had not been able to bring herself to the point of 
telhng anyone what she was doing, but the reality she 
confronted was there just the same. Among her friends she had 
ceased to be herself. (174) 

In a way, Nina is as naive as May in her relationship to Paul. Upon learning 

of the divorce from Mrs. Farley, Nina goes so far as to offer to "sign a paper 

that [she] was co-respondent" (175), but is prevented from doing so because 

she would be giving evidence against herself. Nina quickly picks up where 
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May left off, working beside Paul and taking care of both him and the farm, 

while assuring herself that she "would do anything for him" (179). 

However, Nina's position is much more unstable than she realizes, 

caught up as she is in the emotionahsm of Paul's Utopian vision. Nina would 

soon suffer social ostracism which she is iU-equipped to handle. Ever critical 

of marriage, Scott does not entirely disown the institution as demonstrated 

by Mr. Mathews' explanation of the relationship between men and women: 

"Now-a-days very few of us believe in marriage as a religious 
sacrament, but the trouble is we can't control our psychological 
mix-ups any better without it. Human relations are, in a sense, 
almost unthinkably simple, and in another, they're complex. 
(198) 

It seems fortuitous then that it is Mathews who journeys to the farm to 

represent May's interests to Paul and Nina. Against his own nature, 

Mathews finds himself hardened against Nina: 

Mr. Mathews felt his reserve disintegrating in the confusion of 
impressions which his position would not allow him to 
articulate. He said, "I suppose Miss Gannett knows that Mrs. 
Mercer is about to have another child." To keep from hating 
himself, he had to hate Nina. (242) 

Finally, Nina begins to realize the true nature of her position: 

She was comforted by the shame she saw in his eyes—the shame 
they were experiencing together. . . . Nina had never rid herself 
of a Puritan association of shame with all the emotions of love. 
Shame was associated with pleasure in every fiber of her being. 
(243-244) 

However, Nina's shame is only the beginning of her public humiliation. On 

her return to the city, "living in a small back bedroom in a lodging house" 
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(246), Nina "read the account of herself in the afternoon papers with their 

scandalous headlines, '"Follower of Tolstoy Finds His Affinity,' and the rest of 

it" (246). Even as a modern woman, Nina can never escape herself, nor her 

past. Humihated in the press, snubbed by friends, and shamed by a letter 

from her father, Nina finds herself alone and desolate: 

She could not find within herself a single phrase of madness 
with which to illuminate her depression. . . . It seemed to her 
that if she could be utterly lost, as her father had suggested, she 
might find some beauty in the experience. . . . She was not 
willing to relinquish her belief in the virtue of humility. She 
was like a woman with child who takes a kind of beaten pride in 
her physical defeat, in her own grotesqueness and helplessness. 
(252) 

Ultimately, Scott leaves Nina wondering, "Who am I? What am I?" (252) as 

she crouches on the floor, "searching for the warmth of darkness" (252) in 

which to hide. This scene with Nina's apparent search for a return to the 

comforting darkness of the womb is reminiscent of Scott's portrayal of Alice's 

finding comfort in the darkness of her room in The Narrow House. Having 

once seen the limits of her existence, each woman turns to the comfort of 

darkness, just as Scott had found comfort in the darkness of the encroaching 

night during her ordeal with Cyril Kay Scott in Brazil. 

There are no golden opportunities realized in The Golden Door. In the 

end, May and Paul are reunited, though both must give up something of 

themselves in order to survive. Nina comes to realize that under the cover of 

modernity still lies a very narrow space in which women are truly allowed 
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freedom of experience. Writing in "The Art of Madness" in 1953, Scott 

explains her art: 

To express life in words is to juggle with the poison that lies in 
the very medium, for language was primarily an attempt to 
arrest experience and so enslave life and do it to death that man 
might no more fear it. (322) 

Perhaps it was Scott's intention in looking at the growth of the modern 

woman to speak to those women who would continue to strive for autonomy 

and to encourage them with "words" which would perhaps some day widen 

their narrow space of existence. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Evelyn Scott was a brilhant writer, but a difficult woman. By the end 

of her life, most of her hterary friends had broken contact with her; she had 

been vilified by her former husband, Cyril Kay Scott, and her son Creighton 

was actively avoiding all contact with her. Mary Cargill concludes her study 

of Scott's life and work with the suggestion that Scott was ultimately 

responsible for her own demise, having driven away her supporters in the 

final years of her hfe. It would be difficult to argue that Scott had not done 

just that, having fallen into mild, albeit disastrous mental iQness at the end 

of her life. However, to credit Scott with her own ruination, as Carrigg does, 

affixes much more blame to the artist than is her due. 

In the introduction to the reissuance of Background in Tennessee in 

1980, Robert Welker notes that in addition to suffering "ill health, great 

emotional stress, personal harassment, loss or theft of manuscripts, and 

finally in 1944 when she was at last rejoined with her husband, the horrors of 

London bombings," she most hkely, during this period, suffered a stroke, 

"which left her with her voices—a multitude of separate mumblings and 

whisperings in her head" (xu). Her declining mental health, coupled with a 

worsening heart condition which had developed from an illness she suffered 

while in Brazil, effectively curtailing Scott's American publishing career. 
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Although she and her husband returned to the United States in 1954 with 

the financial help of friends, Scott was never able to complete the two long 

novels on which she was working. A second stroke left her aphasic; the 

onslaught of cancer, and the hmitations of poverty finally ended her writing 

career once and for all. Welker notes that "at last she had reached that peace 

that ends in Background in Tennessee" (xiii): 

There is a peace for which hfe strives so unavailingly we come at 
last to bless the failures which conclude our efforts—raptures of 
ending, bland, desireless, passing thought! Triumphs of 
negation and acceptance quite beyond the scope of our 
imaginings as children! . . . Where Snow White, with her seven 
dwarfs, Jesus and Hercules, Brunhild, Siegfried and Phaethon, 
and Meg and Jo and Beth, lay down together, hke the hons and 
the lambs! And vultures quit their heckling of Prometheus and 
three poor lynched Negroes simultaneously! (302) 

Scott's neglect by literary historians was more a result of a cultural enigma 

than a personal one. Evelyn Scott was in actuality no more peculiar or 

distant than other artists of her time, and certainly no more offensive. 

According to Gilbert and Gubar, Edith Wharton dreamed of being the "best 

dressed woman in New York" and was often haughtily disagreeable. 

Likewise WiUa Cather would often respond to visitors by dressing like 

Hiawatha for photographs, and in college, she insisted upon being called by 

various masculine incarnations (Gilbert and Gubar, Sexchanges 171-172). 

In actuahty, there was more than female eccentricity which led to the 

effective burying of the work of women modernists. Gilbert and Gubar 
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suggest that women were effectively eliminated from the canon due in part to 

fear of artistic competition by male modernists: 

As for what Nina Baym has called "Woman's Fiction" and what 
Henry Nash Smith has defined as the scribbhng woman's 
"cosmic success story," it is arguable that by the midnineteenth 
century in America such a genre dominated the hterary 
marketplace, (qtd. in Sexchanges 142) 

These hterary foremothers were in fact the women whose works preceded 

that of the modernists, and to which the male modernists reacted with both 

fear and jealousy. Gilbert and Gubar suggest that Joyce's parody of Maria 

Cummins's The Lamplighter in the "Nausicaa" chapter of Ulysses is "perhaps 

the best example of the highbrow male modernists' disgust with the lowbrow 

scribbler" (146). However, they allude to the fact that the majority of male 

writers during the modernist period were in fact dependent on women for 

their economic security—^pointing to Yeat's dependence on Lady Gregory, 

Lawrence's on Lady Morrell and Mable Dodge Luhan, and Ehot's dependence 

on May Sinclair and Virginia Woolf (147). Additionally, many artistic 

careers, such as those of Hemingway, Dos Passos, and Sherwood Anderson, 

were enhanced by the mentoring of women such as Amy Lowell, Gertrude 

Stein, and Peggy Guggenheim. Yet despite a general feehng of discomfort in 

being supported by women, male writers, were equally threatened by their 

artistry. Gilbert and Gubar claim that many of the women writers were 

fictionahzed by their male counterparts in "anxious or angry ways" (150). A 

prime example is Williams Carlos Wilhams, who: 
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consistently portrays H.D.—a woman toward whom he had once 
admittedly had romantic feelings—as foolish and pretentious, 
describes a first meeting with Gertrude Stein in which the 
hostess of the rue du Fleurus literary salon told him that 
"writing is not, of course, your metier," and even admits about 
his beloved Marianne Moore that, at their first encounter, he 
"not a httle feared her not only because of her keen wit but for 
her skill as a writer of poems." (150-151) 

Equally damning was Williams' dismissal of the poetry of Nardi and 

Hemingway's vilification of Gertrude Stein in "Portrait of a Lady" (152-153). 

Gilbert and Gubar conclude their argument by suggesting that by focusing on 

women's increasing struggle for independence in the years 1880-1920, 

attention must also be paid to their increasing production of literary works 

which represent: 

a modernism constructed not just against the grain of Victorian 
male precursors, not just in the shadow of a shattered God, but 
as an integral part of a complex response to female precursors 
and contemporaries. (156) 

Thus, the omission of women from the modernist canon until very recently, 

although hardly a conspiracy, may lie in cultural manipulation based on very 

human motives. Gilbert and Gubar's work is supported by Janet Wolff in her 

critical article, "The Invisible Fldneuse: Women and the Literature of 

Modernity." Wolff writes that the "absence of women from the modernist 

canon is another example of the exclusionary tactics of literary and art 

history, whereby women writers and artists are somehow written out of the 

account" (54-55). Wolff goes on to argue that if the premise of modernism is 

based on "changing social relations and cultural institutions," then "women's 
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absence from the canon becomes a httle clearer, for the subject matter 

embraced by the new cultural forms is primarily a masculine one" (58). 

However, Wolff urges that the knowledge of this omission should only 

increases the pressure on contemporary feminists to re-examine the 

modernist period and the work of women artists. 

There were few artists as dedicated to the artistry of modernism as 

was Evelyn Scott. As previously noted, Scott's intention was to formulate "a 

comedie humaine of the United States" (Salpeter 282), which would make her 

universe recognizable to others. In an interview with Harry Salpeter, Scott 

said: 

I don't expect anyone to know what my universe is until I'm 
dead and it has been completed. One book can be only a partial 
attempt to create, or express, the universe. There is something 
in each one of my books that makes it an integral part of the 
architecture of the whole and even if, at my death, a turret 
should be missing, you will still be able to get an idea of the 
general design—at least I hope so. (286) 

What Scott intended was for readers to fully experience her vision of 

humanity. In The Narrow House, Narcissus, and The Golden Door, Scott 

exposes the narrow experiences afforded modern women. Although the novel 

is a historical trilogy, each volume easily stands alone as a distinct work in 

itseff. Built on the work of her foremothers, Scott goes further in her 

exposition of women's experience than previous writers. Although there are 

earlier examples of women like Mrs. Farley and Alice of The Narrow House, 

Juha Farley of Narcissus, and May Mercer and Nina Gannett in The Golden 
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Door, few have exposed them as brutally as has Evelyn Scott. However, Scott 

avoids making victims of these women. Both Mrs. Farley and May are in a 

sense victimized by their philandering husbands, yet each chooses to remain 

married; each refuses to see the desperation which underlies her self-

sacrificing motives. Neither does Scott allow either of these women to escape 

their situations by proclaiming them to be misunderstood. Likewise, Alice, 

Julia Farley, and Nina Gannett make choices with eyes-wide-open. They are 

neither victimized, nor victimizers. Although Scott undeniably shows the 

narrow opportunities available to women to express themselves during this 

time of social and political upheaval, she also makes clear the confusion 

between the sexes. Each of the occupants of The Narrow House (both male 

and female) are locked within its narrow familial embrace. Likewise, none of 

the men of Narcissus is whole. And, finally, in The Golden Door, Paul is no 

more disillusioned than May, although he is more articulate. Scott's focus on 

the experiences of women reflects her own experience as woman, and 

ultimately Scott writes what she knows—the experience of women during a 

unique period of cultural shifts. 

Scott's method in writing was also unique in that she is quoted as 

saying that she "sees the end of the novel, not the stages" (Salpeter 285). In 

formulating the points of a novel, Scott explained that she would write a 

complete rough draft—a full book, which she would then discard, feeling that 

"the vague conception is theoretic and has to be realized in concrete form" 
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(285). In her conversation with Salpeter, Scott noted that her "vision is clear" 

and that after writing a complete rough draft of the novel, she begins 

"absolutely fresh on what is going to be the clear copy of the book" (286). And 

in all of her work, "vision" seems to be a particularly important aspect, as 

Scott demonstrates repeatedly through all three novels. Scott is not simply a 

writer, but an historian of sorts, as well as a cultural and political critic, and 

in all of her writing, her need to make her readers "see" her own particular 

"truth" seems clear. 

As a social critic and artist, Scott wrote articles, editorials, and poems 

on: social satire ("The Art of Madness"), nouveau art ("A Note on the Esthetic 

Significance of Photography"), Communism ("Community Mentalities"), the 

changing South ("How Can Intelligent Southerners Best Help the South?"), 

and modernist America ("From a Novelist"). As a modernist, Scott made her 

greatest impact with the novel. Each of Scott's novels, following her first 

trilogy, expands the horizons of modernism through Scott's own vision of 

artistic newness. 

Scott's second trilogy {Migrations, The Wave, A Calendar of Sin) is a 

historical study of America from approximately 1850 to 1918. Scott's next 

three novels, Eva Gay (1927), Breathe Upon These Slain (1929), Bread and a 

Sword (1931), although not a trilogy, nor an historical study, examine the 

experience of the artist in society. Finally, Scott's last complete novel {The 

Shadow of the Hawk) is one of social protest in which Scott looks at how the 
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"sins of the fathers are revisited upon the sons," as she examines the effect 

that a father's unjust imprisonment has on his son. 

Scott's historical novels are important for both their historical insight 

as well as their innovativeness. Migrations explores the changing lives of 

several women, most notably that of Melinda George. Kathryn Seidel, in The 

Southern Belle in the American Novel, suggests that Melinda is "a typical 

southern belle, beautiful, selfish, and sexually repressed" (72). Melinda is 

self-conscious, self-indulgent, narcissistic, and a snob. But, argues Black, 

Melinda is not to be blamed for her selfishness as much as society is to be 

blamed. Like Wharton's Lily Bart or Chopin's Edna Pontellier, Melinda is a 

product of her environment—her society, her upbringing, and the position 

into which she has married. Melinda's character will continue to grow 

through the rest of the historical novels of Scott's second trilogy in which she 

continues to appear, albeit briefly. 

In The Wave (1929), the second novel of her historical trilogy, Scott 

creates her most "modernist" and experimental work, and the one most 

praised by her contemporaries. Additionally, The Wave was Scott's most 

critically and financially successful novel. The New York Times Book Review 

devoted five columns to it, including a portrait of Evelyn Scott, along with 

several illustrations of the Civil War in its review. The Wave was as 

innovative in its time as was Joyce's Ulysses. Scott uses an expanded 

definition of "wave" as the epigraph for the novel in which it is explained that 
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the "ocean is never still"; its sweeping currents and undercurrents always in 

movement until its waves break against the rocky shore. However, the 

epigraph explains: 

a cork thrown into the water does not travel with the waves. It 
move sup and down, to and fro, but unless it is blown by the 
wind or carried by a current it returns to the same position with 
each wave and does not permanently leave its place. 

A sufficiently substantial object floating in the wave will, for the most part, 

maintain its position as the wave sweeps along minute particles. The 

structure of the novel is uniquely patterned after this definition. The reader 

is positioned by Scott as the object by which the wave (the action of the novel, 

i.e., the Civil War) will rush past on its way to its conclusion, carrying with it, 

the lives and aU it sweeps along. The novel is in motion while the reader is 

centered in the middle of the action. Scott then explores the hves of over one 

hundred characters affected by the war. North and South, black and white. 

Confederate and Union, old and young. These elements are juxtaposed 

throughout the text as Scott explores the Civil War from its beginnings to the 

aftermath of the war and the assassination of Lincoln. 

Finally, in A Calendar of Sin, a two-volume novel, Scott addresses the 

historical beginnings of the women's movement. Some critics have imphed 

that the very title of this novel suggests that the text explores the negative 

results of love; however, it also seems to be an example of Scott's use of irony 

to denote some of the withdrawal of support following the women's 
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movement. Gilbert and Gubar write that "the push that suffiage received 

during the period immediately after the Civil War quickly died away as the 

nation attempted to recover from the backward movement of war" {The War 

of the Words 21), and thus women's rights were relegated to a secondary' 

position in the minds of most Americans. Scott explores this period and in 

doing so explores the continued difficulties with which women continued to 

contend. The two-volume work foUows the hves of several women, but most 

interestingly that of a young artist who is unable to achieve artistic integrity 

and that of a pohtical activist who must turn to prostitution to support 

herseff. The novel takes a hard look at the path to equality, a path worn 

down by women who would set the stage for the appearance of the modern 

woman. 

Scott's final trilogy, Eva Gay (1933), Breathe Upon These Slain (1934), 

and Bread and A Sword (1937), all deal specfficaUy with the artistic 

experience, each using a unique experimental approach. Scott explained her 

intentions for each novel in the preface to Bread and A Sword: 

This is my third book on the artist and the creative problem, and 
very hkely my last on that subject. "Eva Gay" described the 
failure in fact of an application of an anarchistic philosophy to 
the solution of emotional needs of strongly individuahzed 
temperaments. In "Breathe upon These Slain" I tried to 
demonstrate the operation of a fictional imagination in a way to 
point philosophical implications in the creative process itseff. 
The present novel, [Bread and A Sword] of which a first draft 
was produced in 1923, is a story of economic conflict in artist 
terms. Several recastings of the subject matter during a long 
period have not affected the kernel of the conception; which is 
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not topical, I believe, since the essence of a situation here 
exemplified wiU persist through every envisaged revision of 
society, (vu) 

Eva Gay has been suggested by some to be Scott's most autobiographical 

novel. Peggy Bach notes that in Eva Gay, Scott "addresses the problems of 

the artist, but she also details the love triangle in Bermuda involving Scott, 

C. Kay-Scott, and Owen Merton" ("Evelyn Scott: 1920-1988" 77). A story of 

protest, Eva Gay explores the difficulties encountered by a woman artist who 

refuses to give into commerciahsm or ideologies. In Eva Gay, Scott explores 

how art enriches life and how self-expression serves as the vehicle for 

personal growth, a subject which she would expand in two other novels about 

the artist in society. 

The title of the second of these. Breathe Upon These Slain (1934), is 

taken from the Bible and explains Scott's artistic vision which she will 

further illuminate in her treatise on the artist in the introduction to Bread 

and a Sword (1937). Ezekiel 37:9 relays the dream of the prophet Ezekiel in 

which he finds himself standing in a field of bones. Ezekiel is commanded by 

God to call upon the four winds to "breathe upon these slain that they come 

to life." Ezekiel does as he is commanded and "the breath came into them, 

and they came to life, and stood on their feet" (Ezekiel 37:10). Scott uses this 

narrative to reflect the artist's ability to give life to characters, which she 

exemplifies in Breathe Upon These Slain in which the both the artist (Scott) 

and the narrator of the novel (the cottage writer) inform the plot. The frame 
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of the novel initiaUy seems to be the story of a woman writer who rents a 

furnished cottage in Wales and, finding pictures of a family, muses about the 

family's history. Through the cottage writer, Scott demonstrates the artist's 

experience in the creative process, using the private (female) sphere in which 

to set the artist/writer. Using first-person narration, the cottage writer 

begins to suggest names and then a history for each person in a family 

photograph she finds on the mantel. 

Scott intertwines the story of the cottage writer (her internal thoughts 

and artistic vision) with the story created by the cottage writer about the 

Courtney family. Scott begins the novel with the female, cottage writer in 

first person narration who explains how she has come to rent this particular 

cottage in Wales. Changing perspective, the cottage writer then tells the 

story of Philip and Fideha Courtney and their five children, Meg, TiUy, Ethel, 

Cora, and Bertram. The inner story takes place before, during, and in the 

aftermath of World War I and details the family's experiences—the 

experiences of the hearth and home which canonical, male writers of the 

same period have neglected. 

Likewise, in Bread and a Sword, the last of her novels about the artist, 

Scott explores the place of the writer in society. Additionally, in Bread and a 

Sword, Scott pronounces her harshest criticism of a capitahstic culture which 

consumes in mass what it cannot respect or understand. It is in this novel 
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that Scott makes plain her vision of the artist both in the lengthy 

introduction and within the action of the novel itself: 

The artist's primary intention is never merely to convince 
mankind of the plausibihty of an opinion; it is to permit other 
men to share, through sense illusion, some unique, personally 
engendered envisagement of an actual. What he wants of others 
is not some aftermath of approving comment on a happening, 
not a genuflection to a viewpoint theoretically stated; but 
testimonies which bear witness to something lived through, even 
as are those daily occurrences we mutually corroborate. The 
artist seeks confirmation of himself as a person by way of 
arousing an echo, in general consciousness, of matters which, 
without his art, remain his isolated vision, 
(xxii-ui) 

In the introduction to Bread and a Sword, Scott explains that it is the desire 

of the artist to share her artistic vision, not simply to put forth her own 

ideological agenda for praise and adoration, but also to bring to life that 

which causes the reader to experience a recognition such as Joyce has labeled 

as "epiphany." Just as Ezekiel called upon God to bring to hfe the bones of 

the dead, Scott admonishes the artist to bring to life that which an audience 

can "echo." It is this recognition by the audience which allows the artist to 

reaffirm her own identity. The story of the novel itself is one of an artist 

(Alec) and a realist (Kate) who begin their journey in the south of France 

where Alec is working on a novel. The couple and their two children, toddler, 

James Maxwell and teenager, Ted, live a meek existence which degenerates 

to the point that they are forced to return to the United States and the 

charity of Kate's southern-aristocratic family. Unfortunately their return, 
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following the stock market crash of 1929, only resulted in a transfer of their 

misery from one place to another. Unable to sell his work, and unable to cope 

with an increased industriahzed and mechanized society. Alec drifts into a 

disillusioned romance with another woman, while Kate turns to the ideals of 

Communism for rehef from their mutual misery. 

In Bread and a Sword, Scott makes clear her growing disillusionment 

with American society's appreciation for and consumption of art. Scott 

makes no apologies for her harsh criticism of the commercialism of the art 

world. Although stating that all the characters are fictitious, she does claim 

that she has "selected types not uncommon, and cynical without awareness" 

(vii), because Scott felt the need to deal with a society which had become 

increasingly industriahzed and alarmingly desensitized to the aesthetic value 

of art. After pubhshing this sharp critique of American aesthetics, there 

seemed httle to say in terms of her artistic vision for the future of America, 

and thus Scott turned to the past, in her final novel. The Shadow of the Hawk 

(1941). 

The Shadow of the Hawk seems to be both a novel of social protest and 

of individual self-awakening. Scott's dedication, "in all humility to the heart 

of St. Francis and the mind of Voltaire" seems to indicate her desire to broach 

both man's wilhngness to hve in service for others, and his sometimes 

desperate need to examine his own psyche. The main character, Angus 

Pettigrew, must come to turns with his own hfe and responsibihties and with 
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the burden of his father's unjust imprisonment and subsequent death. 

Although not her strongest work in terms of the aesthetics of modernism, it is 

an interesting study of the effect of parent upon child. Considering that Scott 

was estranged from her own son during much of his adulthood, it is not 

surprising that Scott would undertake an artistic interpretation of how the 

"sins of the father are revisited upon the son." 

A final note on Scott's canon must include a brief discussion of Scott's, 

Ideals, A Book of Farce & Comedy. Ideals is not technically a novel, being 

composed of five individual stories, tied together only by the "ideal" to which 

each of the main characters clings. Scott's use of irony is sharp, and her 

sense of the ironic reflected in the subtitle, "A Book of Farce & Comedy," as 

each of the characters' allegiance to his or her own individualized ideal leads 

him or her to unusual, and ironic endings. Scott begins her exploration of the 

characters in Ideals with an epigraph from I Corinthians, XIII: 

Though I speak with the tongues of men and angels, and have 
not charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal 
. . . Charity never faileth; but whether there be prophecies, they 
shall fail; whether there be tongues, they shall cease; whether 
there be knowledge, it shall vanish away . . . for now we see 
through a glass darkly . . . " 

Each of the characters in Ideals fails in terms of self-realization, and thus 

each sees themselves and others, "though a glass darkly," as Scott's epigraph 

suggests. Scott explores the nature of humans who cling to an ideal which 

separates them from humanity. Characters like Queenie Abrams, whose 
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allegiance to the ideal of romanticism keeps her fi-om truly experiencing love, 

and Henry Ellis, whose allegiance to a "man's world" in the face of the 

woman's movement and changing roles, exposes the danger of adhering to a 

behef which ultimately separates the believer from humanity itself. 

Evelyn Scott wrote at a time when writers were called upon to "'make 

it new' as Ezra Pound famously exhorted his contemporaries as he struggled 

to fashion a modernistic aesthetic for a modern world" (Gilbert and Gubar, 

Preface, Sex Changes). "Making it new" was the modernists' goal and the 

period gave way to an explosion in newness in technique, form, structure, and 

subject. This exhortation would seem to be "gender free," but as Gilbert and 

Gubar suggest. Pound would later define "new" as being sexual and male: 

"sage homme" who acted as mid-wife to The Wasteland 
strikingly sexuahzed his definitions of what was new and who 
could make it. Explaining in his translators postcript to Re my 
de Gourment's Natural Philosophy of Love (1931), that "the 
brain itself [is] only a sort of great clot of genital fluid." Pound 
went on to conceptualize originality as "the phallus or 
spermatozoid charging, head on, the female chaos," 
(preface. Sex Changes) 

Thus, the modernist experience in art, for women, was not without its 

barriers as previously noted. Defined by the parameters of the first and 

second World Wars, modernist literature was generally seen as that which 

reflected the male experience in the public sphere. The female experiences of 

the private sphere were somewhat ignored; only such avant-garde and 

androgynous writers as Gertrude Stein were remembered as being innovative 
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and as challenging tradition. Evelyn Scott, well-recognized and admired at 

the height of the modernist movement in the 1920s, was quickly forgotten as 

male writers such as Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Pound, Ehot, and others gained 

prominence. Perhaps it was the use of defining parameters which resulted in 

Scott and other women writers of this period being left out of the canon. 

Perhaps it was the result of overwhelmingly male university professors and 

scholars promoting male writers. Perhaps it is as Gilbert, Gubar, Wolff, and 

others have suggested based in fear and jealousy. Whatever the cause, the 

result is that innovative writers such as Evelyn Scott have long been ignored 

and their works have faUen out-of-print. As the brief overview of Scott's 

works in this chapter has shown, her canon demonstrates the innovations 

and unique experimental techniques which she employed in her work, and 

which is very much a part of the experimental nature of modernism. As the 

study of the three texts of her first trilogy in the preceding chapters has 

shown, Scott's work is an important part of the American modernist tradition 

which reflects women's perspectives. Only a complete restoration of Scott's 

work and the works of other women modernists, now forgotten, will result in 

an American modernist canon which fully reflects the emotion, the turmoil, 

and the upheaval of this unusual time period for all Americans. 

Although Scott was also known as an experimental poet, playwright, 

and children's writer, it is through her novels that Scott reaches the height of 

her artistry. Although not completely under discussion in this study, the 
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novels of Scott's canon are each uniquely representative of the modernist 

period and their re-introduction to the modernist canon would not only be a 

fitting recognition of Scott's contribution, but also an important step toward 

expanding the modernist canon to include more women artists. 
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